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Abstract
Fixed-wing aircraft are traditionally controlled using deflectable trailing edge rigid flaps, commonly known
as control surfaces. When deflected, these flaps modify the camber distribution of the aerofoil, which changes
the aerodynamic pressure distribution over the wing. These changes in aerodynamic pressure result in
net aerodynamic forces and moments that can be used to control the lift generation and orientation of
the aircraft. However, flaps change aerofoil shape in a sharp and discontinuous way, resulting in surface
discontinuities and gaps. These discontinuities induce flow separation, which leads to a significant increase
in drag. Alternatively, if these control surfaces could vary camber distribution in a smooth and continuous
way, similar control authority can be achieved with a significantly reduced drag penalty. This alternative
approach is known as camber morphing, and its implementation on fixed-wing aircraft could lead to a
reduction in fuel consumption and noise.
One of these promising camber morphing concepts is the Fish Bone Active Camber (FishBAC) device, a
compliance-based design capable of achieving large, smooth and continuous changes in camber. A preliminary
3D printed prototype of this concept was wind tunnel tested, and results showed a 25% drag reduction
at the 2D aerofoil level when compared to a flap. However, this first-generation of FishBAC devices were
designed using low-fidelity structural and aerodynamic models and manufactured using 3D printed plastic.
To implement this technology in real aerospace structures, it is necessary to manufacture this morphing
device using aerospace-graded materials. Also, it is crucial to develop modelling tools that can fully capture
the complex coupled three-dimensional structural and aerodynamic behaviour of a 3D morphing FishBAC
wing. These modelling techniques must be physically rich enough to accurately capture the detailed response
of the morphing device while also being computationally efficient to allow for rapid design iterations and
optimisation that results in better performing devices.
To address the modelling requirements, two discontinuous structural models based on composite plate
model theories (i.e. Kirchhoff-Love and Mindlin-Reissner) and an aerodynamic model based Weissinger’s
Lifting Line Theory with viscous 2D panel method corrections were developed. Additionally, the large changes
in shape that the FishBAC produces are associated with large changes in aerodynamic pressure (and vice-
versa), resulting in a strong coupling between aerodynamics and structural loads. Consequently, to accurately
capture both structural and aerodynamic behaviour of these morphing wings, a Fluid-Structure Interaction
(FSI) analysis that couples the two different physics was developed. These structural, aerodynamic and
FSI modelling techniques capture the highly orthotropic structure of the composite FishBAC, the 3D
aerodynamics of the morphing wing and the interaction between structural and aerodynamic loads. Moreover,
these models have a useful and appropriate level of fidelity for design and optimisation tasks: they converge
using one to two orders of magnitude fewer degrees of freedom than fully coupled Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD)/Finite Element Method (FEM)-based routines and all structural and material properties
are parametrically defined and can be easily modified, allowing for wide-ranging explorations of the design
space.
The development of these novel modelling techniques is complemented and validated by the design,
manufacture and test of a composite FishBAC wind tunnel wing model. This prototype was manufactured
using a combination of manufacturing techniques, including autoclave curing of carbon fibre prepreg,
additive manufacturing (3D printing), and traditional metal machining. The composite FishBAC wing
was then tested under static actuation loads, and these results were used to validate structural models.
Additionally a 2D wind tunnel test was performed, where force balance, wake rake and Particle Image
Velocimetry data were collected and analysed to further explore the aerodynamic behaviour of the FishBAC,
and to benchmark it against both rigid (non-morphing) and flapped aerofoils.
Results presented in this thesis show that the discontinuous Mindlin-Reissner plate-based model
predicts the structural behaviour of the FishBAC using 99% fewer degrees of freedom than FEM, whereas
the aerodynamic viscous corrected Lifting-Line model is suitable to analyse the 3D aerodynamics of the
FishBAC morphing wing at low Mach numbers and at attached flow regimes. Additionally, the FSI results
showed that the 3D FishBAC wing can achieve a lift control authority (i.e. change in lift coefficient) between
0.5 and 0.63 for a wide range of angles of attack. In terms of aerodynamic efficiency, the FishBAC wing
showed a 44% increase in lift-to-drag ratios at low lift coefficients, when compared to a flap. Lastly, the 2D
wind tunnel test results showed efficiency gains over flaps of between 16% and 50% at the 2D aerofoil level.
In summary, these results highlight the potential aerodynamic benefits that a FishBAC morphing wing can
bring to a full-size aeroplane and also suggest that the developed modelling tools are suitable for future
design iteration and optimisation studies of composite morphing aerostructures.
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Ever since its beginning in 1914, commercial aviation has been steadily growing, especially
after World War II. Specifically, in the past 25 years, passenger air traffic—commonly measured
in Revenue Passenger per Kilometre (RPK)—has steadily grown at an average annual rate of
5% (Figure 1.1). There are several reasons behind this significant steady growth, such as market
liberalisation, improvements in household incomes, the introduction of more efficient aircraft and
the growth of low-cost airlines [1, 2]. Currently, there are no signs of this growth rate slowing
down in the next two decades and, consequently, current passenger numbers could double up
to an estimate of 8.2 billion (per year) by the year 2040 [2]. This expected growth represents
a huge environmental challenge for the aviation sector since, even though technologies have
significantly increased fuel efficiency of aeroplanes in the past decades, there is evidence that
fuel burning is increasing at a faster rate than the fuel efficiency gains [3]. To guarantee the
sustainability of the aviation sector, there needs to be a more significant effort on tackling the
increasing environmental impact of aviation.
Most of the improvements in aircraft efficiency have come from two main sources: reduction in
weight due to the use of lightweight materials—such as composites—and the development of more
efficient engines. However, the rate at which fuel efficiency is increasing due to weight reduction
and engine improvements has been slowing down in the past two decades [4]. Therefore, without
improvements in other areas, the additional environmental impact due to aviation growth will
not be offset. For example, further development is needed in using alternative fuels and electric
propulsion, optimising flight plans and airport operations and introducing novel technologies
to improve aerodynamic efficiency [5]. Traditional aircraft structures are rigid and, therefore,
their geometries are designed to achieve maximum aerodynamic efficiency and one specific
flight scenario (usually at cruise). Consequently, operations at other flight scenarios are far from
optimal, leading to higher fuel consumption. One way to improve aerodynamic efficiency is to
continuously modify the shape of the vehicle during flight, so it can better adapt to the different
flight scenarios and environmental conditions. This adaptability is already observed in nature, as
birds are able to vary their body configuration depending on the flight conditions, which allows
for achieving high levels of efficiency and manoeuvrability at different flight conditions and
scenarios [6].
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Although fixed-wing aircraft do effectively change shape during flight, specifically the camber
distribution of their aerofoils, they do so by using a series of rigid devices (trailing edge flaps)
that are hinged to the trailing edges of their wings (Figure 1.2a). When these hinged flaps deflect,
they vary the aerofoil camber distribution, inducing a change in the distribution of aerodynamic
pressure over the wings and therefore changing the net forces and moments. These changing
forces and moments can be used to manoeuvre and control the aircraft’s direction of flight.
However, the use of trailing edge flaps comes with a significant disadvantage: a drag penalty
that reduces the overall efficiency of the aircraft. When these flaps deflect, the change in camber
occurs in a sharp and discontinuous way. Also, since they are hinged, a structural gap must exist
to allow flap rotation without structural interference. This structural gap and the discontinuous
change in camber induce earlier flow separation, which results in a significant increase in drag,
and higher drag translates into higher fuel consumption and noise. Consequently, their use is
restricted to certain flight scenarios and for control purposes and not for actively optimising wing
geometry during flight.
Aeroplanes progressively lose weight during flight due to fuel burn; hence, the amount of lift
force required to sustain equilibrium flight is continuously decreasing. Therefore, to maintain
wings level equilibrium flight, the amount of lift force that is generated must be reduced in
accordance with this reduction in weight. One way of reducing lift during flight is to reduce air
density by gradually increasing cruise altitude; however, these changes in altitude may be limited
by the aircraft service ceiling and other operational constraints.
Figure 1.1: Aviation growth since 1950. Reproduced in agreement with ICAO’s Copyright and
Terms and Conditions [1].
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Another option is to reduce the angle of attack (pitch angle) to reduce lift force. Although effective
in reducing lift, varying pitch angle would result in an increase in total drag force as higher
fuselage and wing profile drag, respectively, are expected. A third option is to continuously reduce
aerofoil camber so that lift can be reduced without having to change either altitude or angle of
attack. As already mentioned, if the continuous camber reduction is performed using hinged
flaps, the drag penalty may offset any efficiency gains. Therefore, camber morphing devices offer
a more efficient approach for this specific application.
If aeroplane wings could instead vary their shape in a smooth way that is free from surface
discontinuities and gaps (Figure 1.2b), similar aerodynamic control authority could be achieved,
but with a much lower drag penalty [7]. Also, since the drag penalty is lower, these continuous
changes in camber could be throughout the duration of the flight to continuously adapt the
shape of the wing, and thus achieving higher aerodynamic efficiencies at all flight stages. By
doing so, higher aerodynamic efficiencies may be achieved, leading to additional fuel efficiency
gains. Moreover, flaps are unable to gradually change camber distribution along the wing span,
which can be exploited to optimise spanwise lift distribution and minimise induced drag. These
smooth and continuous changes in camber are known as camber morphing, and there have been
significant research efforts to push this concept forward in the past two decades [7, 8].
In terms of fuel efficiency gains, there are studies in the literature that have quantified
the potential benefits of varying aerofoil camber during flight. Recksiek (2009) estimated that
fuel consumption could be reduced between 1-2% in a full-size Airbus A350 XWB if traditional
hinged ailerons are actively used to account for weight-loss due to fuel burn [9], and Greff (1990)
estimated that these fuel efficiency gains could triple if hinged ailerons are replaced by camber
morphing devices [10].
Figure 1.2: Traditional hinged flap (a) vs variable camber morphing (b)
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1.1 Camber Morphing: Main Challenges
Even though the aeronautical community has been aware of the benefits of camber morphing
for almost a century (there are camber morphing concepts dating from as early as 1920 [11–13]),
it has been in the past two decades that camber morphing has started to be considered as a
feasible alternative to rigid control surfaces. This has been partly due to new developments in
smart materials and lightweight structures, but also due to advances in structural modelling and
manufacturing techniques—such as additive manufacturing—that have allowed the development
of new manufacturing processes and actuation methods for novel camber morphing concepts [7].
Most research efforts to date have focused on two separate areas: developing the 2D aerofoil
morphing concept [14–20] and studying the benefits and challenges of camber morphing from a
systems-level point-of-view [21–23]. However, more work is needed on developing lightweight and
airworthy camber morphing structures, and on their integration into three-dimensional wings.
The research presented in this thesis is motivated by the need to develop an integrated,
comprehensive approach for designing camber morphing wings. Such an approach would need
to tackle the complexity of the subject from different angles simultaneously, to be able to make
progress in the highly coupled domains of design and analysis, manufacture, and experimental
testing. Furthermore, the compliance-based approach to camber morphing considered here
requires coupling between the structural and aerodynamic analysis, and also the consideration
of the hierarchical nature of this problem—to capture the aeroelastic performance at both
the component level and the wing level. Specifically, this thesis undertakes a comprehensive
design, analysis, and experimental validation research campaign for the Fish Bone Active
Camber (FishBAC) morphing technology, which has been previously introduced by Woods and
Friswell (2012) [24].
The FishBAC is a compliance-based camber morphing device that has been carefully engi-
neered to have high stiffness in critical directions—i.e. along the span to resist bending moments—
while being compliant in thicknesswise bending so that continuous changes in camber can occur.
To achieve this high orthotropic level, several types of structural members and materials are
combined, such as a carbon-fibre/epoxy central bending spine (main load-bearing member), a
series of ABS 3D-printed spanwise stringers, silicone skin sheets and antagonistic Kevlar tendons
for inducing actuation moments to drive the camber morphing (Figure 1.3).
The first generation of FishBAC devices were developed as proof-of-concept, and they showed
promising results such as aerodynamic efficiency improvements of at least 25% (compared to a
hinged flap) [25]. Besides these significant improvements in aerodynamic efficiency, there are
other factors that make the FishBAC a more attractive camber morphing concept than similar
devices in the literature, such as: (i) the tailorability of its elastic properties (e.g. by varying
the thickness of the spine, the number and size of the stringers, and the skin material and
thickness), (ii) its ability to gradually vary the amount of camber along the span by having
multiple spanwise actuation points, (iii) its actuation-agnostic design (i.e. the tendon-pulley
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the Fish Bone Active Camber (FishBAC) morphing concept
actuation mechanisms can be driven by any type of actuator), (iv) its large lift control authority
of ∆CL ≈ 0.7, which is similar to that of hinged flaps and (v) its orthotropic nature that allows for
targeted tailoring of stiffness—e.g. chordwise bending vs spanwise bending or torsion vs bending
stiffness. However, this first generation of FishBAC devices were designed using low fidelity
structural and aerodynamic modelling tools [26, 27] and manufactured using 3D-printed plastic.
To successfully implement the FishBAC in real large scale aerospace structures, it is necessary
to develop modelling tools that can capture the three-dimensional nature of a fixed-wing fitted
with a FishBAC device, from both structural and aerodynamic points-of-view. Additionally, the
use of high-performance aerospace-grade materials is of extreme importance so that the FishBAC
can move towards industrial application. Therefore, the aims of this thesis are: (i) to develop
modelling tools that can capture both chordwise and spanwise structural behaviour of composite
FishBAC devices, as well as the 3D aerodynamics of FishBAC morphing wings; and (ii) to design
and manufacture a carbon-fibre FishBAC device that can be used to experimentally validate both
structural and aerodynamic simulations and (iii) to obtain additional wind tunnel data to further
understand the potential benefits of using the FishBAC instead of hinged flaps.
The novelty of the work presented in this thesis is twofold: first, it introduces novel structural,
aerodynamics and three-dimensional fluid-structure interaction modelling tools that can be
used to simulate not just the FishBAC, but other bending driven compliance-based composite
morphing devices; and second, the introduction of the first composite-spine FishBAC device,
which was used to perform an extensive testing campaign to experimentally study the structural
and aerodynamic behaviour of this morphing device. These experimental results, along with
preliminary design space explorations using the 3D FSI, constitute the first research efforts on




Considering the aims presented in the previous section, this section outlines the objectives of this
thesis. A schematic of how these objectives are realised is shown in Figure 1.4.
1. To develop a computationally efficient, parametrically driven, structural model capable of
capturing both chordwise and spanwise behaviour of the FishBAC under both structural
and aerodynamic loads. The model must be capable of:
a) Stiffness tailoring due to the use of composite laminates
b) Capturing the FishBAC static structural behaviour due to different aerodynamic
pressure distributions and actuation loads
c) Obtaining in-plane and out-of-plane displacements along both chordwise and spanwise
directions
d) Modelling the discontinuous nature of the FishBAC due to the presence of stringers
















Integrated Analysis of 
Camber Morphing Fixed-
Wings
Figure 1.4: Schematic of main research outputs presented in this thesis
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2. To develop a Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) analysis to couple both structural and
aerodynamic modelling of the FishBAC. Specifically, this routine should:
a) Couple structural and aerodynamic analysis of the FishBAC into a single routine
b) Model three-dimensional aerodynamic effects (i.e. downwash)
c) Capture the impact of non-uniform changes in camber along the span
3. To design, manufacture and test a composite FishBAC wind tunnel wing model. The
following tests are to be performed on the completed model:
a) Static structural testing for validation of the developed structural model
b) Wind tunnel test for both understanding the aerodynamic benefits of the FishBAC
1.3 Chapter Outline
This thesis is outlined as follows:
• Chapter 2: introduces a literature review on morphing wings concepts, including planform,
out-of-plane and aerofoil morphing. Furthermore, it introduces variable camber and its
evolution throughout the past century. Finally, it reviews relevant modern camber morphing
concepts, including the FishBAC device.
• Chapter 3: develops a discontinuous plate-based structural model of the FishBAC. The
model is based on Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory, and the Rayleigh-Ritz Method is used as the
solution technique. This model successfully captures the static behaviour of the FishBAC,
except when transverse shear stresses exist.
• Chapter 4: introduces a structural model that addresses the limitations of the Kirchhoff-
Love model presented in Chapter 3. To account for transverse shear stresses, this model is
based on Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory. The model successfully addresses the limitations
of the Kirchhoff-Love model and can accurately predict the FishBAC static behaviour under
any actuation load case. Additionally, experimental validation is presented in this chapter.
• Chapter 5: describes the design, manufacture and structural tests of the composite Fish-
BAC wind tunnel wing model. This includes material and actuator characterisation and
calibration of the actuation system.
• Chapter 6: presents 2D wind tunnel tests results of the composite FishBAC wind tunnel
wing model. To directly compare the aerodynamic behaviour of the FishBAC, a hinged flap
device was also tested using the same equipment and setup. The performed tests include
force balance and wake survey—to measure aerodynamic forces and moments—Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and stereo displacement point tracking videogauge.
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• Chapter 7: proposes an FSI analysis that couples the Mindlin-Reissner plate model with a
nonlinear viscous-corrected Lifting-Line Theory (aerodynamic model). The model is capable
of analysing both structural and aerodynamic behaviour of the FishBAC in a coupled
manner. Also, the chapter presents a brief study on the variation of the aerodynamic
performance of a generic wing geometry with varying actuation inputs and angles of attack.
• Chapter 8: summarises the major findings of this thesis, highlights its novelty, and suggests




This chapter reviews the three main morphing classifications for fixed-wing applications: planform
morphing, out-of-plane morphing and aerofoil morphing. Since the main objective of this thesis
is to develop a variable camber morphing device, there is an emphasis on reviewing aerofoil
morphing technologies.
2.1 Introduction
The advantages of modifying the wing geometry during flight were known since the beginning
of flight. The concept of morphing wings dates from the early 1900s when the Wright Brothers
created a ‘wing warping’ mechanism that directly twisted the biplane wings of the Wright Flyer to
create asymmetric spanwise variations in lift to roll the aircraft [28]. Also, one of the first variable
camber concepts was introduced by H.F. Parker in 1920 (Figure 2.1) [11], where a series of ‘rib
springs’ were used to modify the camber distribution. This wing was then tested in a wind tunnel,
and improvements in lift-to-drag ratios of 200% were recorded. Additionally, several variable
camber patents were filed during the 1930s and 1940s [12, 13, 29], however, a common aspect
among early variable camber concepts is that they all involved the use of complex actuation
mechanisms that ended up adding significant structural weight. Consequently, they were not
implemented and the aircraft design solidified around the simple and well-proven hinged trailing
edge flap.




In terms of ‘morphing aircraft’, the Pterodactyl IV and Makhonine Mak-10 were two of the
first full-size morphing aeroplanes, introducing variable sweep and span, respectively. Also,
the Nikitin-Shevchenko IS-1 fighter was able to transition from biplane to monoplane during
flight [7]. Although capable of morphing during flight, these aircraft used heavy and complex
mechanisms to change shape. The added structural complexity and weight, as well as additional
costs and airworthiness concerns, led to these concepts not being fully implemented and their
development stopped at the prototype stage.
However, due to advances in smart structures and composite materials, morphing aircraft
have become a popular subject of study since the beginning of the 21st century. Significant
research outputs have been generated in this subject, and they are summarised by several review
articles [7, 8, 30–32]. The main objective of these ‘newer’ concepts is to address the weight and
complexity penalties of ‘traditional’ morphing mechanisms so that the aerodynamic benefits of
morphing wings can be fully observed and exploited. Also, these developments in lightweight
morphing concepts have been accompanied by newer structural, aerodynamics and aeroelastic
modelling techniques that have enhanced the understanding of morphing structures and the
potential implications of full-scale applications.
According to Barbarino et al. (2011) [7], there are three main ways of achieving morphing
in wings: changing the wing planform geometry (i.e. sweep, chord and span changes), its out-of-
plane properties (i.e. twist, dihedral and spanwise bending) or its aerofoil geometry (i.e. aerofoil
thickness and camber distribution). The work developed in this thesis lies in the variable aerofoil
geometry area, specifically, in variable camber morphing aerofoils. However, the other two ways
of achieving morphing are briefly introduced in the following subsections.
2.2 Planform Morphing
Planform morphing refers to modifying the planform (top-view) dimensions of the wing during
flight. This can usually be achieved by either modifying the span of the wing, the chord length
or a change in sweep angle. Early concepts were introduced in the 1930s; specifically, the MAK-
10 (1931) is the first known flying example of telescopic span-morphing, whereas the Soviet
LIG-7 (1937) was the first chord morphing introduced [7]. During the 1950s, several patents that
involved telescoping span-morphing [33] and leading edge extensions [34] were filed.
2.2.1 Span Morphing
One of the most common approaches for planform morphing is span-morphing. The objective
of span-morphing is to increase the aspect ratio of the wing by extending its length, which
results in a reduction of induced drag. Specifically, one of the most common approaches is
the telescoping wing approach, such as presented by Bloudeau and Pines (2007) [35], Leite et
al. (2009) (Figure 2.2) [36] and Bye and McClure (2007) [37], among others.
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Figure 2.2: Span morphing concept developed by Leite et al. (2009). Reproduced from Leite et
al. (2009) with Authors’ permission [36].
Additionally, Henry and Pines (2007) [38] and Seigler et al. (2004) [39] investigated asymmet-
ric span morphing for roll control. The former found that asymmetric span morphing provides
significantly higher roll damping than ailerons, whereas the latter one concluded that even
though this approach gives more control authority in roll, the dynamic properties of the vehicle
change significantly and thus adds unnecessary complexity to the stability of the system. For
example, when spanwise morphing is performed asymmetrically, the centre of gravity can no
longer be assumed to be fixed. Lastly, another common approach to achieve span morphing is
by folding wing and wingtips [40–42], which has been of interest not only for extending wings
during flight but mostly to accommodate aircraft in reduced parking spaces such as airport gates
and aircraft carriers.
One conceptual disadvantage of span morphing is the increasing bending moments due to
added length. Bae et al. (2005) [43] performed an aeroelastic study on a variable span morphing
wing and concluded that the overall flexibility of the wing increases with increasing span, which
requires additional bending stiffness in the design. Overall, it can be concluded that the induced
drag reduction due to span morphing is at the expense of extra structural weight and stiffness.
2.2.2 Chord Morphing
Adding chord length to a wing has the benefits of increasing the amount of lift that can be
generated due to an increase in surface area. Most fixed-wing aircraft currently achieve this by
having trailing edge extensions (e.g. fowler flaps), which are usually hinged to the main wing.
However, the use of smart materials and compliant structures to achieve chord morphing
without the use of hinged extensions has not attracted significant attention [7]. In many fixed-
wing aircraft designs, the internal chordwise configuration of the wing is very complex due to the
presence of fuel tanks, which reduces the effective space for any chord morphing mechanisms.
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Some of the concepts that have been investigated involved using a series of chordwise rib
partitions actuated by DC motors [44] and Dynamic Modular Foams [45]. The former one was
successful but with a significant weight penalty added by the actuation mechanism, whereas
the latter one had issues with achieving uniform heat transfer to actuate the Dynamic Modular
Foam, which has a similar actuation behaviour to a Shape Memory Alloy.
2.2.3 Variable Sweep
Swept wings were introduced as a way to increase the critical Mach number of fixed-wing aircraft,
allowing for transonic flight and delaying drag divergence due to supersonic flow. However,
sweeping the wings comes at the expense of a reduction in lift generated, and thus, a reduction in
lift-to-drag ratio [46]. The motivation behind variable sweep in fixed-wings is to give the aircraft
the ability to perform the lower speed stages of flight—takeoff, climb, approach and land—with
an unswept wing configuration, and as the aircraft approaches transonic (or even supersonic)
cruise speeds, the wings can be swept to increase the critical Mach number in transonic flight or
reduce the wave drag in supersonic flight. This feature would increase the overall efficiency of the
aeroplane as higher lift-to-drag ratios could be achieved during the slowest portions of the flight.
The first aircraft prototype that was able to fully vary the sweep angle was the Bell X-5, which
had its maiden flight in 1951. Despite its successful variable sweep mechanism, this aircraft
tended to have control and stall issues during flight. During the 1970s and 1980s, variable sweep
wings became popular in military aircraft. Some of the designs that offered this mechanism
are: the General Dynamics F-111, the Grumman F-14, the Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-23 and the
Sukhoi Su-24, among others. One common characteristic of these aircraft is the significant extra
weight that the variable sweep mechanism adds to the vehicle, having a negative impact on the
vehicle’s fuel efficiency and maximum payload [7].
In response to these heavy mechanisms, the use of smart materials and lightweight structures
for variable sweep has been investigated by several research groups. For example, de Marmier
and Wereley (2003) (Figure 2.3) [47] looked into using inflatable actuators for UAV wings, whereas
Yu et al. (2007) [48] looked at temperature-induced morphing by deforming a scissor mechanism
using Shape Memory Polymers (SMP). Furthermore, Mattioni et al. (2006) [49] proposed a
variable sweep mechanism using bistable composite laminates in a two-spar wing in which
residual stresses after curing acted as an elastic hinge. However, this previous concept did not
include a skin, and therefore the feasibility of the proposed design was not thoroughly tested.
Variable sweep concepts have two conceptual disadvantages: they inherently vary the position
of the centre of gravity of the aircraft during flight—representing a challenge in terms of stability
and control—and the actuating pivot point is usually at the wing root—location where the wing
experiences its highest bending moments.
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Figure 2.3: Variable sweep morphing concept developed by de Marmier and Wereley (2003).
Reproduced from de Marmier and Wereley (2003) [47]. Reproduced with Authors’ permission.
2.3 Out-of-Plane Morphing
Out-of-plane morphing refers to shape-changing mechanisms that focus on varying the wing’s
incidence angle with respect to the freestream flow. There are three main out-of-plane parameters
that can be modified during flight that could positively impact the performance of aeroplanes:
wing twist, dihedral and spanwise bending [7].
2.3.1 Variable Twist
The twist of a wing corresponds to the local change in incidence angle along the span, measured
with respect to the root’s angle of attack. A wing is usually twisted for three main reasons: to
keep the entire wing from stalling at the same time, to reduce induced drag due to lift and to
vary the spanwise load distribution. Besides induced drag reduction, twist morphing has two
additional applications: roll control—as the Wright Brothers implemented in their wing warping
mechanism—and load alleviation.
Two of the first concepts that introduced morphing wing twist were developed by Rock-
well’s Active Flexible Wing (1998) [50] and by the USAF/NASA Active Aeroelastic Wing frame-
work (2000) [51]. These projects introduced the use of conventional control surfaces as ‘aerody-
namic tabs’ that can modify the twist of a wing for roll control purposes. These authors showed not
only potential improvements in performance but also on preventing the risk of aileron reversal—
an undesired phenomenon where the aeroplane rolls in the opposite direction to the control input.
Aileron reversal normally occurs on aeroplanes with twisted wings flying at high speeds.
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When ailerons deflect downward, a nose-down pitching moment that reduces the effective angle
of attack is induced. If the torsional stiffness of the wing is not sufficient, this reduction in angle
of attack could result in the wing generating negative lift, which would roll the aeroplane in the
opposite direction [52, 53].
Moreover, Griffin and Hopkins (1997) [54] introduced one of the first variable twist concepts:
a Variable Stiffness Spar (VSS) that can switch from a low stiffness configuration—enhancing
roll performance—to a high stiffness configuration that prevents aileron reversal at high speeds.
Inspired by Griffin and Hopkins (1997), Chen et al. (2000) [55] focused on showing the potential
of this spanwise variable stiffness concept by optimising for maximum roll rate. They proposed
a ‘torsion-free’ modification, which combines two ‘very stiff ’ spars near the quarter-chord of
the wing with two VSS spars at both leading and trailing edges. This configuration showed an
increase in roll rate without sacrificing any static and flutter stability.
Further studies on how variable stiffness can be exploited for morphing twist purposes is
summarised by Cooper (2006) [56], where the idea of a pneumatic device for translating and
internally rotating the spars in the chordwise direction is introduced. The main objective of
this pneumatic device is to minimise drag by varying twist during flight. Other concepts that
focused on varying the internal configuration of the wing or the stiffness of the main load-bearing
members for roll control were presented by Garcia et al. (2003) (Figure 2.4), Stanford et al. (2007)
and Ajaj et al. (2011) [57–59].
However, one disadvantage of these active twist concepts that were previously presented is
that they may not offer a weight-effective design. Some of them involve the presence of additional
actuation mechanisms, whereas others present additional structural members. As an alternative,
some researchers have attempted to embed actuation to the main load-bearing members by using
Piezoelectrics [60–63] and Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) [64–67]. Although lighter, these concepts
can see their effectiveness limited due to the well-known actuation limitations of Piezoelectrics
(e.g. low strains, hysteresis and limited tensile strengths [68, 69]) and SMAs (e.g. low usable
strains, fatigue, low actuation frequency and low controllability [70]).
Figure 2.4: Variable twist morphing concept for roll control, by Garcia et al. (2003). Reproduced
from Garcia et al. (2003) with Authors’ permission [57].
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One important concept that is worth highlighting is the DARPA Smart Wing project, which
combined a series of ‘smart’ concepts that combine compliance-based control surfaces with novel
actuation systems such as standard piezoelectric, SMAs and ultrasonic piezoelectric motors. This
last one—the ultrasonic piezoelectric motors—are implemented using an ‘innovative’ eccentuator
approach, i.e. a beam that converts rotation at one end into translation on the other. When
implemented in pairs, this approach allows for variations in wing bending (actuation in series) or
twist (asymmetric actuation). This actuation configuration is only possible due to the compliant
nature of the aerostructure, which combines different materials and structural elements to
simultaneously reduce the actuation energy requirements and provide sufficient stiffness to
resist aerodynamic loads [22, 71].
Lastly, during the past decade, the concept of passive morphing and load alleviation has been
studied by several research groups. By exploiting material anisotropy and coupling between
bending and torsion of composite laminates, the stiffness of a structure can be tailored to control
structural deflections, such as the amount of twist due to aerodynamic loads [72–74]. The main
advantage of this approach is that it does not require additional actuation mechanisms, but
just needs an adequate fibre-placement technique within a composite laminate. Controlling the
amount of twist at the outboard sections of wings can lead to a reduction in induced drag due to
local reduction in induced angle of attack.
2.3.2 Dihedral
In aircraft design, dihedral refers to the upward angle that the wings form with respect to the
horizontal plane when viewed from the front. Varying this angle during flight may lead to a
potential positive impact in performance, specifically by varying the stability/agility of the vehicle,
the stall properties and by targeting a reduction in induced drag [7].
In terms of morphing concepts, there have been significant research efforts on the use of a
series of active winglets that are actuated between ‘retracted’ and ‘extended’ position. These
active winglets can be used to vary the local dihedral angle [75–77]. However, these changes in
dihedral are localised at the wingtips. Conversely, global morphing dihedral concepts are not as
common due to the need to directly actuate against the very large root bending moments and
the associated large energy requirements. However, these concepts do exist in the literature, as
introduced by Bye and McClure’s (2007) folding wing prototype [37].
2.3.3 Spanwise Bending
The objective of spanwise bending morphing is to mimic the flying mechanics of several birds,
capable of ‘furling down’ their wings during flight, by continuously bending the wings along the
transverse direction (Figure 2.5). It is argued that this ability allows for the reduction of induced
drag and the increase of the lift-to-drag ratio by of around 15% due to a reduction in trailing edge
vortices when compared to an elliptical wing planform.
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Figure 2.5: Spanwise bending morphing concept for spanwise load alleviation and induced drag
reduction. Reproduced from Manzo and Garcia (2010) with Authors’ permission [78].
The most studied spanwise bending concept is known as the NASA Hyper Elliptical Camber
Span (HECS) wing [16, 78], which observed a drag reduction of 50% at high angles of attack.
However, one disadvantage of this spanwise bending morphing is the reduction in aspect ratio
when the wing is in the ‘furled’ configuration, which reduces the overall efficiency of the wing due
to an increase in induced drag.
2.4 Aerofoil Morphing
In the context of morphing aircraft, aerofoil morphing—specifically variable camber—is one of
the topics that has been broadly studied. Even though variable thickness devices exist in the
literature, these normally induce changes in camber distribution as well. Therefore, these are not
reviewed individually in this chapter. Since camber morphing is the main subject of study of this
thesis, a comprehensive review is presented in the following section.
2.4.1 Variable Camber
As described in Chapter 1, conventional fixed-wing aircraft are controlled by varying the amount
of forces and moments that the wings generate. These changes are generated by variations
in aerofoil camber distribution, which are achieved by actuating a series of hinged structures
commonly known as trailing edge flaps. Depending on the location and purpose of trailing edge
flaps, they are called elevators (pitch control), rudders (yaw) or ailerons (roll) and they are used
throughout flight to manoeuvre and trim the aircraft [46]. Although the deflection of these hinged
flaps causes an effective variation in aerodynamic forces, the sharp and discontinuous change
in aerofoil camber due to the hinged configuration comes with a significant drag penalty. While
the drag associated with manoeuvres does not typically make a significant impact on fuel burn
over a mission, the significant drag penalty of traditional plain flaps makes them an unattractive
option for more ambitious attempts to actively and continuously morph the wing geometry of the
entire wing for aerodynamic efficiency gains.
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An ideal solution to this issue is to generate smooth and continuous changes in camber distribu-
tion, with similar aerodynamic control authority but with a lower drag penalty. Consequently,
there has been a significant motivation to develop these camber morphing technologies, and the
most relevant concepts are reviewed in the following subsections.
2.4.2 Early Years
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the first camber morphing concepts were introduced in the early
20th century. In 1920, H.F. Parker of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA)
highlighted that fixed-wing aircraft flying at high speeds would be forced to fly at inefficient
conditions—at slightly negative angles of attack—if the wing geometry could not be modified from
the takeoff and landing configurations to a cruise one. As a solution, Parker (1920) mentioned that
varying the aerofoil camber distribution would give the wing sufficient adaptability to sustain
efficient flight at different flight stages. He proposed a variable camber rib mechanism that
was wind tunnel tested. Results showed maximum achievable lift coefficient of CL = 0.76 and
minimum lift coefficient of CD = 0.007 [11].
Herbert Hogan [12] filed a US Patent of a variable camber wing in 1931, which consisted of
a rigid central aerofoil with an adjustable ‘front’ and ‘rear’ sections. The leading and trailing
edge sections of the aerofoil are discretised in individual structural units that pivot about central
points and are actuated using a system of gears and linkage bars. The moving sections allow
for camber distribution modifications at multiple locations at both leading and trailing edges,
resulting in smooth and continuous changes in camber. Similarly, Charles Grant (1939) designed
and patented a variable camber wing that only morphed at the trailing edge. The mechanism
consisted of a series of hinged panels actuated by a set of external pivot arms [29]. In 1938,
Roland Chilton patented a wing capable of varying both camber and surface area. This design
implemented a series of leading and trailing edge panels that slid on guide tracks. It was meant to
be used in a ‘multi-part’ wing, where fixed, rigid sections are alternated with auxiliary morphing
sections [13]. Although impractical due to the complexity of the mechanisms and the added
weight they represented, these preliminary concepts demonstrated remarkably well the potential
of variable camber. These early designs highlight a common aspect that is still observed in many
more modern camber morphing concepts, i.e. the changes in camber are localised at the leading
and trailing edges of the aerofoil section and not at the central portions.
The complexity and weight penalty of these morphing concepts was a significant disadvantage
and therefore they were not implemented in full-scale applications. It was not until the 1990s,
when advances in smart materials and actuation systems—such as the use of Piezoelectric and
Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs)—along with the use of composite materials, that camber morphing
became a topic of interest in the aircraft design research community again.
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2.4.3 Camber Morphing: Modern Concepts
The main objective of ‘modern’ camber morphing concepts is to address the weight penalty and
complexity of earlier morphing mechanisms so that real aerodynamic benefits can be observed.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, advances in smart materials and lightweight structures have led
to lighter and less complex morphing mechanisms. For example, developments in piezoelectric
materials [14, 15] and Shape-Memory Alloys (SMA) [16, 17] have focused on exploring alternative
actuation mechanisms, whereas the further understanding of composite laminates has led
to exploiting structural instabilities for shape-changing [18–20]. Furthermore, some concepts
achieved variable camber by embedding actuators within the wing skin [14, 23], whereas others
focused on active actuation of the internal load-bearing structural members [17, 79–81].
Despite the actuation mechanisms, a common aspect among the majority of these morphing
concepts is that the change in shape does not occur across the entire aerofoil section, but is mainly
localised on the trailing edge, where the aerodynamic loads are relatively low. However, there are
concepts that have developed morphing leading edge devices, such as a compliant "droop-nose"
morphing leading edge using superelastic materials [82], whereas others have combined both
leading and trailing edges morphing devices [83]. Similarly, Werter et al. (2016) [84] proposed
leading and trailing edge morphing devices that combined skin warping and bending to induce
shape change. This research effort focused on developing a morphing mechanism that could be
retrofitted to an existing aircraft using as many off-the-shelf components as possible.
Some research efforts have focused on studying the benefits of morphing from a fixed-wing
aircraft systems-level perspective. Some examples are the NASA Ames F-111 Mission Adaptive
Wing, where a variable camber wing is implemented to optimise aerodynamic performance at
different flight scenarios [21]; the DARPA Smart Wing project [22] (Figure 2.6); and the NASA-
Boeing Variable Camber Continuous Trailing Edge Flap (VCCTEF) [85] concept. This latter
concept focused on variable camber morphing with spanwise variations by using a series of panels
that were individually hinged to each other, providing significantly higher degrees of freedom
than a traditional plain flap and allowing for continuous changes in camber. Even though this
concept successfully showed through analysis the potential aerodynamic benefits of gradual
chances in camber along the span, the design would add significant structural complexity to the
wing. Similarly, Flexsys Flexfoil [86] morphing device is capable of generating camber variations
along the span, reducing both induced drag and wing root bending moments simultaneously. This
concept has been successfully flight tested and is currently being commercialised for large-scale
applications [87].
To successfully implement camber morphing concepts in fixed-wing applications, it is neces-
sary to simultaneously address both the two-dimensional lightweight aerofoil morphing concept
design and its integration into three-dimensional wings. However, there is a current lack of these
combined efforts in the literature, which is being addressed by this thesis.
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Figure 2.6: DARPA smart wing variable camber concept. Reproduced from Kudva (2004) [22],
with Author’s permission.
The specific morphing concept that is developed in this thesis is the Fish Bone Active Camber
(FishBAC) concept, which is a compliance-based morphing device capable of generating large,
smooth and continuous changes in camber distribution [24, 25]. Initial wind tunnel testing of a 3D
printed plastic version of this concept measured a 20-25% improvement in lift-to-drag ratios when
compared to a traditional trailing edge flap configuration [25]. These significant aerodynamic
efficiency improvements can directly translate into fuel efficiency gains in fixed-wing aircraft.
2.5 Fish Bone Active Camber (FishBAC) Concept
The FishBAC device is a compliance-based morphing aerostructure that is highly orthotropic as
it has been carefully engineered to allocate stiffness along the span while remaining compliant
along the thicknesswise bending direction.
The FishBAC’s main load-bearing member is a central bending plate (spine) that follows
the aerofoil camber line. Attached to it, a series of perpendicular spanwise stringers of varying
height support the skin, maintain the aerofoil thickness distribution and also increase the
spanwise stiffness, without adding significant stiffness in the chordwise direction (Figure 2.7).
The structure is actuated by a set of servo actuators that drive antagonistic tendons through a
spooling-pulley mechanism. These tendons are clamped to each spooling-pulley in one end and
then anchored to the top and bottom surfaces of a rigid strip at the extreme trailing edge of the
device. Therefore, when the pulley is rotated by the actuators, the tendon tensions, converting
actuation torque and rotation into bending moments on the FishBAC. Depending on the direction
of these actuation inputs, the FishBAC bends upwards or downwards. Another feature of the
FishBAC is the number of actuation points along the span is an open design variable; thus,
gradual changes in camber along the span can be achieved if these actuators apply different loads.
Having this spanwise deflection ‘control’ gives the FishBAC the ability to potentially optimise
spanwise lift distributions and to reduce induced drag and spanwise bending moments. Lastly,
a pre-tensioned elastomeric sheet skin is bonded to the stringers, and acts as the aerodynamic
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surface of the FishBAC [24]. The FishBAC trailing edge device integrates readily with the rigid
wing that carries the majority of the aerodynamic loads.
The large camber deflections that the FishBAC can achieve are mainly due to its thicknesswise
bending compliance along the chordwise direction. This bending compliance is achieved by
reducing the bending stiffness contribution of the stiffest structural element (i.e. bending spine)
by locating it near the neutral axis, whereas the structural elements furthest away from the
neutral axis (i.e the skin sheets) have a Young’s Modulus three to four orders of magnitude lower
than the spine’s. Moreover, as previously mentioned, the spanwise stringers do not significantly
contribute to the chordwise bending stiffness. This structural design gives the FishBAC the
ability to achieve large changes in camber distribution without any surface discontinuities, while
still having sufficient spanwise rigidity to sustain spanwise bending moments.
The FishBAC is proposed as an alternative to plain flaps—i.e. defined as when the flap is
hinged to the wing without a structural gap. Since neither the FishBAC nor plain flaps have
structural gaps in the wing surface, similar maximum lift coefficients will be achieved by both
devices. However, most general aviation and commercial airliners have slotted flaps—i.e. flaps
with a structural gap between the rigid wing and the moving elements. As previously mentioned,
unlike hinged slotted flaps, the FishBAC has no structural gaps between the main wing and the
morphing device. These gaps in slotted flaps increase lift as they allow flow from the pressure side
to go to the suction side, which prevents boundary layer separation and increases the maximum
lift coefficients [88]. Therefore, the absence of these structural gaps in the FishBAC comes at
the expense of a reduction in maximum lift coefficient (CLmax), if compared against slotted flaps.
However, this reduction in maximum lift coefficient is offset by both its large lift control authority
and its increase in aerodynamic efficiency. In summary, it can be stated that the FishBAC is more
suitable to be used for aerodynamic optimisation and control purposes than as a high lift device.
The initial structural design and analysis of this concept was performed using an analytical
model based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [26], and the first prototypes were 3D printed using
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) plastic. Also, significant modelling and experimental











Figure 2.7: Schematic of the structural configuration of the Fish Bone Active Camber morphing
trailing edge concept [26].
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include the development of an XFOIL-based FSI analysis [27], a preliminary wind tunnel test of
an ABS plastic 3D printed prototype [25]—where a drag reduction of 20−25% was achieved when
compared to a hinged control surface—and a multi-objective optimisation routine for optimising
the FishBAC’s geometry and structural configuration [89]. This preliminary work successfully
demonstrated the capabilities of the FishBAC as a morphing technology, motivating further
development.
2.5.1 Limitations of Previous Work
Even though the initial modelling, design, manufacture and wind tunnel test of the FishBAC
successfully demonstrated its aerodynamic benefits, the work was limited to developing the 2D
aerofoil device. To scale-up the FishBAC technology and implement it in fixed-wing applications,
the FishBAC must be analysed, designed and manufactured as a three-dimensional structure,
with the coupling between structural and aerodynamic response that is so intrinsic to compliance-
based morphing being considered from the start. Also, the use of aerospace grade materials,
such as composite laminates, is of extreme importance for scaling-up this technology towards
industrial applications.
Specifically on the modelling side, the already developed Euler-Bernoulli-based FishBAC
structural model [26] can neither model composite laminates nor capture spanwise deflections.
Also, the existing aerodynamic solver is based on XFOIL, a 2D-viscous corrected panel method
incapable of capturing 3D aerodynamic effects [27]. Therefore, new structural and aerodynamic
tools must be developed and coupled in a 3D FSI routine. Also, these modelling tools must be
computationally efficient and with the right level of fidelity, so that they can be used for multiple
design iterations and structural optimisation.
Besides developing new modelling techniques, it is crucial to manufacture a working FishBAC
prototype with a carbon fibre spine to both demonstrate that it is possible and to validate the
new structural, aerodynamic and FSI models. Also, this wing model will be used to obtain
additional wind tunnel data to both corroborate the aerodynamic efficiency gains observed in
preliminary wind tunnel tests, and to further understand the aerodynamic benefits of variable
camber morphing.
In summary, these new modelling techniques, along with a complete set of experimental
data, will create a robust framework for future design, optimisation and manufacture of future
composite FishBAC devices, as well expanding the overall knowledge on how camber morphing




Discontinuous Composite Kirchhoff-Love Plate
Model
This chapter presents a parametric structural model for simulating the static behaviour of a
composite FishBAC. It addresses the limitations of a previously developed 1-dimensional Euler-
Bernoulli FishBAC beam model where, by definition, only isotropic materials and displacements
in the thicknesswise dimension can be modelled. Specifically, these limitations are addressed by
implementing a 2-dimensional structural model based on Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory and by
using Classical Laminate Theory to obtain the material properties of the composite laminates.
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 2.5, the initial analysis, design and sizing of the first FishBAC pro-
totypes were performed using an analytical structural model based on Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory [26]. This model accounts for chordwise changes in stiffness due to structural discon-
tinuities (spanwise stringers), by varying the bending stiffness distribution (i.e. EI(x)) across
the chord length. One advantage of modelling the out-of-plane behaviour with a beam model is
that a 1-D net aerodynamic pressure distribution can be directly integrated and the actuation
loads can be accounted for by adding local point forces and moments. However, as also men-
tioned in Chapter 2.5, a beam model is not capable of capturing any displacement variations
along the span, as the spanwise dimension is neglected in a 1-D beam model. Consequently, the
spanwise aerodynamic pressure distribution cannot be captured, which is crucial to analyse the
aerodynamic behaviour of 3D wings.
It is precisely these sorts of spanwise varying deformations that are of great interest, as
they provide the ability to actively change the spanwise loading of the wing. As explained in
Chapter 1, the ability to have significant control over the spanwise distribution of lift on a 3D
wing would provide a number of potential drag, structural, control, and aeroelastic benefits.
The presented model addresses these shortcomings by modelling the FishBAC using a two-
dimensional structural formulation based on Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory. This approach is
more suitable for the intended application as variations in out-of-plate displacement due to
several factors, such as bend-twist coupling, non-uniform actuation inputs and 3D aerodynamic
effects [90] can be captured and eventually be exploited to optimise lift distributions in both
chord and spanwise directions.
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Also, another advantage of modelling the structure using Plate Theory is to allow for the ex-
ploitation of the high degree of material anisotropy achievable with composite materials, which
is captured within the model by including Classical Laminate Theory (CLT) formulations within
the plate’s differential equation. Derivations of the equations of motions and strain energy of
composite laminated plates are well established [91], and consequently, they can be implemented
to analyse and design a composite FishBAC prototype.
The objective of this chapter is to develop a semi-analytical model of the FishBAC concept
that captures the in-plane and out-of-plane displacement due to both aerodynamic pressure (i.e.
transverse loading distribution) and actuation loads (i.e. distributed moments at the trailing
edge). This model can analyse the discontinuous geometry of the FishBAC by modelling its
variable stiffness as multiple individual plates that are joined by penalty springs, capturing
its complexity within a single system of linear equations. The scope of this effort represents a
significant advance beyond existing semi-analytical plate models for discontinuous structures
in the literature (for any structure) and a significantly more capable approach to modelling the
FishBAC. Currently, there is evidence in the literature of neither the use of penalty springs to join
a significant number of individual plate partitions (115 in this case) nor the use of Rayleigh-Ritz
Method to model static deflections under transverse pressure and distributed moments of such a
complex structure, where several drastic changes in stiffness exist. Therefore, there is significant
novelty in the ambition of what is desired and realised, with this work.
The semi-analytical nature of the model not only allows local stiffness properties to be
defined for each individual plate ‘partition’, but also to rapidly modify the geometric parameters
(e.g. stringer spacing, spine and skin thickness, wing dimensions, among others) and material
properties. Lastly, unlike in FEM, the semi-analytical model is ‘mesh-independent’, which means
that its convergence only depends on the number of the assumed shape functions that are used.
This chapter is outlined as follows: first, an introduction of the Kirchhoff-Love plate model
and the relevant modelling parameters for this problem are presented, followed by a brief
description of the Rayleigh-Ritz Method, assumed shape functions, boundary conditions and model
implementation. Lastly, a convergence study and comparison with FEM results is introduced as
a validation to the developed semi-analytical model.
3.2 Discontinuous Kirchhoff-Love Plate Model
The following section introduces the fundamentals of the plate theory that are used to model
the behaviour of the FishBAC, as well as the specific procedure that is followed to obtain
the displacement fields, including an introduction to the Rayleigh-Ritz Method for structural
analysis [91]. Also, this section introduces the assumed shape functions and the global boundary
conditions that are implemented in the semi-analytical formulation.
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3.2.1 Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory
Kirchhoff-Love plate theory is a two-dimensional mathematical model that can be used to analyse
stresses and strains of thin plates when subjected to external forces and moments. It assumes that
through-thickness stresses and strains, as well as transverse shear strains, are negligible. Thus,
this theory is only valid for thin plates with thickness-to-length and thickness-to-width ratios
of less than 1/20 (preferably 1/30). Kirchhoff-Love plate theory is analogous to Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory, where through-thickness stresses and strains are also neglected [91].
3.2.2 Rayleigh-Ritz Method
The Rayleigh-Ritz Method is a variational method that can be used to approximate solutions to
partial differential equations based on energy formulations. Its foundation lies in the principle of
conservation of total energy in a closed system. From a mechanics point of view, this implies that
the sum of the strain energy of the body and the kinetic and potential energies due to external
loads is a stationary value [91, 92]. This approach assumes that no frictional losses exist, which
is a reasonable simplifying assumption for many types of structures.
For an initially flat plate, these energy formulations can be written in terms of a total energy
expression that is a function of the plate displacement’s v0,v0 andw
Π(v0,v0,w)=U +W +V −T = constant, (3.1)
where U refers to the strain energy of the body, V and W are the potential energies due to
transverse and in-plane loads, respectively, and T is the kinetic energy. Since the scope of this
work is to analyse the static displacement of composite FishBAC structures, kinetic energy is
neglected for the time being, although it can still be added in later if dynamics are of interest.
3.2.3 Strain Energy
For an elastic body, the total strain energy is defined as the integral of the sum of the products of




(σxεx +σyεy +σzεz +τxzεxz +τyzεyz +τxyεxy)dxdydz . (3.2)
Since the semi-analytical model is based on Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory, through-thickness and
transverse shear strains are neglected (i.e. εz = εxz = εyz = 0), as stated by Whitney (1987) [91].
Furthermore, the in-plane strains of the laminate can be obtained in terms of the plate’s displace-
ments and their derivatives:
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These strain definitions (Equation 3.3) yield to a mathematical expression in terms of the
plate’s displacements and their derivatives and the stiffness terms. These stiffness terms are
expressed in terms of the ABD Matrix, obtained from CLT. The expression represents the total
strain energy of the laminate, such that











































































































































The ABD Matrix describes the stiffness of the composite laminate; it combines both material
and geometric stiffness in a single expression [93].
3.2.4 Potential Energy due to External Loads
There are two external loads acting on the FishBAC: the aerodynamic pressure distribution
and the actuation loads. The aerodynamic pressure—found separately using an aerodynamic
solver, e.g. panel methods or CFD—can be treated as a transverse pressure distribution acting
on the plate, with both variations in x and y. The potential energy due to transverse pressure
distributions (i.e. force per unit area) is defined as the integral of the pressure times the transverse
displacement across the surface area [91]
Vi j =−
Ï
qi j(x, y) wi j(x, y) dx dy . (3.5)
Additionally, if frictional losses in the actuation mechanism are neglected, the actuation
torque inputs can also be introduced to the Rayleigh-Ritz formulation as potential energy acting
on the plate. The composite FishBAC device is actuated at two locations along the span of the
wing, which are equidistant from the centre. This actuation is currently performed by a set of
servo actuators that drive a tendon-based spooling pulley mechanism (see Chapter 2.5).
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This pulley is connected to a Kevlar-tape tendon that travels through slots in the stringers until
reaching the trailing edge portion of the spine (where they are stitched and bonded). In this
way, torque and rotation input to the spooling pulley is transformed into force and displacement
of the tendons, before being converted back into a bending moment at the trailing edge. It is
this bending moment which drives the morphing deformation. To capture the impact of this
actuation method within this analysis, the external actuation loads are then modelled as applied
distributed moments over each short actuated segment of the FishBAC, such that
Wi j =−
∫
Mx j ψxi j (ai, y)d y , (3.6)
where ai is the location where the distributed moment is applied, and ψx is the plate rotation
about the y−axis. Since transverse shear strains are neglected, Kirchhoff-Love plate theory
assumes that ψx = ∂w/∂x. Note that this potential energy formulation neglects any friction on
the pulley-tendon system.
3.2.5 Displacement Fields and Shape Functions
The energy definitions presented in Section 3.2.3 are all in terms of the plate’s displacements and
their derivatives, the material and geometric stiffness represented by the ABD matrix terms
(Equation 3.4) and external loads (Equations 3.5-3.6). In this case, both material properties and
external loads are known and treated as inputs, whereas the displacements are unknown and,
therefore, their shapes need to be determined. Within the context of Rayleigh-Ritz Method, all
three displacements (i.e. v0, v0 and w) are normally defined in the form of three sets of double






























n (y) , (3.7c)
where Lmn, Omn and Pmn are the displacement amplitudes (unknown constants) and Xm(x) and
Yn(y) are the assumed shape functions, in x- and y- directions, respectively. Note that, since
the semi-analytical model performs the energy balance in each one of the plate’s partitions
individually, different sets of shape functions need to be defined for each one of the partitions.
The subscripts i and j in Equation 3.7 refer to the individual partitions in the chordwise and
spanwise directions, respectively.
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Previous studies have considered several types of shape function. A common approach in plate
mechanics is to assume that the displacement occurs in a periodic form, which makes the use
of cosine and sine Fourier series expansions convenient as it allows for closed-form solutions
to the differential equation. Several examples of using periodic functions are presented in the
literature [94–97].
Another alternative to periodic functions is using orthogonal polynomials. They present
better convergence rates when deflections do not occur in a periodic way as they can capture
localised features using fewer expansion terms [92]. In the context of plate mechanics, successful
examples of implementing generic orthogonal polynomials can also be found in the literature [98],
specifically in the field of static analysis of fibre-reinforced composite plates using orthogonal
polynomials [99].
Furthermore, a specific set of polynomials, known as the ‘Jacobi family’, are commonly used
in structural mechanics. This ‘family’ includes the Gegenbauer polynomials, which is a special
case of the Jacobi polynomials and the Chebyshev and Legendre polynomials, which themselves
are a special case of the Gegenbauer set [100, 101].
From the mechanics point of view, Legendre polynomials have been successfully implemented
in several cases, for example, in predicting buckling of highly anisotropic plates [102] and dis-
continuous panels with variable stiffness [103], analysing displacements of variable stiffness
beams and plates under transverse pressure loading [104] and also in capturing step changes in
thickness [105]. However, their integrals have an exact value of zero when integrated across their
normalised domain. This would imply that there is zero net work when a uniform transverse
pressure distribution and external moments are applied (Equations 3.5-3.6), which is not physi-
cally correct. On the other hand, Chebyshev polynomials do not integrate to zero in a normalised
domain. These non-zero integrations, along with their fast convergence rate [92], were the two
main reasons why Chebyshev Polynomials of the First Kind (Figure 3.1) were selected as shape














where n corresponds to the polynomial order.
One crucial aspect to consider during this analysis is that, since Chebyshev polynomials
are normalised and defined from [−1,1], the numerical analysis must be performed within this
domain. Consequently, two non-dimensional variables (ζ and η ∈ [−1,1]) are defined to relate the
physical dimensions of each plate to a normalised frame, such that
ζi = 2xiai




These two non-dimensional variables are used to replace x and y in Equations 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7,
which changes the integration bounds from physical boundaries to the normalised ones ([−1,1]).
Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between physical and normalised frames.
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Figure 3.2: Coordinate transformation, from physical xi,yj to normalised ζi,ηi coordinate frames,
performed in each one of the partitions.
3.2.6 Global Boundary Conditions
The FishBAC morphing trailing edge section is modelled as a cantilever plate (Figure 3.3) clamped
to the rigid forward section of the wing . This constraint implies that displacements and rotations
must be zero at the FishBAC’s root. Since the Chebyshev polynomials do not naturally meet this
condition (see Figure 3.1), the expansion in the chordwise polynomial functions must be modified
to enforce the clamped boundary at the root. Jaunky et al. (1985) [106] introduced the concept of
using a circulation function to enforce boundary conditions at any location ζc
Γx(ζ)= (ζ−ζc)nbc , (3.10)
where the value of nbc is set depending on the nature of the boundary condition of the ζc location
(Table 3.1). Note that, as long as the circulation term is multiplied to every term of the Chebyshev
polynomial expansion, the polynomial expansion remains orthogonal.
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Table 3.1: Boundary Conditions as implemented by circulation function in Equation 3.10 [107].
Boundary Condition at ζc n Displacement Rotation
Free Edge (F) 0 Free Free
Simply Supported (SS) 1 0 Free
Clamped (C) 2 0 0
𝑥
𝑦
𝑏 = 900 mm
𝑎 = 140 𝑚𝑚
𝑀𝑥1𝑀𝑥2
𝑥𝑀𝑥 = 80.83 mm
Clamped Edge
Figure 3.3: Global coordinate frame of the FishBAC, as well as global dimensions and locations
where actuation moments are applied. These actuation loading points correspond to the tendon-
spine points of contact (tendons not shown).
3.2.7 Stiffness Discontinuities and Local Boundary Conditions
The stiffness of the FishBAC is inherently discontinuous due to the presence of the stringers,
which implies that the energy balance presented in Equation 3.1 has to be calculated in each
section of uniform stiffness as the ABD Matrix terms in Equation 3.4 vary significantly between
regions with and without stringers. Note that, since independent shape functions are used for
each individual section (Equation 3.7), a coordinate transformation from the physical to the
normalised frame has to be performed in each partition, individually. Hence, a local coordinate
system is defined at the centre of each element, and then individually mapped to local ζi and η j
variables (Equation 3.9) as observed in Figure 3.2.
In structures with stiffness discontinuities, shear force and bending moments at each ‘joint’
must be continuous when approached from either side of the boundary. However, due to the ‘step’
change in both geometric and material stiffness, curvatures are not continuous. These types of
structures are known as ‘C1-continuous’, where displacement and rotations at local boundaries
must be continuous, but higher-order derivatives do not. Since Chebyshev polynomials do not
inherently meet this type of structural continuity at local boundaries, these have to be enforced
by other means [107].
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There are two common approaches for ensuring displacement and rotation continuities:
Lagrange Multiplier Method or Courant’s Penalty Method [92]. The former one consists of deriving
a set of constraint equations that are scaled by unknown coefficients—known as Lagrange
Multipliers—that represent the exact value that the constraints need to be weighted by to enforce
continuity. The latter approach consists of using a penalty energy term, analogous to joining
each section with a torsional/displacement springs and accounting for the spring energy that is
needed to enforce displacement and rotation compatibility. Due to the number of equations and
separate Lagrange Multipliers that would need to be solved for in this application, the Courant’s
Penalty Method, in the form of spring penalty energies, is a more suitable approach. It is worth
noting that, while these are not the only methods to enforce the ‘C1-continuity’—for example,
each individual polynomial set could be modified so they naturally meet this condition—these
two approaches are by far the most common in the literature as modifying each polynomial set
would be difficult to set up and computationally expensive.
3.2.8 Courant’s Penalty Method
As mentioned in the previous subsection, each one of the plate’s sections is assumed to be joined
with an artificial penalty spring with a stiffness equal to kk. Given the relevant degrees of
freedom between partitions in this analysis, a set of penalty equations for displacements and



























































where k and l correspond to two adjacent partitions with different stiffness and xkl to the
location where they meet. When the spring stiffness kk is ‘large’, the energy is minimised
when the differences in displacements and rotations in Equations 3.11 and 3.12 are minimal.
Additionally, a similar set of penalty expressions are implemented for spanwise discontinuities,
where integration with respect to x at locations ykl is performed, instead of with respect to y at
xkl .
As previously mentioned, the values of kk need to be ‘large’ to enforce continuity. However, if
these values are ‘too large’, numerical errors arise due to ill-conditioning of the coefficient matrix.
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The condition number of a matrix is defined as the product of the Euclidean norm of the matrix
and its inverse, expressed as
K(A)= ‖A‖‖A−1‖ . (3.13)
The resulting condition number is a measure of how close to singular the matrix is. A low
condition number represents that the matrix is ‘well-conditioned’ and hence, its inversion is
stable, whereas a high condition number indicates ‘ill-conditioning’. An ill-conditioned system is
much more sensitive to changes in response due to small changes in input [108, 109], introducing
numerical error and decreasing solution stability.
Previous studies have selected the stiffness of penalty springs based on convergence studies of
their models. Coburn (2015) [107] performed a convergence study based on percentage difference
with respect to FEM and estimated that the model was accurate for a penalty stiffness between
k = 1×105 −1×1012 N/m. Similarly, Vescovini and Bisagni (2012) [105] estimated that a penalty
stiffness of k = 1×108 N/m was ‘sufficient’ for convergence.
Convergence studies for selecting the magnitude of both chordwise and spanwise penalty
springs were performed using the FishBAC’s geometry. These studies showed that, for four
different spine composite ply stacking sequences, a value of k = 1×108 N/m provides stable
results. Figure 3.4 shows an example of these convergence studies for a [45/45/45]S spine stacking
sequence. To mitigate numerical errors due to high condition number, the coefficient matrix is





In this particular application, this normalisation reduces the condition number of the coefficient
matrix by at least four orders of magnitude.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence study for selecting the magnitude of the penalty springs for Chebyshev
Terms of M = N = 5. Primary axis (solid) presents the RMS percentage error with respect to FEM,
whereas the secondary axis (dashed) presents the condition number of the coefficient matrix.
3.2.9 Principle of Minimum Potential Energy
As previously stated in Section 3.2.2, the Rayleigh-Ritz method is based on the assumption of
conservation of total energy in a closed system. This approach implies that the sum of energies
defined in Equation 3.1 has a stationary value. Therefore, differentiating the total energy
formulation with respect to any of the unknown constant shape function amplitudes, Lmn,
Omn and Pmn, leads to a state of minimum energy [92, 107]. Note that, to have a state of
stable minimum energy, static equilibrium must exist. From a mathematical point-of-view, a
state of stable equilibrium exists when (a) the first derivatives of the total potential energy
equation (Equation 3.1) are equal to zero and (b) the second derivatives are greater than zero (i.e.
positive definite). This condition is readily met by linear elastic bodies under small deformations
as long as the materials are also linearly elastic (i.e. E > 0 and −1 < ν < 0.5) [110]. For this
application, all three types of materials are defined as linear elastic, hence, the second derivatives
of Equation 3.1 with respect to the unknown amplitudes Lmn,Omn and Pmn are positive definite.
Since the total potential energy is quadratic in terms of the unknown coefficients [91], a system










m = 1,2, ..., Mn = 1,2, ..., N , (3.15)
where i× j refers to the total number of partitions in chord and span directions. Consequently, a
single system of linear equations is solved to estimate the value of all the unknown amplitudes
of the entire structure, regardless of the number of individual partitions that are used to ap-
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proximate the FishBAC geometry. This approach is computationally convenient, as the static
behaviour of the highly discontinuous geometry can be captured with a single coefficient matrix.
3.3 Modelling Assumptions: Geometry and Materials
One of the initial assumptions is that deflections of the non-morphing section of the wing are
negligible. Consequently, the semi-analytical model presented in this chapter only focuses on the
deformation of the compliant morphing trailing edge device, which is assumed to be ‘clamped’ (i.e.
cantilever boundary condition) to this rigid front portion of the wing. Therefore, the FishBAC is
modelled as a cantilever plate with three free edges.
Furthermore, the semi-analytical model developed in this chapter assumes that the spine’s
initial geometry (Figure 3.5a) is a flat plate with no initial curvature (Figure 3.5b). For symmetric
aerofoils, this assumption has no effect, but for cambered aerofoils, it flattens out the small
amount of curvature that exists in the camber line over the morphing region. Due to this initial
assumption, a number of ‘simplifications’ are applied to the geometry, such as: within each spine
section bounded by two stringers, the skin is flat and parallel to the spine, and each skin section
is located at an equivalent height (from the spine) that is calculated by estimating the equivalent
contribution in second moment of area of the curved skin in the original design. Lastly, the solid,
tapered trailing edge section is ‘discretised’ into sections of constant thickness.
To capture the significant stiffness discontinuities caused by the stringers, the structure
is divided into several partitions of uniform thickness distribution and composite stacking
sequence and the plate’s energy balance is solved in each partition, individually. Each one of these
individual ‘plates’ are then joined together by artificial penalty springs at each local boundary,
as explained in Section 3.2.8. Lastly, the stiffness of each partition is ‘condensed’ to its mid-
plane (Figure 3.5c) by using CLT. This means that displacement and rotation compatibility is
only enforced at the midplane and not at the stringers-skin joints. This assumption is reasonable
and expected to be valid for the FishBAC due to the compliance of the skin. As the materials used
for the stringers and spine are at least three orders of magnitudes stiffer than the elastomeric
skin, there is no risk of structural penetration (i.e. the skin perforating through a stringer in the
in-plane direction) at the skin-stringer contacts if compatibility is not enforced at these locations.
Figure 3.5 shows a comparison between the FishBAC’s actual geometry (Figure 3.5a), the
assumed geometry in the semi-analytical model (Figure 3.5b) and the ‘condensed’ stiffness
assumption at the mid-plane (Figure 3.5c). Note that the geometry of the FEM model that is used
to validate the semi-analytical model corresponds to the actual geometry (Figure 3.5a), which
allows for the validation of the underlying geometry assumptions and the implementation of
the modelling methods. Further details about the FEM model and the validation process are
discussed in Section 3.5.
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Stringers & Solid TE
Artificial Penalty Springs
(c) Modelling Assumption
Figure 3.5: FishBAC’s geometry (a), simplified geometry (b) and modelling assumption (c). In the
FishBAC geometry (a), the spine follows the camber line of the aerofoil section, whereas in the
simplified geometry (b), the spine has no curvature. Moreover, the stiffness of each partition is
‘condensed’ at the local midplane, and each partition is joined using a series of artificial penalty
springs (c).
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Three types of materials are used throughout this analysis: High-Strength Carbon Fibre-
Reinforced Polymer (CFRP), Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) 3D printed plastic and silicone
sheets. The stringers and solid trailing edge sections are modelled using isotropic ABS plastic,
whereas the skin is modelled as isotropic silicone. This material selection for stringers, solid
trailing edge and skin was performed based on the materials that were used for manufacturing
the isotropic FishBAC wind tunnel prototype [26] and also because they are relevant to the
first FishBAC composite prototype, to be shown in forthcoming chapters. Finally, the composite
spine is modelled using High-Strength Carbon Fibre-Reinforced Polymer. Table 3.2 presents the
stiffness values of each one of the material definitions.
It is important to mention that all integrals were performed in the non-dimensional reference
frame, defined from [−1,1] in both in-plane directions. Since each plate partition is rectangular
and it is also assumed that the relationship between the normalised and physical frames (Equa-
tion 3.9) does not vary with increasing displacements, the normalised-to-physical scaling of the
integrals can be performed ‘outside’ the integrals. This assumption is valid as the Jacobian matrix
of each partition is constant, and can therefore be factored outside the integral. There are two
reasons why this is important: first, the integrals do not need to be calculated for every individual
partition as they can be later scaled for each individual element, and second, this approach allows
the computation and storage of all integrals of interest before performing the structural analysis,
which has a significant positive impact on both computation times and RAM memory use.
The FishBAC was then divided into a total of 115 partitions: 23 in the chordwise direction, and
5 in the spanwise direction. This allows all stiffness discontinuities due to stringers to be captured
and also to ‘discretise’ the solid trailing edge section in five partitions to avoid steep changes
in thickness. In terms of physical dimensions, the spine has a uniform thickness of 0.75 mm,
whereas each stringer’s height varies in accordance to the aerofoil thickness distribution, having
values that range from 14 mm to 7 mm. Finally, a uniform skin thickness of 0.5 mm maintains
the aerofoil section’s shape. It is important to mention that, even though this structural model
was developed around the FishBAC concept, it can be easily adapted to model any plate-based
Table 3.2: Material properties of CFRP [111], ABS [112] and Silicone [113] used in this chapter.
The shear modulus of both ABS and Silicone are obtained using the isotropic Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio.
Material CFRP ABS Silicone
E11 140 GPa 2.9 GPa 3.18 MPa
E22 10 GPa
G12 5 GPa N/A N/A
ν12 0.3 0.35 0.425
t 0.125 mm N/A N/A
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structure regardless of its level of discontinuity, stiffness properties, boundary conditions or
dimensions.
Lastly, it is considered that a targeted accuracy between 5 and 10% is acceptable for initial
design and elastic tailoring. However, this target may need to change depending on the sensitivity
of the aerodynamics to structural deflections. Future wind tunnel tests and FSI models will give
a better insight into the required accuracy for modelling this morphing device.
A top view diagram of the partitions, with their respective dimensions, can be found in
Figure 3.6. It is important to mention that the number of partitions, dimensions and stringer
spacing can be easily modified by manually changing the input parameters of the MATLAB
script file. Also, since the integrals are not computed for each partition individually, increasing
the number of partitions does not have a significant impact on the computational cost of the
simulation.
3.4 Model Implementation
The structural model described in the previous sections was implemented using MATLAB®
R2016a, on an Intel® Core™ i7-4790 3.60 GHz CPU processor, using a 64-bit OS with 16
GB of physical memory. The geometric dimensions of the model were selected based on a
600 mm × 900 mm NACA 2510 wing tunnel wing model that was used for previous experi-
ments. Out of those 600 mm of chord length, the last 140 mm correspond to the FishBAC, which
implies that the morphing device starts at 76.6 % of chord length.
The derivatives of the shape functions that are needed to calculate both potential energy and
external work were computed analytically, whereas the integrals in Equations 3.4 and 3.5 were



































































































































































































Figure 3.6: Top view of the semi-analytical model geometry (with local dimensions). A total of 23
chordwise and 5 spanwise partitions, respectively, are used to model the complex geometry of
the FishBAC. Note that the bottom edge of this drawing is the trailing edge of the aerofoil. All
dimensions in mm.
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Furthermore, the integrals at the partition boundaries are needed for calculating the work due to
actuation moments (Equation 3.6) and penalty energy terms (Equations 3.11 and 3.12). However,
the analytical derivative of the Chebyshev polynomial recurrence formula (Equation 3.8) cannot
be directly integrated at these locations as it is indeterminate due to a zero denominator. This
problem was solved by calculating the analytical limit of the Chebyshev polynomial at its two
boundaries (i.e. at ζ,η=−1 and 1), followed by integrating the resulting expressions along the
reference length using ‘integral’—a one-dimensional adaptive quadrature MATLAB built-in
function.
3.5 Validation: Finite Element Model
A FEM model of the FishBAC was developed—using ABAQUS/CAE® version 6.14-1—to validate
the semi-analytical model. As this FEM model is based on the true FishBAC geometry, comparing
the semi-analytical model to it will simultaneously test both the simplified geometry assump-
tions (Figure 3.5) and the implementation of the many different mathematical components of the
semi-analytical method. The FEM model consists of a combination of shell, continuum shell and
solid elements that are joined together as a single part. The composite plate, stringers and the
skin of the compliant section are modelled using 4-node shell (S4R) elements. The spine’s material
is defined as a composite laminate—i.e. shell elements with material defined on a ply-by-ply
basis—whereas both the skin and the stringers are modelled as isotropic shells (see Table 3.2 for
material properties).
The non-morphing trailing edge strip is modelled using a combination of solid 8-node (C3D8R)
elements, for the isotropic parts, and continuum shell (SC8R) elements, for the laminated
composite parts (Figure 3.7). This is due to the fact that this region contains a section of the
composite spine that is located in between solid isotropic material. A geometrically non-linear
analysis was performed for several different spine stacking sequences under a range of uniform
pressure distributions, ranging from 20 Pa to 500 Pa. The nodal displacements along the free
edges were tracked and extracted to allow for comparison to the semi-analytical model. A fully
clamped boundary condition was applied to the root of the FishBAC. Also, the FishBAC’s skin
is pre-strained by 10% to minimise out-of-plane deflections under aerodynamic loading and to
avoid buckling in compression. To simulate this pre-strain, the skin was prestressed by applying
a prescribed uniform, in-plane predefined stress field equal to the Young’s modulus of the skin
times 10% strain in the chordwise direction. Spanwise stress/strain due to Poisson’s ratio effect is
not considered, as during the manufacture of actual FishBAC skins, the skin is free to contract in
the spanwise direction before it is bonded to the structure. A convergence study was performed
to set the element size used for comparison by varying the global element size of the mesh and










Figure 3.7: Schematic of the type of elements that are used to model the behaviour of the
FishBAC’s static displacement. Solid and continuum shell elements are displayed in ‘green’
colour, whereas shell elements are displayed in ‘pink’ colour.
In this study, convergence is said to have been achieved when the average percentage difference
in tip displacements vary less than 0.5% for two consecutive increments in mesh density.
3.6 Load Cases
One of the assumptions in the structural analysis of the FishBAC is that the aerodynamic
pressure distributions on the upper and lower skins are translated directly to the spine. This
equivalent pressure is found by subtracting the top surface pressure distribution from the bottom
one. This approach has one disadvantage: it does not allow the out-of-plane deformation of the
skin under aerodynamic loads to be modelled. However, for the level of fidelity and purpose of
this tool (i.e. a robust and efficient FSI routine for design and optimisation), the impact of these
skin deformations on the aerodynamic response would not be accurately captured anyway, and so
not having them is a reasonable trade-off. A high-fidelity coupled CFD-FEM analysis would be
needed to estimate the skin deformation between stringers, the complexity and computational
expense of which would explicitly go against the objectives of this work. Lastly, as previously
mentioned, pre-tensioning the skin mitigates the effects of skin deformation on the aerodynamic
loads, as it increases its effective stiffness, reduces out-of-plane skin deflections and prevents
buckling when in compression.
Figure 3.8 displays the type of loading applied in both semi-analytical and FEM models,
whereas Figure 3.3 shows the locations where the distributed moments are applied, as well as
their moment arms with respect to the clamped edge.
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𝒒(𝒙, 𝒚)
𝑴𝒙
Tendon-Spine point of contact
Figure 3.8: External loads applied in both semi-analytical and Finite Element models in the
global in the global x-y coordinate frame. Dimensions and specific locations of the moment loads
are presented in Figures 3.3 and 3.6.
For the purpose of this initial investigation, Pdown(x, y) and Pup(x, y) are assumed to be
uniform, which results in a net positive uniform pressure distribution acting on the spine,






Using uniform pressure distributions facilitates the direct comparison between the semi-analytical
and FEM models, without having to interpolate to match the location of the FEM nodes and the
semi-analytical model partitions.
The magnitude of the transverse pressure loadings were selected based on preliminary FEM
simulations, targeting similar maximum deflections between 4 mm and 5 mm for all four spine
material configurations, allowing for direct error comparison between all four cases. Note that the
highest pressure value applied to each case is similar or higher to the values that the composite
wind tunnel wing model of similar dimensions would experience at the design speed of Mach
0.15.
3.7 Results and Discussion
The semi-analytical model presented in this chapter is compared against a non-linear FEM model
of the FishBAC under uniform pressure distribution and actuation moments. In addition to
the resulting displacement fields, a convergence study in terms of Chebyshev Polynomial terms
is presented. In these sets of results, two types of errors are reported: the maximum absolute
value percentage difference and the root mean square (RMS) percentage difference between
semi-analytical and FEM results.
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3.7.1 Polynomial Term Convergence
A convergence study of Chebyshev polynomial terms against the converged FEM results is pre-
sented for four different spine material configurations: isotropic ABS, [0/90/0]S CFRP, [45/45/45]S
CFRP and [90/90/90]S CFRP (where 0 degrees is aligned with the global x-axis). The spine’s thick-
ness was kept constant at t = 0.75 mm for all four cases, and the dimension, position and material
properties of the stringers and skin remained constant. The structure is loaded under uniform
transverse pressure and maximum absolute and RMS percentage errors were computed. Also,
the study involved comparing these errors with both computation time and condition number, as
observed in Figure 3.9. Table 3.3 shows a summary of the convergence study.
Table 3.3: Comparison of semi-analytical and geometrically non-linear FEM results as a function
of Chebyshev Polynomials terms (polynomial order).
Laminate Material Polynomial Terms (M=N) Max. Err. (Abs. Value) [%] RMS Err. [%] DOF
Isotropic ABS Plastic
2 7.978 7.847 3015
3 7.141 7.846 5520
4 5.054 4.912 8625
5 2.332 2.185 12420
6 0.791 0.732 16905
7 3.634 3.570 22080
[0/90/0]S CFRP
2 7.814 7.711 3015
3 6.973 6.874 5520
4 4.150 4.039 8625
5 0.691 0.580 12420
6 3.308 3.129 16905
7 6.933 6.745 22080
[45/45/45]S CFRP
2 14.27 9.927 3015
3 13.28 9.136 5520
4 10.80 6.903 8625
5 7.757 4.864 12420
6 7.753 4.702 16905
7 11.48 6.675 22080
[90/90/90]S CFRP
2 7.825 7.691 3015
3 7.077 6.974 5520
4 4.675 4.530 8625
5 1.730 1.578 12420
6 1.642 1.575 16905
7 4.715 4.644 22080
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Figure 3.9: Convergence study: comparison between semi-analytical and geometrically non-linear
FEM results for a spine’s stacking sequence of [45/45/45]S.
Results show that, for all four spine configurations, a root mean square error of less than
4.9% can be achieved when five Chebyshev Polynomial terms in both chordwise and spanwise
direction (i.e. M = N = 5) are used. In general, it is observed that adding a sixth term has a
positive effect in further reducing the RMS percentage error, at the expense of doubling the
computation time. Conversely, there is a significant increase in error when adding a seventh
polynomial term. This also corresponds to an increase in condition number of about 7 orders of
magnitude in all four cases, as observed in Figure 3.9. It can be concluded that the proposed semi-
analytical model has a limit of six Chebyshev polynomial terms, as further increasing the number
of polynomial terms yields severe ill-conditioning. This finding is consistent with results reported
by Ilanko et al. (2015) [92], where it is stated that although orthogonal polynomials offer fast
convergence, they are prone to ill-conditioning when high-order terms are used. These numerical
instabilities are attributed to rounding errors when high-order terms (and their derivatives)
are integrated. Additionally, Ilanko et al. (2015) recommend that, to ensure numerical stability
when orthogonal polynomials are selected as shape functions, the minimum possible number of
polynomial functions with the lowest possible order should be used. Lastly, it can be observed
that results within ≈ 7% RMS error can be obtained when four polynomial terms are used, which
represents an attractive scenario for future optimisation studies as this case represents a 66%
reduction in computational time than when five terms are used. It is also attractive in terms of
computational effort with respect to the FEM, as it requires less than 8% of the total number
of DOFs than converged FEM. These computational benefits are in addition to the benefits of
simple, parameter-driven geometry/material definition (ideal for optimisation and aeroelasticity
studies) provided by the proposed method.
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Regarding the type of error, it is observed that the RMS and the maximum absolute value
percentage error in the isotropic, [0/90/0]S and [90/90/90]S are very similar, for each material
layup case and for a given polynomial term expansion. However, these two significantly differ
from the most anisotropic case (i.e. [45/45/45]S ). This implies that the maximum absolute value
percentage error in this last case is driven by differences in localised deformation, rather than
from the global ones. Since the application of this structural model is to predict deformations due
to aerodynamic loads, which are mainly dependent on global deformations, the root mean square
error is more useful for comparing the model with FEM results and is used subsequently as a
measure of comparison for the remaining of this chapter. Lastly, the difference in percentage error
(Table 3.3) among the four material configuration cases is not caused by non-linearities, but by
the degree of material anisotropy and the presence of transverse shear in the [45/45/45]S material
configuration. A comparison between linear and non-linear FEM was performed, showing no
significant differences between the two cases.
3.7.2 Uniform Pressure Loading
Uniform transverse pressure was applied to the same four laminates presented in the previous
subsection. The RMS percentage difference along the spanwise x = a/2 edge is used to measure
the difference between the semi-analytical and FEM results. Table 3.4 shows that the RMS error
remains stable as the load increases. Also, it is observed that the most anisotropic layup (i.e.
[45/45/45]S) consistently presents a higher error than the other three cases. The corresponding
displacement field is displayed in Figure 3.10, whereas Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show a comparison
between semi-analytical and FEM results along the spanwise x = a/2 and chordwise y =−b/2
edge, respectively. Even though localised discrepancies can be observed along the spanwise edge,
the global deformation of the FishBAC is properly captured (Figure 3.10). As mentioned earlier,
properly capturing the global deformation is a priority for this application, as this would drive
any change in aerodynamic loads.
It is observed that the [0/90/0]S case consistently presents the lowest percentage error
out of all four cases. Figure 3.13 displays the 2-dimensional displacement field, whereas Fig-
ures 3.14 and 3.15 show a comparison between semi-analytical and FEM results along the
chordwise y=−b/2 and spanwise x = a/2 edge, respectively. In this case, both local and global fea-
tures are well captured by the semi-analytical model. Unlike in the [45/45/45]S case (Figure 3.11),
it can be observed that there is no significant spanwise variation in out-of-plane displacement
in the [0/90/0]S (Figure 3.14), which is expected as cross-ply laminates present no bend-twist
coupling, as the D16 and D26 terms in the ABD Matrix are zero.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between semi-analytical (solid) and FEM (◦) displacement field for a
[45/45/45]S spine’s stacking sequence under uniform transverse pressure.





























Figure 3.11: Semi-analytical (solid) vs FEM (◦) displacement along the spanwise edge x = a/2 for
a [45/45/45]S spine’s stacking sequence under uniform transverse pressure.





























Figure 3.12: Semi-analytical (solid) vs FEM (◦) displacement along chordwise edge y=−b/2 for a
[45/45/45]S spine’s stacking sequence under uniform transverse pressure.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between semi-analytical (solid) and FEM (◦) displacement field, for a
[0/90/0]S spine’s stacking sequence, under uniform transverse pressure.






























Figure 3.14: Semi-analytical (solid) vs FEM (◦) displacement along the spanwise edge x = a/2 for
a [0/90/0]S spine’s stacking sequence under uniform transverse pressure.































Figure 3.15: Semi-analytical (solid) vs, FEM (◦) displacement along the chordwise edge y=−b/2
for a [0/90/0]S spine’s stacking sequence under uniform transverse pressure.
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Table 3.4: Comparison, in terms of RMS percentage difference between semi-analytical (M = N = 5
terms) and FEM, of the four different configurations under uniform transverse pressure loading.

























A comparison of semi-analytical vs FEM displacements, under input moments, was performed
for the two most compliant laminates in the chordwise direction (i.e. isotropic and [90/90/90]S).
The magnitudes of the maximum applied moments were selected based on preliminary nonlinear
FEM results, such that the deflections in both stacking sequence cases had similar values. Three
different scenarios were analysed: the first one consisted of applying two positive moments of the
same magnitude, the second one, applying moments of equal magnitude but opposite directions,
and the third one, applying a negative moment to just one of the actuators. The RMS percentage
difference between semi-analytical and FEM results is computed at the spanwise x = a/2 edge,
and results are summarised in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 for the isotropic and [90/90/90]s spine laminates,
respectively.
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When comparing displacement fields, it is observed that Case 1 and Case 3 show similar
behaviours to FEM, in terms of chordwise and spanwise edge displacement and slopes, with an
overall RMS error of less than 8.6%. Figure 3.16 shows the displacement field of the [90/90/90]S
spine under uniform actuation, whereas Figure 3.17 shows the same laminate under single
actuation. Unlike Cases 1 and 3, Case 2 (i.e. differential moment inputs) show significant
discrepancies, in terms of RMS error along the spanwise free edge and the deformed shape.
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show RMS errors as high as 44%, for the isotropic and [90/90/90]S cases.
In terms of displacement magnitudes, it is observed that the semi-analytical model is stiffer
than the FEM model (Figure 3.18) by a factor of approximately 2. After further interrogation of
the results, it was concluded that these discrepancies are caused by the presence of significant
transverse shear deformations along the y-z plane. Since the stringers divide the plate into
several partitions, the effective chordwise in-plane global dimension of the FishBAC is reduced;
hence, local thickness-to-width ratios of approximately t/a ≈ 1/13 exist. Consequently, through-
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Figure 3.16: Semi-analytical (solid) vs FEM (◦) for a [90/90/90]S spine’s laminate under uniform
positive actuation inputs.
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Figure 3.17: Semi-analytical (solid) vs FEM (◦) for a [90/90/90]S spine’s laminate under a single
negative Mx2 input. Legend corresponds to the moment magnitude of the right actuator.
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Figure 3.18: Semi-analytical (solid) vs FEM (◦) deflection along chordwise edge y=−b/2, for a
[90/90/90]S spine’s laminate, under differential moment inputs.
Table 3.5: Comparison, in terms of RMS percentage difference, between semi-analytical (M = N =
6 terms) and FEM for the isotropic spine configuration under all three moment loading scenarios.
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Table 3.6: Comparison, in terms of RMS percentage difference, between semi-analytical (M = N =
6 terms) and FEM of the CFRP [90/90/90]s spine configuration under all three moment loading
scenarios.

























Unlike in the other load cases that have been analysed, the differential moment input case
does present significant transverse shear strains as these moment inputs generate a net torque
along the spine’s x-axis. As a consequence, shear flow is induced, resulting in transverse shear
stresses and strains (i.e. τyz and γyz, respectively) that cannot be captured using Kirchhoff-Love
Plate Theory. Further FEM estimations were performed to analyse this case, and they confirm
this limitation. A comparison between the original FishBAC model and a case in which transverse
shear in the y-z direction is artificially ‘suppressed’ by increasing the CFRP’s G yz shear modulus
by four orders of magnitude, is performed. Figure 3.19 shows the variation along the span of the
transverse shear stress τyz between stringers four and five. It is observed that, for the case of
realistic Gxz, transverse shear stress does exist and varies along the span. Lastly, to verify that
transverse shear is the source of discrepancy in deformed shapes, the displacement along the
chordwise edge y =−b/2 of the semi-analytical model is compared with the FEM ‘suppressed’
transverse shear case. It is observed that similar deformations are achieved, with an error of less
than 3% (Figure 3.20). A potential solution to this limitation is to expand the semi-analytical
model to account for transverse shear deformation using First-Order Shear Deformation Theory
(FSDT), also known as Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory in the context of plate mechanics—this
will be pursued in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.19: Transverse shear stress τyz between stringers four and five and along the span.
The solid line corresponds to the FishBAC with ‘real’ material properties, whereas the line with
cross markers (+) is obtained when transverse shear deformation in the y-z plane is artificially
suppressed.




























Figure 3.20: Semi-analytical (solid) vs FEM (o) displacement along chordwise edge y = −b/2,
when transverse shear deformations in FEM are ‘artificially’ suppressed.
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3.7.4 Computational Comparison: Model Size and Convergence Study
A final comparison, in terms of DOFs between semi-analytical and FEM model, is presented
in this section (Table 3.7). The FEM’s DOFs correspond to a converged mesh, and include all
boundary conditions and constraints applied during the analysis. It is observed that, among
all cases, the semi-analytical model reduces the DOF that need to be solved by at least 84%,
compared to a FEM converged mesh. Note that, for the [45/45/45]S case, the FEM model presents
about seven times more DOFs than the other three cases. This means that a finer mesh was
needed for FEM convergence, which is consistent with the fact that this is the most anisotropic
case and experiences more localised displacement features and variations along the span than
the isotropic or orthotropic cases.
A reduction in DOFs is not only a measure of the efficiency of the semi-analytical model, as it
can obtain converged solutions (except when transverse shear due to differential moment inputs
exist) with a smaller linear system, but also significantly decreases the amount of RAM memory
required to obtain static deformations.
Table 3.7: Semi-analytical vs FEM DOFs. FEM results correspond to converged meshes and




M, N = 5 M, N = 6
Isotropic 12420 16905 109346
[0/90/0]S 12420 16905 109346
[45/45/45]S 12420 16905 821906




An efficient and mesh-independent two-dimensional semi-analytical model for predicting the
static behaviour of complex composite plate-based structures with large stiffness variations
in general, and the FishBAC device in particular, has been developed. The model is capable
of analysing fully anisotropic FishBAC geometry and material configurations and predicting
the in-plane and out-of-plane displacement fields under two-dimensional transverse pressure
loading and applied actuation moments. It achieves the static modelling by condensing all of the
geometric and material features of the FishBAC into a single system of linear equations, obtained
using the Rayleigh-Ritz Method.
Results show that, under uniform pressure loading, the semi-analytical model converges in
five Chebyshev polynomial terms, with a percentage error under 4.8% with respect to FEM, while
using 84% fewer degrees of freedom. Furthermore, errors in predicting large deflections due to
actuation loads range from 3% to 8%, except when a differential moment input is applied. This
load case results on a net torque on the FishBAC’s spine, causing transverse shear deformations
along the y-z plane. Significant discrepancies exist in this specific load case, and they are due to
Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory’s inability to capture any through-thickness strains.
Although the semi-analytical model has been developed around the FishBAC morphing
trailing edge concept, this approach can be used to model any plate structure, regardless of its
level of discontinuity or material properties. Additionally, this model opens the design space for
future design iterations of the FishBAC, not only allowing for the use of composite laminates, but
also of core materials (e.g. sandwich configuration). Also, since it is built around the Rayleigh-Ritz
Method, dynamic analysis can be introduced by accounting for kinetic energy, which will be
required in the near future to model deflections under unsteady aerodynamic load cases.
In summary, this Kirchhoff-Love semi-analytical model represents a powerful, robust and
fast tool for future design and optimisation of the FishBAC as the structural and material
parameters can be easily modified. However, its limitations in modelling load cases that result
in transverse shear must be addressed. A potential path forward is to implement the FSDT by
using Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory, which allows the rotation of through-thickness planes.
Chapter 3 presented a novel structural modelling tool for predicting the static displacement of
discontinuous plate structure under bending loads. However, due to the presence of transverse
shear strains, the Kirchhoff-Love-based discontinuous plate model fails to predict the FishBAC’s
torsional response under asymmetric actuation loading. To fully exploit the FishBAC’s potential
on controlling spanwise aerodynamic loads, these asymmetric actuation load cases need to be
appropriately modelled. Consequently, a modelling definition that allows capturing transverse
shear strains needs to be implemented.
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Chapter 4
Modelling and Experimental Validation of a
composite FishBAC device under Transverse
Shear Loading
The objective of this chapter is to address the limitations of the Kirchhoff-Love Plate Model
(Chapter 3) on modelling transverse shear deformations. This limitation is successfully addressed
by applying Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory, which models transverse shear by incorporating first-
order shear effects. Additionally, besides validating this new model against FEM, experimental
validation was performed and is also presented in this chapter.
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 introduced a Kirchhoff-Love plate-based formulation to analytically model the static
behaviour of a composite FishBAC under transverse pressure and actuation loads. Although
successful in predicting deflections under uniform transverse pressure and uniform actuation
loads, the model failed to accurately predict deflections when the FishBAC is subject to spanwise
twist due to asymmetric actuation loads. Chapter 3 concluded that this limitation is caused
by the existence of transverse shear strains due to torsion, which cannot be predicted using
Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory because this theory neglects transverse shear strains.
Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to address these limitations by enhancing the
modelling technique proposed in Chapter 3. This goal is achieved by replacing the Kirchhoff-
Love plate model with a Mindlin-Reissner-based formulation, which models transverse shear
deformations by applying a First-Order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT) and assumes that
transverse shear displacements vary linearly across the thickness of the structure [103]. This
enhanced semi-analytical structural model, implemented in MATLAB®R2016a, is validated both
numerically and experimentally. The numerical validation was performed by comparing results
to static displacements obtained using a FEM model—developed in ABAQUS/CAE®6.14-1—and
the experimental validation was performed using a composite FishBAC prototype developed for
wind tunnel testing (thoroughly discussed in Chapter 5).
The novelty of this work resides in the ability of this model to capture displacements of a
highly discontinuous plate structure subjected to different load cases—including transverse shear
loads—using a series of individual plates that are joined together using artificial penalty springs.
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This model will become a key element in future design, optimisation and fluid-structure inter-
action analysis of the FishBAC. Moreover, its use is not exclusive to the FishBAC device; any
continuous or discontinuous composite plate-type structure can be modelled with this technique.
This chapter will first introduce the modelling technique, including the solution method,
boundary conditions and assumptions. It then describes the FEM model used for validation
purposes, followed by a summary of results and a brief analysis on the numerical performance of
the model.
4.2 Mindlin-Reissner Plate Model
The semi-analytical structural model that is developed in this chapter is based on the Rayleigh-
Ritz Method, which is used to solve the plate differential equation using a weak formulation.
Additionally, CLT extended for Mindlin-Reissner plates is used to calculate the stiffness terms [91].
This solution technique requires the use of assumed shape functions and, in this case, Chebyshev
Polynomials of the First Kind were selected. Lastly, to account for the large number of chordwise
and spanwise stiffness discontinuities created by the presence of stringers and discrete actuation
inputs, the structure is discretised in sections of uniform stiffness that are joined together using
the Courant’s penalty method in the form of artificial penalty springs [92].
4.3 Semi-analytical Formulation
In beam analysis, Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory is unable to accurately predict deflections of
thick beams. This limitation is due to its inability to represent transverse shear deformations.
In response to this, Timoshenko developed his famous transverse shear deformation theory
of beams [114]. Similarly, Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory is analogous to Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory and is likewise unable to model the behaviour of thick plates as it assumes no through-
thickness shear deformations. Therefore, Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory extends Kirchhoff-Love
Plate Theory to include the effects of transverse shear deformation by allowing the rotation
of the through-thickness normal planes. It assumes that transverse shear displacements vary
linearly across the thickness of the plate, which is why it is also known as the First-Order Shear
Deformation Theory of Plates [115].
In order to solve the Mindlin-Reissner equations with the Rayleigh-Ritz Method, a strain
energy formulation of the plate’s differential equation is needed. This equation considers total





































































































































































































where A f g, B f g,D f g and H f g matrices are the plate’s material and geometric stiffness, u0, v0and w
are the plate displacements, and ψx and ψy are the plate rotations. Note the subscript ABD in
Equation 4.1 denotes the strain energy terms present in Kirchhoff-Love theory, whereas the
subscript H in Equation 4.2 denotes the additional term added by Mindlin-Reissner theory to




−γxz and ψy = ∂w
∂y
−γyz . (4.3)
The A f g,B f g and D f g terms in Equation 4.1 —commonly known as the ABD matrix— are,
respectively, the extension, bending-coupling and bending material and geometric stiffnesses of
the laminate, and these are obtained using CLT [93]. Furthermore, the H f g terms in Equation 4.2
correspond to the transverse shear stiffness, and are derived as









Q i j,k(zk − zk−1)dz , (4.4)
where i, j = 4,5 and κ is known as the Timoshenko Shear Correction Factor, which has an
approximate value of 6/5 for rectangular cross-sections. Although this approximation is valid for
isotropic plates, it has been shown to provide accurate results when used to model composite
laminates [107]. Therefore, a value of κ= 6/5 is used throughout this study. Lastly, the Q i j terms
correspond to the stiffness of each ply in the global coordinate frame, which are a function of
fibre orientation angle and the following material properties: E11, E22, ν12, G12, G13 and G23,




4.3.1 Shape Functions and Boundary Conditions
As described in Chapter 3.2.5, when solving the plate equation by minimising total energy (i.e.
by using Rayleigh-Ritz Method), the displacements and transverse rotations of the plate are
unknown and thus become the independent variables of the problem. Therefore, the underlying
shape functions of the displacements and transverse rotations need to be assumed, such that the
corresponding amplitudes can be solved for. Commonly, when in 2-dimensions, these are assumed
in the form of a double summation in x and y. The main difference between the shape functions
derived in Chapter 3.2.5 is that only three shape functions are needed when using Kirchhoff-Love
Plate Theory (i.e. one out-of-plane and two in-plane displacements, respectively), whereas two
additional assumed shape functions are required for the additional DOFs in Mindlin-Reissner
Plate Theory (i.e. the two transverse plane rotations). Thus, the three displacements have the



















































n (y) . (4.6)
These shape functions described in Equations 4.5 and 4.6 have two main components: the
assumed shape functions X (x) and Y (y) and the unknown amplitudes L i j, Oi j, Pi j, Ri j and Si j.
Similarly as in Chapter 3, the shape functions implemented in this Mindlin-Reinsser model are
orthogonal polynomials, specifically Chebyshev Polynomials of the First Kind. Reasons behind
this shape function selection are thoroughly described in Chapter 3.2.5, where it is explained that
these polynomials allow for direct integration in a normalised domain without leading to values
of zero. The recurrent relation that describes Chebyshev Polynomials of the First Kind is derived
by Equation 3.8. Furthermore, it is important to recall that these polynomials are defined in a
normalised domain; therefore, the global coordinate system is transformed into a local coordinate
system as described by Equation 3.9 in Chapter 3.2.5.
Lastly, it is necessarily to implement the correct boundary conditions. In this particular appli-
cation, the FishBAC is modelled as a cantilever plate that is clamped at one of its chordwise edges.
It can be observed in Figure 3.1 that Chebyshev Polynomials do not naturally meet this condition,
as they have non-zero displacements at the boundaries. Therefore, the clamped condition needs
to be enforced separately. As introduced in Chapter 3.2.6. a circulation function [106]
Γx(ζ)= (ζ−ζc)n , (4.7)
can be added as a multiplier to the displacement and transverse shear functions (i.e. Equa-
tions 4.5 and 4.6).
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This condition forces certain boundary condition at a location ζc and the type of boundary
condition is set by choosing the value of n. The relevant values for different conditions when
transverse shear is considered are given in-depth in Table 4.1. Furthermore, it is important to
note again that using this circulation function does not affect the orthogonality of the Chebyshev
Polynomials, as long as every polynomial term in the expansion is multiplied by it.
As the FishBAC structure is modelled as a clamped plate, all three translations u0,v0and w
and two rotations ψx,ψy must be equal to zero at the root. However, the transverse shear
strains γxz,γyz need not be zero, as transverse shear straining at the root is a likely deformation
mode [116]. Hence, for a clamped edge, a value of n = 1 must be used in Equation 4.7, as this
yields zero displacement and rotations at the root, while still allowing for non-zero transverse
shear strains at this location.
The derivatives of the Chebyshev Polynomials that are required to solve Equation 4.1 are
computed analytically, whereas all of the required integrations in this semi-analytical model are
calculated numerically using MATLAB’s adaptive quadrature functions ‘integral’ and ‘integral2’,
for 1D and 2D integrals, respectively. Because all integrals are computed in a normalised
coordinate system, these can be calculated beforehand and their values can be stored and then
transformed to the physical coordinate system, as long as the relationship between the normalised
and physical coordinate systems is assumed to be constant (i.e. constant Jacobian). This property
allows for significantly reducing the computational cost of running this semi-analytical model as
the integrals have to be performed only once “up front” for each set of boundary conditions.
4.3.2 Stiffness Discontinuities
As described in Chapter 2.5, the stiffness of the FishBAC structure is highly discontinuous due
to the presence of stringers, the chordwise taper of the aerofoil thickness, and the presence of
localised actuation sections along the span. To account for these discontinuities, the FishBAC
structure is modelled in this work as individual plate units of uniform stiffness that are joined
together using a series of artificial penalty springs. These penalty springs act by enforcing
displacement and rotation continuity at the joints of each partition.
Table 4.1: Boundary Conditions as implemented by circulation function in Equation 4.7 [107, 116]
Boundary Condition at ζc ndisp nrot u0,v0,w ψx,ψy Transverse Shear Strain (γxz,γyz)
Free Edge (F) 0 0 Free Free Free
Simply Supported (SS) 1 0 0 Free Free
Clamped (C) 1 1 0 0 Free
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To implement this approach within the Rayleigh-Ritz Method, the strain energy of these artificial
springs need to be minimised to enforce displacement and rotation compatibility at joints. The




∫ b j /2
−b j /2
(uk(x(+)kl , yj)−ul(x(−)kl , yj))2d y , Upv,kl =
kk
2
∫ b j /2
−b j /2




∫ b j /2
−b j /2
(wk(x(+)kl , yj)−wl(x(−)kl , yj))2d y
(4.8)
where k and l refer to two adjacent plate partitions and + and − signs represent the right- and
left-hand sides of the discontinuity (Figure 4.1), respectively. Similarly, artificial spring energies
















kl , yj)−ψyl (x(−)kl , yj))2d y .
(4.9)
These expressions (Equations 4.8 and 4.9) correspond to penalty springs in the chordwise direction
(i.e. along the x-direction). For spanwise partitions along the y-direction, similar equations apply






Displacement and Rotation Compatibility
Displacement: {𝑢𝑜, 𝑣𝑜, 𝑤}(𝑥+) = {𝑢𝑜, 𝑣𝑜, 𝑤}(𝑥−)
Rotation: 𝜓𝑥, 𝜓𝑦 𝑥
+ = {𝜓𝑥, 𝜓𝑦}(𝑥
−)
𝑥+ 𝑥−
Figure 4.1: Displacement and Rotation compatibility enforced at each plate-stringer joint using
artificial penalty springs.
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4.4. NUMERICAL VALIDATION: FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
4.3.3 Actuation Loads
Similarly, as in Chapter 3, the actuation loads are incorporated to the model as external potential
energy (see Equation 3.6). A detailed explanation of how these actuation loads are applied can be
found in Chapter 3.2.4.
4.3.4 Rayleigh-Ritz Method: Minimum Potential Energy
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the solution method that this structural model is based upon is the
principle of conservation of energy. In this work, there are no non-conservative energy losses (such
as friction), and so the total energy of the system is constant. Differentiating with respect to any
of the unknown amplitudes leads to a state of minimum potential energy [117] (see Chapter 3.2.9
for details). If the total energy is defined as the sum of strain energy and potential energy due to
external loads, described as
Π(u0,v0,w,ψx,ψy)=UABD +UH +Upenalty +W = constant , (4.10)








mn leads to a
state of minimum potential energy— where the right-hand side of Equation 4.10 is equal to zero.
















m = 1,2, ..., Mn = 1,2, ..., N . (4.11)
Due to the multi-plate assembly procedure and its mesh-independence, this model is suitable
for simple, fast, parameter-driven analysis of new FishBAC configurations. This approach can
be used to automate the generation of completely different FishBAC geometries from simple
vectorised inputs of geometry and material properties. This allows for easy modification of the
dimensions, aerofoil, detailed component geometries, material properties and laminate stacking
sequences. Note that these changes in parameters do not significantly impact the convergence of
the model.
4.4 Numerical Validation: Finite Element Method
In order to provide a reference for validation and comparison, a FEM model of the composite
FishBAC was created in Abaqus/CAE 6.14 as described in Chapter 3.5. A fully clamped boundary
condition is applied at the root of the FishBAC, and the actuation loads are introduced as
distributed moments at the tendon-spine anchor points. To transfer these actuation loads to the
solid elements, two external reference points are created and coupled via Kinematic Coupling to
the node sets that correspond to the anchor points.
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This coupling allows transferring rotation to the solid elements. Transverse displacements are
tracked along all three free edges of the FishBAC at the nodes located at the centre of the spine
(in the through-thickness direction), and are then used to validate the semi-analytical model.
Finally, a mesh-convergence study was performed by tracking tip displacements when the
overall element size was reduced from 10 mm to 2.5 mm (in increments of 2.5 mm). The mesh was
considered to be converged when both tip displacements varied by less than 0.5%, with respect to
the previous meshing iteration.
4.5 Experimental Validation: FishBAC Composite Wind Tunnel
Model
This section introduces the characteristics of a composite FishBAC wind tunnel wing model,
which is the structure that is modelled in this study. The main structure corresponds to the
first-ever composite-spine carbon fibre FishBAC, which has been designed and manufactured
for wind tunnel testing. The wind tunnel model is a rectangular planform NACA 23012 wing
with a chord of 270 mm and a span of 1000 mm, with the FishBAC occupying the aft 69 mm of
the chord. It has two actuation points with tendons mounted 415 mm in either direction from
the centre of the wingspan: one on the left-hand side (Mx2) and one on the right-hand side (Mx4),
when viewed from above. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic diagram of this structural configuration
and its primary dimensions.
4.5.1 Wind Tunnel Model
The wind tunnel wing model was designed and manufactured using a combination of metallic
and 3D printed plastic parts, with silicone sheet skins and a carbon fibre spine. The spine was
manufactured using Hexcel®’s 8552/IM7 carbon fibre prepreg under vacuum bag and autoclave
pressure curing. With a total cured ply thickness of 0.39 mm, this composite spine provides
another level of anisotropy as it has a layup ([90/0/90]T ), which results on the spanwise bending
rigidity being around 3 times higher than the chordwise bending rigidity.
A series of 3D printed plastic (Digital ABS Plus by Stratasys) stringers and trailing edge
sections were bonded to the cured composite spine using Cyanoacrylate adhesive. Although the
use of plastic for the stringers implies that the spanwise bending stiffness of this FishBAC is
significantly lower than a fully composite version, this choice was made to reduce the complexity
and risk of this first attempt to manufacture a composite FishBAC device. The use of unreinforced
polymer stringers significantly increases the amount of elastic washout—i.e. the reduction in
camber deflection towards the midspan due to actuating the wing at discrete points along the
span and the low spanwise bending stiffness of the wing model—of deformation which occurs
along the span (particularly for more highly loaded cases), but can be readily addressed in future
designs. The structure is actuated at two locations using a total of four KST X10 HV servo
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actuators—two in each location [118]. As mentioned in Section 4.5.1, the actuation loads are
transferred to the spine by a pulley-tendon system using a Kevlar-tape tendon that is stitched to
the carbon plate. Finally, a pre-tensioned elastomeric silicone sheet covers the FishBAC structure
and provides the aerofoil shape. Figure 4.3 shows a close-up view of the composite FishBAC
morphing device—note that the fairing that covers the very rear of the trailing edge has been






Figure 4.2: FishBAC wind tunnel model global dimensions and actuation points
Figure 4.3: Composite FishBAC device used for experimental validation of the semi-analytical
structural model.
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4.5.2 Material Characterisation
To accurately predict the deflections of the FishBAC, a material characterisation was performed
to obtain experimental stiffness and Poisson’s ratio values. The carbon fibre used for this material
characterisation was cured in the same vacuum bag as the FishBAC spine and underwent the
same curing cycle.
The carbon fibre’s 0° and 90° Young’s modulus were determined in accordance with ASTM
D3039 test standard [119], whereas the in-plane shear modulus was determined using ASTM
D3518’s test standard [120]. Additionally, the ABS 3D printed plastic was tested by following
ASTM D638’s test standard guidelines [121]. Finally, the silicone skin was tested using 25 mm ×
150 mm samples, which where bonded to 3D printed ABS end tabs to not only test the Young’s
modulus of the silicone skin, but also to test the adhesive that was used to bond the skin on
the FishBAC wing. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 present the results of these material tests, which are the
material properties that are used in both semi-analytical and FEM models.
As mentioned in Section 4.3, the material properties that are needed to model composite
materials using Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory are: E11, E22, G12, G13 and G23 and ν12. However,
the material properties obtained via material testing (Table 4.2) do not include G13 or G23.
Additionally, the composite 3D solid elements in the FEM model (see Section 3.5) require E33,
ν13 and ν23 to be defined. A common assumption in composite analysis is to assume transverse
isotropic behaviour, which states that the in-plane matrix direction is identical to the transverse
direction. For this situation,
G12 =G13 , E22 = E33 and G12 =G13 . (4.12)
Additionally, the transverse shear modulus G23 can be estimated using the isotropic relationship
G23 = E222(1+ν23)
. (4.13)
where ν23 ≈ 0.45 is a common assumption in composite analysis [93].
Table 4.2: Material properties of the 8552/IM7 carbon fibre prepreg. Properties obtained via
tensile tests.
Material E11 [GPa] E22 [GPa] G12 [GPa] ν12
8552/IM7 Carbon Fibre 169.50 8.58 5.03 0.28
Table 4.3: Material properties of Isotropic silicone sheet and ABS plastic. Properties obtained via
tensile tests.
Material E [MPa] G [MPa] ν
40° Shore Silicone 1.22 0.44 0.39
ABS Plastic 2010 728 0.38
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4.5.3 Static Displacement Measurements
To validate both the discontinuous Mindlin-Reissner analysis and the FEM model, a series of
experimental displacement measurements were performed on the composite FishBAC wind
tunnel wing model under actuation loads. Displacements were measured at several chordwise
and spanwise points using an Imetrum® 3D Precision Displacement Tracker (Stereo Videogauge).
The system consists of two-5 megapixel cameras in a stereo configuration, measuring at a 117 Hz
frequency rate. These two cameras are mounted to a 3D measurement head (ICA-3D-0500-03), a
pre-calibrated frame where both cameras are installed at a fixed angle and distance from each
other (Figure 4.4). For the selected 3D measurement head, a measurement area of 600 mm ×
600 mm with a 14 µm resolution is achieved [122].
The actuation torque inputs can be estimated by measuring current in each actuator, and
then using the DC motor’s torque-current linear relationship [123]
T = εktI , (4.14)
where ε is the mechanical efficiency factor of the actuation mechanism and kt is the torque
constant, which links the mechanical torque and current. The torque constant depends on
the servo’s magnetic circuit design and coil winding and can be calculated experimentally by
performing a torque-current test. The torque constant of the KST X10 servos was obtained via
torque cell test (see Chapter 5.7.2), and it has an estimated value of kt = 0.82N/A for a constant
voltage of 6 V, used throughout the experiment. Moreover, the mechanical efficiency factor ε
was obtained experimentally by comparing semi-analytical vs experimental displacements. This
efficiency factor accounts for frictional losses and energy loss due to tendon-pulley slack.
To measure current, four (one per actuator) LEM® 6 A CASR 6-NP Hall Effect current
sensors (Figure 4.5) are used. These sensors measure the strength of the magnetic field induced
by the current flow through the actuator leads and generate an output voltage that is directly
proportional to the magnitude of current—at a rate of 312.6 mA/V. A series of 5 mm diameter
bullseye stickers were used as target points, and voltage and current measurements were recorded
using a National Instruments® USB-6211 data acquisition card. Finally, chordwise and spanwise
displacements were measured using the stereo Precision Displacement Tracker.
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Figure 4.4: Imetrum’s 3D Precision Displacement Tracker system for in-plane and out-of-plane
displacement measurements.
Figure 4.5: Hall Effect actuator current sensor for measuring torque inputs
4.6 Results and Model Improvements
The Mindlin-Reissner discontinuous plate model was first validated against FEM. This compar-
ison was performed in terms of the percentage error difference along the spanwise free edge.
Besides obtaining displacement fields under several load cases, two convergence studies were
performed: the first one to estimate the required number of polynomial terms to achieve con-
vergence and the second one to determine the stiffness of the artificial penalty springs. The
stacking sequence and geometrical dimensions used correspond to the manufactured FishBAC
wind tunnel model (i.e. stacking sequence of [90◦/0◦/90◦]T and spine thickness of t = 0.39 mm).
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The FishBAC structure is discretised into 16 chordwise and 5 spanwise partitions of uniform
thickness. These 16 chordwise partitions capture the presence of the stringers and the geometric
taper of the aerofoil. This chordwise partitioning is different from the one performed in Chap-
ter 3.3 since the FishBAC geometry modelled in this chapter has 4 stringers only, whereas the
FishBAC geometry in Chapter 3 has 6 stringers.
The tapered trailing edge is modelled as 7 sections of constant average height. While the
trailing edge could be discretised into more partitions, this region of the aerofoil is relatively
rigid and adding partitions increases the size of the system of equations (Equation 4.11), and so 7
partitions were found to be sufficient for convergence.
4.6.1 Semi-analytical Model: Polynomial Term Convergence
A convergence study was performed to determine the number of Chebyshev Polynomial terms
needed to capture the deformed shapes with sufficient accuracy while avoiding unnecessary
computational cost. For simplicity purposes, the number of chordwise and spanwise terms in
each plate segment are equal to each other (although more plate segments are used along the
chord than along the span). To assess convergence, both maximum and RMS percentage errors
are calculated along the free spanwise edge. The chosen load case for this convergence study
is a differential moment input of Mx2 = − 1 Nm and Mx4 = 1 Nm, respectively. These inputs
correspond to the load case that the Kirchhoff-Love formulation was unable to model, while the
selected moment magnitudes yield to deflections that are similar to the maximum ones that can
be achieved by the composite wind tunnel prototype.
Table 4.4 shows a summary of the corresponding percentage errors, whereas Figure 4.6 also
shows the stability of the system of equations in terms of the condition number—defined in
Chapter 3.2.8—and the total computational time per iteration. It is important to note that all
results were computed on a single Intel® Core™ i7-4790 3.60 GHz CPU processor, using a 64-bit
OS with 32 GB of physical memory.
Results show convergence with as few as three polynomial terms (in each direction), with a
4.2% and 2.7% maximum and RMS percentage errors, respectively. It can also be observed that
increasing the number of terms only reduces both errors by a maximum of ≈ 1%. Furthermore,
results show that the maximum error has a minimum value at five polynomial terms, and then
increases with additional terms. This is due to the increase in the condition number of the
coefficient matrix when the number of polynomial terms is increased, as the system becomes
more sensitive to small changes in input. It can be concluded from this convergence study that
this model converges at five Chebyshev Polynomial terms, for this combination of material and
geometrical properties.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of semi-analytical and geometrically linear FEM results as a function of
Chebyshev Polynomials terms (polynomial order).
Laminate Material Polynomial Terms (M=N) Max. Error (Abs. Value) [%] RMS Error [%] DOF
[90◦/0◦/90◦]T
8552/IM7
2 99.90 43.00 1600
Carbon Fibre
3 4.172 2.688 3600
4 3.478 1.879 6400
5 3.287 1.686 10000
6 5.740 1.645 14400
7 5.728 1.618 19600
8 5.097 1.465 25600
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Figure 4.6: Convergence study of semi-analytical Mindlin-Reissner plate model versus Finite
Element Method. Study also analysed the stability of the system—in terms of the condition
number—and the total computation time of each iteration.
4.6.2 Penalty Stiffness Convergence
A second convergence study was performed to determine the impact that the penalty spring
stiffness values have on the stability of the solution. To assess this impact, the spanwise RMS
error and the condition number are calculated for different penalty stiffness values. Figure 4.7
shows the results of this convergence study, where it can be seen that the solution remains
stable in terms of percentage error for a penalty spring stiffness between k = 106 Nm−1 and
k = 1013 Nm−1. This is consistent with results presented in Chapter 3.2.7, as well as with results
presented by other authors [105, 107]. A minimum percentage error is observed when the penalty
stiffness is k = 106 Nm−1; however, this value may be too ‘low’ to guarantee convergence when
the structure is subjected to higher loads. Consequently, is considered that k = 107 Nm−1 is a
more suitable value to ensure convergence throughout this study, as it presents a higher stiffness
value, a stable condition number and a low percentage error. Therefore, a value of k = 107 Nm−1
is used throughout the rest of this study.
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Figure 4.7: Root-mean-square error—along the spanwise edge—and condition number, as a
function of penalty spring stiffness. Note that, for values lower than k = 102, there is no solution
as the coefficient matrix is singular.
4.6.3 Kirchhoff-Love vs Mindlin-Reissner Models
The presented discontinuous Mindlin-Reissner model was primarily developed to address the
inability of a discontinuous Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory to capture deflections when differential
actuation loads are applied (i.e. actuation moment loads with opposite direction). It was deter-
mined that this inability was due to the presence of transverse shear, as the structure reacts
this load case by twisting, which induces transverse shear on the yz-plane. Since Kirchhoff-Love
models cannot capture transverse shear deformations, an FTSD approach was implemented
to address these limitations. Figure 4.8 shows a direct comparison between Kirchhoff-Love,
Mindlin-Reissner and FEM models, when the FishBAC is loaded under differential actuation (i.e.
equal magnitude but opposite direction). On the one hand, it can be observed that the Kirchhoff-
Love model fails to predict the FishBAC displacement (compared to FEM), presenting an RMS
percentage error—along the spanwise edge—of 35 %. On the other hand, it can be observed that
the Mindlin-Reissner model successfully captures the displacement of the FishBAC, presenting
an RMS percentage error of less than 2%. This result highlights the importance of developing this
new model, which will be used for further design, optimisation and FSI analysis of this morphing
concept.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between Kirchhoff-Love and Mindlin-Reissner discontinuous plate models
and Finite Element Method
4.6.4 Comparison Study: Mindlin-Reissner vs FEM
A more thorough comparison study of FEM vs semi-analytical displacement fields was also
performed. Three different load cases are considered: uniform actuation (i.e. equal magnitude and
direction), differential actuation (i.e. equal magnitude, but opposite direction) and single input
(i.e. only one actuation input instead of two). The following subsection presents these results.
4.6.4.1 Uniform Actuation
The uniform actuation case corresponds to equal actuation inputs—in magnitude and direction—
at both spanwise actuation points. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show a comparison between semi-
analytical and FEM results, showing an agreement with a maximum and RMS percentage error
along the spanwise edge of 12.94% and 7.485%, respectively. An important characteristic of these
displacement fields is the significant elastic washout along the span, which both models are
able to capture. As mentioned in Section 4.5.1, this is due to the use of plastic instead of carbon
fibre composite for the stringers in the wind tunnel wing model. While future designs will most
likely be stiffer in the spanwise direction, the ability to capture the washout created by spanwise
compliance is still crucial to the efficacy of this model, as washout will significantly impact the
aerodynamic performance.
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Figure 4.9: Mindlin-Reissner discontinuous plate model (solid) vs FEM (circle) under uniform

























[-0.25,-0.25] N"m [-0.5,-0.5] N"m [-0.75,-0.75] N"m [-1,-1] N"m
Figure 4.10: Mindlin-Reissner discontinuous plate model (solid) vs FEM (circle) under uniform
actuation loads (trailing edge up).
4.6.4.2 Single Actuation Input
This load case corresponds to applying actuation input to only one actuation point. To simulate
this case, negative actuation inputs between Mx4 =−0.25 Nm and Mx4 =−1 Nm were applied at
the right-end actuation point, while the left-end actuation input was set to zero (i.e. Mx2 = 0).
Figure 4.11 shows these results, which present a maximum and RMS error along the spanwise
edge of 13.70% and 9.132%, respectively. This actuation case is primarily reacted as bending in
the chordwise direction, with significant displacement variations along the span. This type of
actuation case could potentially be useful for controlling spanwise aerodynamic loads, as different
lift distributions along the span would be obtained.
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4.6.4.3 Differential Actuation
The differential actuation case consists of applying torque inputs of equal magnitude but opposite
sign to the two actuation points. In addition to chordwise bending moments, this creates a net
torque on the FishBAC structure, inducing transverse shear. Consequently, this is the scenario
that cannot be accurately captured using Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory.
Actuation inputs of magnitudes between Mx =0.25 Nm and Mx =1 Nm, in increments of
0.25 Nm, are applied. Figure 4.12 shows the displacement fields obtained using both FEM and
the semi-analytical model. It can be observed that the FEM and semi-analytical results agree
with each other (Figure 4.12), with a maximum and RMS percentage error along the free spanwise
edge of 3.28% and 2%, respectively. This is a significant improvement from the Kirchhoff-Love
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Figure 4.12: Mindlin-Reissner discontinuous plate model (solid) vs FEM (circle) under differential
actuation loading (i.e. equal moment magnitude but opposite directions).
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4.6.5 Numerical Efficiency
This subsection summarises the presented work by evaluating the total percentage errors of
the Mindlin-Reissner model—with respect to FEM—and by estimating the total number of
DOFs that each approach requires to achieve convergence. It is observed in Table 4.5 that the
number of DOFs increases by 66% when transverse shear is analytically modelled; however this
approach still needs only a very small fraction (around 1%) of the DOFs’ that FEM requires to
converge. A summary of the comparison study between the Mindlin-Reissner discontinuous plate
model and FEM is presented in Table 4.6. These results show that the maximum RMS error
occurs when a single actuation input is applied. This maximum percentage error of ≈ 9% is a
significant improvement from the errors between 35% and 45% obtained using the Kirchhoff-Love
discontinuous plate model presented in Chapter 4.2.
Table 4.5: Efficiency study, in terms of required degrees of freedom for convergence




Table 4.6: Maximum RMS error of Mindlin-Reissner discontinuous plate model, under different
load cases. Errors are calculated with respect to Finite Element Method.





As explained in Section 4.5.3, the first step of the experimental validation is to estimate the
efficiency factor ε of the actuation mechanism. A comparison between the semi-analytical and
experimental tip deflections (measured using the Stereo Videogauge system) was performed, and
the efficiency factor is calculated using a linear fit. As observed in Figure 4.13, the estimated
mechanical efficiency factor is ε= 0.503.
Once the efficiency factor is estimated, direct displacement comparisons can be established.
First, the displacements along the spanwise edge are compared, as seen in Figure 4.14. Note
that, due to restrictions on the measurement area of the video gauge system (the achievable
window was 600 mm ×600 mm), only half of the span can be measured. Two different load cases
are considered: positive (i.e. trailing edge up) and negative (i.e. trailing edge down) actuation. It
is observed that the model predicts the downward displacements reasonably well (Figure 4.14).
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The upward trailing edge deflections are not predicted as well, as there appears to be a displace-
ment offset. In this case, the structural model slightly overpredicts the transverse displacements.
While the exact cause of this overprediction is not currently known, it is possible that there
are errors in the experimental measurements. Glare and light reflections off of the silicone
skin, compounded by resolution and focus issues, did make point tracking more difficult for
the positive displacements. After calculating the percentage difference error at three different
locations—mid-span, three-quarter-span and wintip—a total RMS error of 10.4 % was obtained
for all six measured displacements.
Additionally, transverse displacements were also tracked along the chordwise direction at
two different spanwise locations. Figure 4.15 shows the transverse displacements measurements
along the chord, at midspan (left) and three-quarter-span (right). These results are consistent
with those observed in Figure 4.14: over-predicted positive deflections at mid-span, and good
agreement at three-quarter-span.
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Figure 4.13: Experimental vs semi-analytical tip deflection. Results are used to estimate the
actuation mechanism efficiency factor.





























Figure 4.14: Experimental (circle) vs semi-analytical (solid) tip deflection along the FishBAC’s
spanwise edge. Results are used to estimate the actuation mechanism efficiency factor.
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Figure 4.15: Experimental (circle) vs semi-analytical (solid) transverse deflection, along chordwise
direction, at two spanwise locations: mid-span (left) and three-quarter-span (right).
4.7 Conclusions
A discontinuous, mesh-independent Mindlin-Reissner plate model was developed to model the
structural behaviour of the highly anisotropic composite FishBAC morphing device. The novelty
of this model lies in its ability to fully capture both chordwise and spanwise transverse shear
displacements of the FishBAC using only around 1% of the DOFs when compared to a FEM
model. This model addresses the limitations of a previously developed Kirchhoff-Love plate model
presented in Chapter 3, which failed to predict the FishBAC’s behaviour at certain important
load cases due to its inability to account for transverse shear strains.
Some of the main advantages of this model are that it converges on a fixed number of equations
(DOFs), it does not require meshing, and all the polynomial integrals can be calculated once
up-front. These up-front polynomial integrations are performed and saved before the structural
model is executed. Once the model is run, the required integrals are simply retrieved from a
lookup table, meaning that all the computationally expensive steps are performed in advance. A
summary of the main findings of this study is given as follows:
1. The Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory-based model is able to accurately predict the out-of-
plane displacement of the FishBAC when the structure is subject to twist, with a percentage
error of ≈ 2% when compared to FEM.
2. The worst-case RMS error between the Mindlin-Reissner plate model and the numerical
(FEM) solution for all of the loading conditions considered is approximately 9%, with typical
RMS error values of 2-7%.
3. The Mindlin-Reissner plate model converges using 99 % fewer DOFs than the FEM ap-
proach. It is mesh-independent, parametrically defined, computationally efficient and can
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be used to model any continuous or discontinuous anisotropic plate structure subject to
changes in thickness along either of the in-plane dimensions.
4. An overall RMS error of 10.4 % was obtained when validating the discontinuous Mindlin-
Reissner plate model against experimental results.
This chapter successfully addresses the limitations of the Kirchhoff-Love plate model presented in
Chapter 3, as it can predict the static behaviour of the FishBAC under any actuation load case.
Therefore, this plate-based model will be used as the structural solver on the composite FishBAC’s
three-dimensional FSI analysis, which is later presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5
Design and Manufacture of a Composite FishBAC
Wind Tunnel Wing Model
This chapter presents the design, manufacture and test of a composite carbon-fibre spine FishBAC
device. The design was performed using the discontinuous Kirchhoff-Love plate model presented
in Chapter 3, and this process consisted of sizing the composite spine, selecting the number of
stringers and calculating the actuation energy requirements. The design process was completed by
creating a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model, which was then used to manufacture the wing
model using a series of manufacturing techniques. Finally, a series of tests were performed to fully
characterise materials and actuator properties, as well as the structural response of the FishBAC
under static actuation loads.
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 2.5, the first prototypes of the FishBAC morphing concept were manufac-
tured using 3D printed plastic. This technique represents a low cost and quick solution for initial
prototyping and testing. For example, these initial prototypes were crucial for obtaining prelim-
inary experimental data that showed the potential benefits of the FishBAC concept—results
which motivated the work in this thesis. Structural characterisation test results were used to
validate a FishBAC’s Euler-Bernoulli-based structural model [26] and the 3D printed prototypes
were also used to obtain preliminary wind tunnel data. These wind tunnel test results showed
promising lift-to-drag improvement of around 25% when the FishBAC was directly compared to a
hinged trailing edge flap [25].
These preliminary results encourage further exploration, and one aspect of the concept that
needs further development is the material selection and construction process. For example, the
3D printed plastic used on the first prototypes is not a viable material for full-scale applications
and, therefore, aerospace grade materials need to be incorporated. Additionally, these materials
are essentially isotropic, and thus elastic tailoring cannot be performed. Carbon fibre-reinforced
polymer composites, on the other hand, hold much more promise as a material for FishBAC
construction due to their excellent material properties, viability for commercial aviation, and
their unique ability to be designed and tailored to provide high levels of anisotropic stiffness.
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It is therefore important to consider composite-based FishBAC designs in order to scale-up
this technology. Consequently, a composite-spine FishBAC wind tunnel wing model was designed
using a series of analytical aerodynamic and structural tools that were custom-made for this
application and then manufactured using a combination of different materials and manufacturing
techniques. This final product (the carbon fibre prototype) not only demonstrated that it is possible
to design and manufacture a composite FishBAC device, but the resulting wing model was also
used to obtain experimental structural and aerodynamic data. These experimental results were
used to both validate modelling techniques, and also to further analyse the aerodynamic benefits
of camber morphing and the capabilities of the FishBAC device.
5.2 Design Objectives
A two-dimensional wind tunnel wing model was designed based on a NACA 23012 aerofoil profile,
with a chord length of 270 mm and span of 1000 mm. The span was chosen based on the test
section size of the chosen wind tunnel (Swansea University’s subsonic wind tunnel) to provide as
close to two-dimensional flow as possible, whereas the aerofoil and chord length were selected
to match that of the Bo-105 helicopter, which is the baseline rotor system for a large morphing
aircraft research program (SABRE—Shape Adaptive Blades for Rotorcraft Efficiency) running
in parallel to this work [124]. By choosing to align with this research program, the impact of
the research undertaken in this thesis was significantly increased. It is worth noting as an aside
that the NACA 23012 is a commonly used aerofoil in a wide range of applications, and therefore
provides a degree of general relevance to the work as well.
The design concept pursued for the wind tunnel wing model developed in this chapter consists
of a modular wing, where both the leading and trailing edges can be detached from a central main
section. This not only allows the installation of different FishBAC devices, but also fitting any
other leading or trailing edge configurations/devices. A combination of high-strength carbon fibre
prepreg, 3D printed ABS plastic, aluminium 6082T and silicone sheets were used to manufacture
this prototype. Lastly, the wind tunnel wing model was designed for testing over a range of flow
speeds up to a maximum freestream velocity of 50 m/s, corresponding to Reynolds numbers of up
to Re = 1×106.
The focus on this first composite FishBAC is the composite spine, as this is the primary
structural member where most of the loads are reacted. For the time being and with the exception
of the wing skin and an aluminium spar, the other structural components will still be 3D printed.
This decision was made to reduce the complexity and mitigate the risk of this first attempt to
manufacture a composite FishBAC. However, future design iterations should consider replacing




The sizing of the FishBAC morphing device is driven primarily by the thickness and material
stiffness of the spine, which drives the maximum achievable deflection of the FishBAC for a given
actuation system. To achieve a sufficiently high lift control authority, a maximum transverse
deflection of y/c = 0.1 (i.e. 27 mm in this case) was targeted based on previous aerodynamic
studies. Consequently, the spine thickness and material layup were selected to achieve this
target deflection within certain limits of actuation torque. An intermediate modulus carbon fibre
prepreg (Hexcel® 8552/IM7) was chosen as the spine’s material. For ease of manufacturing, the
ply angle orientation was restricted to cross-ply configurations (i.e. 0◦ or 90◦ plies). A two-step
analysis was performed: first, the semi-analytical model was run under actuation loads, followed
by superimposing representative aerodynamic pressure distributions obtained using an existing
2D FSI analysis [113] with the new two-dimensional plate model. Although this analysis is not a
fully coupled FSI routine, it considers aerodynamic loads in the sizing process. Also, even though
the Kirchhoff-Love plate model showed limitations in modelling the FishBAC’s response under
asymmetric actuation loads (see Chapter 3), this technique is appropriate to model the quasi-2D
wind tunnel test load scenario as only symmetric actuation inputs are applied for this quasi-2D
case.
5.3.1 Actuation Loads Without Aerodynamics
The first actuation requirement estimates were performed by comparing static deflections, in
the absence of aerodynamic loads, between the one-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam model by
Woods and Friswell (2014) [26] and the two-dimensional Kirchhoff-Love plate model introduced
in Chapter 3. This comparison allows contrasting the two models against each other. The material
properties used during the design stage for the relevant materials—carbon fibre prepreg, silicone
and 3D printed ABS plastic—were directly obtained from manufacturers’ datasheets and are
summarised in Table 5.1. However, for more robust validation of the modelling methods, all three
materials were later characterised by performing a series of material tests, which are presented
in Section 5.6.
As mentioned in Chapter 2.5, due to the presence of spanwise stringers, the FishBAC is highly
orthotropic as it is stiffer along the span than along the chord. This configuration allows for the
minimisation of the actuation energy needed to achieve certain camber deflection, while still
providing sufficient spanwise stiffness to resist spanwise bending moments due to aerodynamic
loads. Additionally, the use of carbon fibre on the bending spine can further increase the degree
of anisotropy by reducing the number of plies aligned with the chordwise direction. Therefore, an




A total of 6 plies were considered based on the spine thickness of the FishBAC geometry modelled
in Chapter 3. However, this stacking sequence resulted in an actuation torque requirement of
at least 6.5 N ·m. Considering the size of the aerofoil, there were no off-the-shelf actuators that
could provide the required torque that can fit inside the aerofoil dimensions. Also, it is important
to note that frictional losses and aerodynamic loads are not included in these estimations and,
therefore, these torque requirements are expected to increase. These results suggest that a spine
of six carbon fibre plies is over-designed for this structural dimensions.
Based on these preliminary estimates, reducing the spine thickness was the most feasible
option to reduce the actuation energy requirements. To achieve this thickness reduction, the
spine thickness was reduced in half by having a layup of [90/0/90]T , which not only has a lower
thickness value, but also presents lower stiffness in both membrane and bending modes. A
positive and negative moment input sweeps were applied to the structure, and the behaviour of
both beam and plate models were compared. Since the beam model is not capable of analysing
composite laminates, an effective Young’s modulus in the chordwise direction is calculated by





where d11 is the laminate’s bending compliance along the chordwise direction and corresponds
to the i = 4, j = 4 term in the abd laminate compliance matrix. The abd compliance matrix is
obtained by calculating the inverse of the ABD laminate stiffness matrix, which is itself obtained
from CLT analysis [93].
Results show that the one-dimensional beam model and two-dimensional plate model agree
within 14% (Figure 5.1), when comparing the average edge displacements. Note that this percent-
age difference corresponds to the average error along the spanwise free edge, and consequently,
this percentage difference estimate is significantly affected by the spanwise elastic washout
that the 1D beam model cannot capture. These results highlight the importance of using a
two-dimensional structural modelling approach to analyse a three-dimensional FishBAC device.
Results also show that transverse deflections of approximate 8%-chord can be obtained by apply-
ing a total moment input of approximately 2.84 Nm, which can be achieved from off-the-shelf
actuators. However, it is important to remind that these torque requirements will increase when






































































Figure 5.1: Two-dimensional plate model (solid) vs one-dimensional beam model (◦) actuation
moment sweep in absence of aerodynamic loads. Moments correspond to total moment input.
Table 5.1: Material properties of CFRP, ABS and Silicone [112, 113]. Note that the shear modulus
of both ABS and Silicone are obtained using the isotropic Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio.
Material CFRP ABS Silicone
E11 161 GPa 2.9 GPa 3.18 MPaE22 11.4 MPa
G12 5.17 MPa N/A N/A
ν12 0.34 0.35 0.425
t 0.125 mm N/A N/A
5.3.2 Deflections Under Aerodynamic Loads
There is one key factor that must be considered when a compliance-based morphing device is
subject to a freestream flow: the strong coupling between structural and aerodynamic loads, which
directly impacts the actuation requirements. When these camber morphing devices are used to
increase lift under attached flow regimes (e.g. when deflected downwards at typical operating
positive angles of attack), the actuation loads required to achieve the desired camber deflections
are higher than when there is no aerodynamic loading, thus, failing to consider aerodynamic
forces and moments may lead to incorrect actuation sizing. Additionally, large changes in camber
produce substantial changes in aerodynamic forces and therefore, the structural and aerodynamic
analyses cannot be performed independently as they are continuously affecting each other.
Consequently, FSI routines are implemented to properly model compliant structures subjected to
fluid flows.
Even though the aerodynamic and structural analysis are not fully coupled in this design
study, the aerodynamic pressure distributions from a one-dimensional FishBAC FSI [113] were
extracted and then applied to the plate model. As mentioned in Section 5.1, this 1D FishBAC
FSI is based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and XFOIL. The material properties and structural




Moreover, a freestream flow velocity of Mach 0.15 (i.e. 50 m/s at room temperature), and an angle
of attack of 5° were used to obtain a representative pressure distribution at maximum test speed
and at a representative operating angle of attack where flow is fully attached, respectively. Ten
different moment inputs were applied, with their respective aerodynamic pressure distributions
previously obtained from the 1D FSI.
Since 1D FSI model cannot capture spanwise variations in deflection, spanwise pressure
uniformity must be assumed. Consequently, this technique would not capture any pressure
distribution changes due to spanwise elastic washout, however, the applied pressure distributions
are still roughly representative of quasi-2D wind tunnel tests scenarios, and since the objective
of this current analysis is to design the device and size the actuators (as opposed to validate
structural or aerodynamic models), roughly representative loadings are still usable. Figure 5.2
shows a comparison between the 1D fully coupled FishBAC FSI and the 2D Kirchhoff-Love plate
model loaded with the representative pressure distributions extracted from this 1D FishBAC
FSI.
It is observed that the two-dimensional plate and one-dimensional beam models agree within
an average error of 15%, when displacement percentage difference is calculated along the
spanwise free edge. Similarly, as in Section 5.3.1, the main contributor to this percentage
difference is the spanwise variation in displacement due to elastic washout that the plate model
captures and the beam model cannot capture.
It is also observed that the actuation requirements to generate a transverse tip deflection be-
tween 8% and 10% chord increased by approximately 50% when compared to the zero freestream
velocity case (Section 5.3.1). As previously mentioned, even though the two-dimensional plate
model is not fully coupled with an aerodynamic modelling tool, these results are still meaningful
as the pressure distributions that were applied were obtained from a separate (converged) FSI
analysis. Lastly, these results show that a spine thickness of 0.375 mm, with a stacking sequence
of [90/0/90]T is suitable for the composite wind tunnel wing model, and will be able to achieve the
































































Figure 5.2: Two-dimensional plate model (solid) vs one-dimensional beam model (◦) actuation
moment sweep under a freestream flow of Mach number of M = 0.15 and 5° angle of attack.




As mentioned in Section 5.2, a modular approach is implemented in the wind tunnel model design.
This modularity means that the leading and trailing edge sections are detachable, simplifying
installation, modification, and allowing for testing different leading and trailing edge devices (in
future work). A 19.05mm×19.05mm×3.25mm aluminium (6082T alloy) spar acts as the main
load-bearing member of the wing. Furthermore, there are three main 3D printed sections: the
leading edge, the central main section and a removable trailing edge section that clamps the
FishBAC to the wing and also contains the servo actuators and the actuation pulleys. The leading
edge section is mounted to a 15.88 mm × 6.25 mm stainless steel bar, which is itself attached to
the central 3D printed section using a set of transverse screws. The actuators are mounted to
the removable rigid trailing edge section that slides into the central part itself. Once in position,
the trailing edge section is secured to the central part of the wing by using a series of transverse
screws and nuts. Moreover, the FishBAC device is later clamped to this removable trailing edge
section by also using a series of transverse screws. Once the FishBAC is clamped, the silicone
skin sheet is bonded to the FishBAC using silicone adhesive. Lastly, a series of spanwise oriented
carbon fibre pultruded tubes were added, in nine various locations, to increase the stiffness and
strength of the non-morphing portion of the wing, which was designed to resist up to 150% of the
worst-case aerodynamic load at the maximum test speed of 50 m/s. Figure 5.3 shows a profile view
of the wind tunnel model and Figure 5.4 shows a picture of the composite FishBAC assembly.
Based on the results shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, and considering the available space
defined by the aerofoil geometry, the actuation selection was performed. Because of its compact
dimensions of (35.5mm×30mm×10mm), the KST X10 wing servo actuator was selected based on
its ability to generate sufficient torque while still fitting inside the aerofoil profile [118]. However,
since each one of these actuators produce a maximum torque of 1.05 Nm when running at
maximum voltage, two actuators per tendon are needed to achieve the desired control authority,
including some margin in consideration of the frictional losses neglected in both analytical
structural models. Table 5.2 summarises the main results from the initial sizing study.
Table 5.2: Preliminary FishBAC and actuation sizing
Spine Nominal Thickness Stacking Sequence # of stringers Actuators










Figure 5.3: Profile view of the FishBAC wind tunnel wing model. Note that the tendons are
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The first step of the wing manufacturing process was to create the carbon fibre spine. The
composite lay-up was performed on a flat aluminium tooling plate, and cured under 8552/IM7’s
standard autoclave vacuum bag cure cycle—maximum temperature of 180 ◦C and autoclave
pressure of 7 bar [125]. Additionally, three other plates of the same material were cured in
the same vacuum bag. These plates were later used for material testing to experimentally
characterise and calculate the fibre, matrix and shear modulus, as well as in-plane Poisson’s
ratio of the CFRP. Once cured, the composite spine was cut to size using a diamond saw, and its
edges were finished by sanding. The spine was then attached to the plastic removable trailing
edge clamp (see Figure 5.5) using a series of transverse screws. In order to fit the screws, holes
were drilled into the spine using an end-mill, which was selected instead of a drill bit to avoid
delamination. Unlike drill bits, end mills cut holes uniformly from the edges, preventing material
peel-up. Note that this approach may not work on thick composite laminates.
The plastic parts of the wing, including the FishBAC stringers and solid trailing edge sections
were 3D printed using a Stratasys® ObjetTM printer. This printer uses direct jetting of a liquid
photopolymer and cures it under UV light. Once printed, the stringers were aligned using a
series of laser-cut alignment jigs, and were finally bonded to the carbon fibre plate using a
Cyanocrylate-based adhesive. Moreover, as explained in Chapter 2.5, the actuation loads are
transferred from the actuators to the FishBAC’s trailing edge end using a pair of antagonistic
tendons. These tendons were pre-cut from a 25 mm-wide dry Kevlar-fibre tape roll and then
coated with Kapton tape. The function of this Kapton tape is to both protect the dry fibres and to
keep them together when the actuation loads are applied. The tendons spool around a machined
aluminium drive pulley and, to attach them to each pulley, they are clamped using an aluminium
clamp bar. The ‘unclamped’ ends of each tendon were hand-stitched onto the trailing edge and the
carbon fibre spine using Kevlar tow. This stitching step was done after drilling a series of 2 mm
holes into the composite spine. After stitching, each stitched region (Figure 5.6) was reinforced
with epoxy resin, providing additional mechanical and adhesive strength at these tendon-spine
attachment regions.
Leading Edge
Central Rigid SectionBox Spar
FishBAC
Leading Edge Mounting Plate
FishBAC Mounting Cartridge
Figure 5.5: Composite FishBAC wind tunnel model (with upward FishBAC deflection)
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5.5. MANUFACTURE
Finally, a 0.5 mm thick 40° Shore silicone sheet (Silex Superclear from Silex Silicones LTD)
was bonded to the FishBAC’s mounting trailing edge clamping section, stringers and solid trailing
edge strip using a fast cure silicone adhesive (NuSil MED3-4013). Note that, before bonding, the
silicone sheet was pre-stretched by 30%.This pre-stretching increases the out-of-plane stiffness of
the skin, reducing deformation under aerodynamic loading and preventing the skin from buckling
when in compression. The pre-stretch was performed by first cutting the silicone sheet to size and
then clamping both chordwise ends to two beam extrusions mounted to two fixed rails. Once this
clamping was performed, the tension was adjusted by sliding the extrusion beams on the rails
and then fixing them to the desire position using screws and nuts. After the desired tension was
set, the silicone adhesive was applied to the stringers and then the skin was bonded by applying
pressure (see Figure 5.6). To improve the external surface smoothness, the remaining solid parts
of the wing (i.e. nose leading edge and mid-section) were sanded down by hand, and then attached
to the main spar using a series of screws. A final layer of black paint was applied to the rigid wing
parts, and all screw holes and joints on the wing surface were covered with aluminium tape.




To properly model the structural behaviour of the composite FishBAC, the three materials that
are used to build this wind tunnel wing model—ABS UV-cured 3D printed plastic, the carbon
fibre prepreg and the silicone skin—are fully characterised to obtain their material properties.
Each one of the experiments that were performed is presented in this section.
5.6.1 Hexcel® 8552/IM7 UD carbon fibre prepreg
The material properties of the carbon fibre UD prepreg were obtained in accordance with the
ASTM D3039 [119] and ASTM D3518 [120] Standards for obtaining tensile and shear properties
of fibre-reinforced polymers, respectively. Two different Instron® tensile machines—100 kN and
25 kN, respectively—were used depending on the nature of the specimens. An Imetrum® Video
GaugeTM UVX Flexi point tracking camera system was used to measure both axial and transverse
strains. Three types of tensile tests were performed: fibre-direction tension, matrix-direction
tension and shear. Seven samples were tested in each test configuration. Table 5.3 shows a
summary of the test specimen dimensions, stacking sequence and machine used.
The fibre-direction Young’s modulus E11 and in-plane Poisson’s ratio ν12 were calculated
from the fibre tension specimens’ stress-strain curves (Figure 5.7), whereas the matrix-direction
Young’s modulus E22 was obtained from the matrix-direction stress-strain curves (Figure 5.8).










Furthermore, the in-plane shear modulus G12 was obtained from the in-plane shear test




where Pload is the axial load applied by the tensile test machine and Acs is the cross-sectional
area of each specimen, followed by estimating the in-plane shear strains
γ12 = εxx −εyy . (5.4)
Lastly, the in-plane shear modulus G12 can be calculated based on these in-plane shear stress




It is important to note that all modulus and Poisson’s ratio values were obtained by first perform-
ing linear fits on each individual stress-strain curve, then calculating the stiffness and Poisson’s
ratio values of each specimen and finally calculating average quantities across all specimens.
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Table 5.3: CFRP specimen dimensions, thickness and stacking sequence. All dimensions corre-
spond to average values across each set of specimens.
Test Thickness Stacking Sequence Gauge Length Width Machine
Fibre Tension 1.03 mm [(0)4]S 135.79 mm 19.80 mm 100 kN
Matrix Tension 2.04 mm [(90)8]S 121.35 mm 25.35 mm 25 kN
In-Plane Shear 2.02 mm [(±45)4]S 161.00 mm 25.35 mm 25 kN






































Figure 5.7: Stress-strain curves of the fibre-direction tensile CFRP specimens







































Figure 5.8: Stress-strain curves of the matrix-direction tensile CFRP specimens
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Figure 5.9: Stress-strain curves of the shear CFRP specimens
5.6.2 Silicone Skin
The Silex® 40° Shore 0.5 mm-thick skin material was tested under tension. The main objective of
this test is not only to obtain the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, but also to test the strength
of the fast cure silicone adhesive. Plastic ABS bonding tabs 50mm×25mm in planform were 3D
printed, and the specimens were created by cutting 200mm×25mm silicone coupons and then
bonding the plastic tabs onto each end to create single lap joints. Three of the six specimens had
their tabs treated with a chemical primer (Momentive SS4004P) before bonding to determine
whether this treatment increases the adhesive shear strength. Based on failure mode, results
show that the primer contributed for a material failure (i.e. silicone breaking under tension),
rather than adhesive failure. However, even without the primer, failure occurs at much higher
strains than those the FishBAC sees during operation. Therefore, it was decided not to use primer
to simplify the skin bonding process. One important aspect to point out is that the stress-strain
curves (Figure 5.10) observe a significant amount of non-linearity, as would be expected for an
elastomer such as silicone. Consequently, the Poisson’s ratio varies with strain and was then
calculated at a 30% strain, which corresponds to the amount of skin pre-strain applied to the
silicone skin before bonding. The Young’s modulus, in-plane Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus at










5.6.3 ABS UV-cured 3D printed plastic
Finally, the 3D printed plastic was also tested under tension to determine its Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio (Figure 5.11). A set of dogbone specimens were 3D printed in accordance with
ASTM D638 [121] Standard for tensile properties of plastic. A Shimadzu® tensile machine fitted
with a 10 kN load cell was used, and strains are measured using an Imetrum UVX Flexi Video
Gauge camera system. Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and Shear modulus were calculated using
Equation 5.6. A summary of all the experimentally measured material properties can be found in
Table 5.4.









































Figure 5.10: Stress-strain curves of the 40° Shore silicone skin. Specimens 1-3 were bonded to
plastic tabs after applying primer, whereas specimens 4-6 were bonded in absence of primer.


































Figure 5.11: Stress-strain curves of the ABS-like 3D printed plastic under tensile load
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Table 5.4: Summary of material properties of the composite FishBAC wind tunnel wing model.
Note that ν23 is obtained from a common assumption for CFRP UD laminates, whereas G23 =
E22/2(1+ν23).
Material E11 E22 G12 G13 G23 ν12 ν13 ν23
8552/IM7 169.50 GPa 8.58 GPa 5.03 GPa 5.03 GPa 2.96 GPa 0.28 0.28 0.45
ABS Plastic 2.01 GPa 0.73 GPa 0.38
Silicone Sheet 1.219 MPa 0.44 MPa 0.39
5.7 Actuation Characterisation
angleA total of four KST X10 High Voltage servo actuators are used to drive the tendon spooling
pulleys in this FishBAC wind tunnel wing model. They are arranged in mirrored pairs to drive
two tendons, each one mounted 415 mm in either direction from the centre of the wingspan.
Each actuator measures 42 mm×42 mm×10 mm and is rated for a maximum torque of 1.059 Nm
at a maximum voltage of 8.4 V. Due to limited data provided by the manufacturer, a series of
studies were performed to fully characterise these actuators. First, an angle test was performed
to calibrate the input vs output rotation angles using a clinometer. Also, the torque available and
torque-power relationship were studied, followed by a thermocouple study to assess the thermal
properties of the actuators. Finally, since the Kevlar tendons were hand-stitched to the composite
spine, the tendon-pulley system presents some slack due to difficulties controlling tendon length
during the stitching process. This creates an initial angular range of spooling pulley rotation that
does not create camber change, which is referred to in this thesis as the ‘tendon deadband’. This
tendon deadband was experimentally measured for each tendon using the Imetrum UVX Flexi
Video Gauge camera system.
5.7.1 Angle Calibration
To calibrate the input rotation angles, the servo actuators were controlled using an Arduino-based
servo control code that prescribes the rotation input angles. To determine the input-output angle
relationship, a clinometer was attached to the actuator and an angle sweep was performed.
Results show a linear trend between the input and measured angle output, with a maximum
deviation of 6% from the expected value (Figure 5.12).
5.7.2 Torque-Power Relationship
Following the angle calibration test, a prescribed rotation torsional test was performed to study
the relationship between torque available, voltage and power. A Tecquipment® SM1001 30 Nm
torsion testing machine was used to both prescribe the rotation angle and to measure the
corresponding torque for a given actuator operating condition. Using two clamping plates, the
servo actuator was clamped to a torque reaction cell in one end, whereas the other end was
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connected to a rotating output head through the actuator’s output arm, which is a plastic part
that physically connects the spooling pulley to the actuator’s output shaft. The rotating head
consists of a hand wheel driving a rotating shaft through a worm gearbox, and has an angle
sensor to track the rotation of the output shaft. Prescribed rotations were applied to the actuator
by manually rotating the turning handle, and the corresponding torque generated by the actuator
was measured as a reaction torque (Figure 5.13).
Once the actuator was fixed to the torque cell, the actuator control input was set to 0° rotation,
and the rotating head was slowly turned while angle, torque, actuator voltage and actuator
current drawn were recorded. Actuator power draw was then calculated from the voltage and
current readings. Therefore, this test allows for the quantification of the relationship between
power drawn and torque output for a range of different driving voltages, as shown in Figure 5.14.
Note that the maximum torque available eventually saturates, after which increasing power
does not increase torque generated. It can also be observed that, as driving voltage increases, the
amount of torque at a given power value decreases. However, increasing voltage increases the
maximum torque available.
-20 -10 0 10 20



















Figure 5.12: Actuator control input vs output angle. Output angles are measured using a clinome-
ter. Dash line shows a linear trend, obtained via linear fit.
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Figure 5.13: Torsion test rig used for actuator torque measurements




















Figure 5.14: Power vs torque relationship as a function of voltage. Results obtained via linear fit.
5.7.3 Heating
One important aspect of electrical servo motors is self-heating under load, which can lead to
damage if not properly monitored and controlled. Actuator temperature response over time and
under load is therefore of interest in this study. According to the actuator’s datasheet [118], the
manufacturer’s stated maximum operating temperature of the KST X10 actuators is 65 ◦C. There-
fore, a set of thermocouples were used to monitor the increase in temperature, as a function of
time and voltage. A Pico® TC-08 Thermocouple Data Logger was used to record the temperature
of all four actuators when installed inside the wing. The thermocouples were attached to the
metal frame of each actuator, and then the actuators were loaded to their maximum rotation
angle and held at this position for several minutes. Also, two more temperature measurements
were recorded: one on an actuator wire and one on the plastic surface of the wing. Results show a
faster heating rate with increasing voltage, reaching temperatures as high as 80 ◦C at a voltage of
8 V (Figure 5.15). It can also be observed that the actuators driving the left-hand side tendon (i.e.
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actuators 1 and 2) heat up faster than the ones in the right-hand side tendon. The cause of this
is unknown, but it could be due to asymmetries and misalignment in the actuators’ mounting.
Finally, these results show that, for voltages between 6 V and 7 V, temperatures above 65 ◦C are
achieved after the actuator runs for 8 to 10 minutes. Consequently, considering the results shown
in Figure 5.14, the actuators will be run at a voltage between 6.5 V and 7 V. Even though the
maximum temperature is exceeded at these voltages, it is important to consider that this test
represents an extreme case: maximum actuator rotation angle with no wind speed. During the
wind tunnel test, not all runs will be performed at this deflection, and the airflow will dissipate
some heat. Nevertheless, the temperature will be monitored, at one of the actuators, during the
wind tunnel test to ensure that no severe overheating occurs.
Additionally, one particular thermal/electrical property that needs to be investigated is
whether torque degrades as temperature increases. To measure this, a thermocouple was added
to the torque test setup described in Section 5.7.2. A prescribed rotation angle of 30° and a
voltage of 6.5 V is set, and torque and temperature readings were recorded every 10 s. Results
show that torque does decrease as temperature increases, showing a reduction of 15% after
10 min (Figure 5.16), with the shape of the output torque closely following the temperature curve,
and approaching an asymptote. Consequently, actuation torque input measurements should be
performed and monitored throughout the wind tunnel test as the applied torque magnitudes are
expected to vary as a function of time.
Figure 5.15: Thermocouple temperature recordings of actuators temperature at maximum actua-
tion angle and as a function of voltage.
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Figure 5.16: Torque and actuator temperature as a function of time. This measurement is
performed at a fixed voltage of 6.5 V and actuation angle of 30°.
5.7.4 Tendon Rotation Deadband
Since the tendons are hand-stitched to the carbon spine, they may lose tension during the
stitching process. As a consequence, the spooling pulley needs to rotate a certain number of
degrees in each direction before it starts to apply tension on the tendon. These initial degrees
of rotation are defined as the ‘tendon deadband’, and will vary between tendons and rotation
direction. To determine these deadbands, a two-camera Imetrum video extensometer system
was used to track the tip deflection at both spanwise edges of the FishBAC as a function of
actuation angle. Results show a roughly bi-linear response behaviour in both tendons, where
the tip deflection slope is very shallow at low angles, and then becomes steeper as the angle
increases (Figure 5.17). This shows that the tendons are able to apply some small amount of
driving torque even before they are fully tensioned, but there is also a clear kink in the response
upon removal of the slack. The exception to this is the curve for negative rotation angles of the
left tendon, which does not show any discernible deadband. These deadbands are compensated
for adding angle offsets on the servo controller to the desired values, where the deadband angle
for each case is found from the intersection of the two linear fits (dashed lines) in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Tip displacement measurements at both spanwise FishBAC ends. Results are used
to study the tendon rotation deadband in each tendon-pulley system. Dashed lines are obtained
via bi-linear curve fitting.
5.8 Structural Characterisation: Displacements
A two-camera point tracking Imetrum video gauge system was used to measure the static
transverse displacement of the FishBAC under actuation along the trailing edge and on one of
the chordwise ends. Total voltage and current measurements were recorded from a benchtop
power supply used to power the actuators. A total of 13 points chordwise and 41 points spanwise
were tracked. Three different actuation scenarios were evaluated: uniform loading (i.e. similar
tip displacements in both spanwise edges), single actuation input (only one actuator applying
torque) and asymmetric actuation loading (different values for each actuator, average input not
zero).
5.8.1 Uniform Loading
The objective of the uniform loading case is to obtain similar displacements in both spanwise edges.
Since there are differences between each actuation-tendon setup—and potentially structural and
material imperfections—the pulley angle inputs are adjusted until similar displacements are
obtained. Figure 5.18 shows both chordwise and spanwise deflections under six different actuation
inputs. The chordwise edge in Figure 5.18 corresponds to the spanwise location y = 1000mm
(right end of the wing). There are a few dropped data points in the spanwise plot due to point
tracking issues caused by lighting and reflection, but the overall shapes are well captured.
Results show uniform tip deflections at each spanwise end, with a significant variation along
the span due to elastic washout. The difference between the deflection at each end (i.e. near
the actuation points) and the midspan is between 30% and 43% for all actuation cases. This
particular FishBAC was not designed with spanwise elastic washout in mind, and the use of
plastic stringers significantly hampers spanwise stiffness.
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Incorporation of higher stiffness materials (e.g. composite) into the stringers would be expected
to significantly decrease such washout, and therefore should be considered in future designs.
5.8.2 Offset Differential Loading
The objective of this case is to determine the maximum achievable variation in transverse
deflection along the span, when actuation inputs differ in magnitude and direction. The first
case to analyse is when only the right end of the FishBAC is actuated, whereas the other end
is kept at zero actuation angle. Figure 5.19 shows this case, and it can be observed that the
transverse displacement can vary as much as 13 mm, which represents a normalised differential
displacement of ∆(z/c)≈±4.5% in a 1 m span.
A second aspect to investigate is whether different shapes can be obtained by applying a
constant actuation input on the left-end of the wing—instead of remaining zero. Figure 5.20
shows three different scenarios where the left-side actuators are given different inputs, while
the right-side actuators are kept at a fixed angle. It can be observed that similar tip deflections
are achieved; however, the ‘average displacement’ moves with the different right-side actuation
inputs, achieving different spanwise shapes. In each case, spanwise variations—per metre span—
of ∆(z/c) ≈±4.5%, ∆(z/c) ≈±5% and ∆(z/c) ≈±4% can be achieved, respectively. This ability to
achieve spanwise variations in camber deflection can be later exploited for spanwise lift control
and induced drag minimisation.
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Figure 5.18: Chordwise (left) and spanwise(right) transverse displacement measurements under
symmetric actuation loading. Pulley angles are displayed as [left,right].
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Figure 5.19: Chordwise (left) and spanwise(right) transverse displacement measurements under
actuation of the right hand side of the wing only. Pulley angles are displayed as [left,right].
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Case 1
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Case 2























[0°, 0°] [-33°,-30°] [-18°,-30°] [0°,-30°] [+31.5°,-30°] [+39°,-30°] [+46°,-30°] [+52°,-30°]
Case 3
Figure 5.20: Spanwise transverse displacement measurements under three different offset
asymmetric actuation loading cases (1 to 3 going from left to right). Pulley angles are displayed
as [left,right].
5.9 Conclusions
This chapter introduces the design, manufacture and characterisation of a composite FishBAC
morphing wing. A two-dimensional discontinuous Kirchhoff-Love plate model—presented in
Chapter 3—has been used to design and analyse the static behaviour of a composite FishBAC
structure. The composite FishBAC spine has been sized based on actuation energy requirements
needed to obtain a target tip deflection of 10% chord, under representative aerodynamic loads
obtained using an Euler-Bernoulli/XFOIL-based FSI analysis of the FishBAC. Based on these
results, it was decided that a [90/0/90]T carbon spine, with a total thickness of 0.375 mm will be
used as the main load-bearing member of the FishBAC. The design process was completed by
developing a detailed CAD model of the composite FishBAC wind tunnel wing model.
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The composite FishBAC prototype was then manufactured using a combination of materials—
carbon fibre prepreg, 3D printed plastic, aluminium machined parts, silicone sheets and Kevlar
fabric tape—and manufacturing techniques, ranging from prepreg hand layup to 3D printing and
machining. A comprehensive structural, material and actuator characterisation was performed,
and the chordwise and spanwise displacements under several actuation load cases were tracked
using a video gauge point tracking system. Results show that a maximum spanwise variation in
transverse displacement of 13.5 mm can be obtained when the FishBAC is loaded asymmetrically
(i.e. actuation inputs of opposite directions). This corresponds to a variation of ∆(z/c)≈±5% per
metre span, which can later be exploited to control spanwise lift distribution and reduce induced
drag. Finally, this composite FishBAC prototype is used in wind tunnel tests, where structural
and aerodynamic measurements were performed. These wind tunnel tests results are presented
in Chapter 6.
The composite FishBAC wind tunnel wing model developed in this chapter represents a significant
step forward in the development of composite FishBAC wings for fixed-wing applications. This
first of its kind demonstrator is useful not only for demonstrating the possibility of adapting
conventional manufacturing techniques to produce composite morphing devices, but also for
experimental validation of the structural models presented in Chapters 3 and 4. Also, this wing
was used for wind tunnel testing, as presented in Chapter 6. These wind tunnel results are crucial
to further understand the benefits that camber morphing, and more specifically the FishBAC, can




Wind Tunnel Testing of a Composite FishBAC
Morphing Wing
This chapter introduces the wind tunnel test of the composite FishBAC wing model that was
introduced in Chapter 5. The FishBAC wing model was tested on a quasi-2D configuration, and
results were directly compared to a non-morphing (rigid) NACA 23012 wing and one equipped with
a traditional hinged trailing edge flap. Besides measuring aerodynamic forces, the wind tunnel
test also included FSI optical measurements via Particle Image Velocimetry (fluid) and stereo
videogauge point tracking (structure). These wind tunnel tests results show that the FishBAC
is able to achieve a large degree of lift control authority while developing significantly higher
lift-to-drag ratios when compared to both rigid and flapped wings.
6.1 Introduction
Throughout the literature, several recent camber morphing concepts have been introduced as
aerodynamically efficient alternative to hinged flaps. These concepts exploit recent developments
in smart materials and lightweight composite structures, as summarised in Chapter 2. However,
it is also observed in the literature that most of the research efforts have focused on structural
design and analysis. Aerodynamic comparisons between these devices and traditional hinged
flaps–—specifically wind tunnel data—are scarce. Early studies in the late 1980s and early 1990s
introduced preliminary experimental results that show improvements of aerodynamic efficiency
of up to 9% when variable camber morphing is used. However, these results are not related to
specific morphing concepts [126–128]. Moreover, another preliminary study based on wind tunnel
data even predicts a 3 to 6 per cent reduction in fuel consumption, for a long/medium range
civilian aircraft [10].
Daynes and Weaver [129] carried out a wind tunnel test of a compliance-based trailing edge
device, where an increase of lift coefficient of ∆CL ≈ 0.5 can be observed when actuating the
morphing device between ±10◦ deflection. No flap comparison was performed in this study. Bilgen
et al. [130] conducted a 2D wind tunnel test comparison of a flapped aerofoil versus a Macro-
Fibre-Composite (MFC) actuated variable camber wing and results showed higher lift-to-drag
ratios of 10%-50% for the camber morphing wing.
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However, it is important to highlight that this experiment was performed at low Reynolds
numbers below Re < 120,000 and that the achieved lift-to-drag ratios are lower than L/D < 12.
Moreover, large voltage inputs (up to 1800 V) are required to actuate the morphing mechanism
and, therefore, it is perhaps infeasible to implement this morphing device on large-scale applica-
tions. Ai et al. [131] also presented a wind tunnel comparison of several camber morphing cases
versus a hinged flap. Although they showed improvements in aerodynamic efficiency, these are
limited to low angles of attack, having an L/D improvement of about 9% at zero-degree angle
of attack. Additionally, Yokozeki et al. [132] presented wind tunnel test results for a corrugated
camber morphing device. These results do not show significant improvement in aerodynamic
efficiency when compared to a flap. However, it is important to note that this particular morphing
device presents a smooth skin on the top surface only, leaving the core corrugations exposed on
the bottom surface, which likely added drag to the camber morphing device.
As described in Chapter 2.5, the subject of this study—the FishBAC—has already shown
promising aerodynamic benefits. A preliminary wind tunnel test of this device [25] showed a
potential improvement in lift-to-drag ratio between 20 and 25 per cent, compared to a 25%-
chord trailing edge hinged flap. The FishBAC also showed a lift control authority of ∆CL ≈ 0.72.
However, the authors discussed the presence of 3D effects due to the nature of their wind tunnel
setup.
The FishBAC concept has evolved since that preliminary wind tunnel test: the morphing
section is now localised, approximately between 0.75c and 0.9c, instead of between 0.35c and
0.85c and actuation loads are applied at multiple points along the span as described in Chapter
5. Therefore, new wind tunnel tests are needed to more robustly and thoroughly assess the
aerodynamic properties of the FishBAC wing developed in this thesis, in a quasi-2D wind tunnel
test scenario.
The objective of this wind tunnel experiment is to reassess the benefits of the FishBAC,
experimentally, using an improved design of this morphing device installed into a longer span
wing and tested in closed return and closed test section wind tunnel for improved flow quality. Also,
the instrumentation used to quantify the performance was significantly improved. Force balances
and a pressure-based wake rake were used for more reliable aerodynamic forces measurements
and optical measurements of structural and fluid response were performed using Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) and a stereo videogauge point-tracking system (VG). These PIV measurements
provide direct physical insight into the aerodynamic performance of the FishBAC and help
to address the complete lack of flow visualisation studies of camber morphing devices in the
literature. These two types of measurements not only enhance the understanding of the benefits
of camber morphing by studying the changes in wake patterns and comparing them to the wake
of a hinged flap, but also provide insight into the coupled aeroelastic response of the morphing
system that is useful for design improvements and for future validation of FSI analysis.
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This chapter is structured as follows: first, an introduction of the test methodology and test
cases are presented, followed by a summary of the wind tunnel data corrections, and presentation
of the aerodynamic coefficients and optical measurements (PIV and VG). Finally, the conclusions
summarise the major findings of this experimental study.
6.2 Methodology
This section introduces the wind tunnel testing methodology, including details of the tunnel itself,
the equipment and instrumentation used, and the configurations tested.
6.2.1 Wind Tunnel & Equipment
The Swansea University closed return low-speed wind tunnel with a 1.5 m wide×1 m tall closed
test section was used for this experiment (Figure 6.1). This tunnel has a maximum freestream
velocity of 50 ms−1, and flow characterisation studies have measured turbulence intensity, velocity
uniformity and flow angularity values of 0.175%, 0.04% and ±0.1◦, respectively. A turntable
with a movable range of ±90◦ and accuracy of ±0.05◦ controls the angle of attack of the wing.
Furthermore, the wing was mounted vertically in the test section and was attached to two
strain-gauge based AMTI MC12-1000 six-axis force balances, one on each end. Equipped with a
temperature control system, the tunnel target temperature of 20 ◦C is maintained within ±2◦. A
closed-loop feedback system controls wind speed using real-time velocity calculations based on a
precision differential pressure sensor with a range of ±2500 Pa [133], measuring the pressure
difference at the contraction section upstream of the test section.
6.2.1.1 Pressure Wake Rake
A pressure-based wake rake for wake survey (Figure 6.2) has recently been added to the Swansea
Low-Speed Wind Tunnel. The rake consists of 60 total pressure and 3 static pressure tubes
mounted 4.5 chords downstream of the wing trailing edge, to allow for pressure recovery in the
wake. The total and static pressure tubes are aligned in the thicknesswise direction (which is
horizontal with a vertical wing mounting) with a spanwise offset between the total and static
pressure tubes to avoid interference. A Scanivalve MPS4264 miniature pressure scanner is
connected to the rake tubes. The total pressure tubes have variable thicknesswise spacing of
between 3.9 mm (at centre) and 15.9 mm (toward the ends), covering a total thicknesswise width
of 500 mm. This variable spacing provides more pressure readings in the wake region, improving
the accuracy of drag measurement.
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Figure 6.1: Swansea University’s Low-Speed Wind Tunnel
Figure 6.2: Wind tunnel test section with pressure-based wake survey system at Swansea
University’s Low Speed Wind Tunnel.
6.2.1.2 Image Measurements
This section introduces the equipment used for both PIV and displacement measurements via
stereo point tracking.
1. Particle Image Velocimetry
A LaVision® PIV system was used for flow field velocity measurements, controlled with
the DaVis 10 software platform. An sCMOS 5.5−megapixel double shutter camera was
located at the trailing edge of the wing and was used to measure the wake of both FishBAC
and flap in a quasi-static flow condition. This camera can take two images within 120 ns,
making them suitable for PIV applications. Also, the camera has an exposure time range
between 15 µs and 100 ms and a frame rate of 50 fps. A particle generator was used to
generate seeding particles with an average diameter of 1 µm. Lastly, a dual cavity, double
pulse 200 mJ Nd:YAG green laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was used to illuminate the
measuring plane. Figure 6.3 shows a schematic of the PIV setup.
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2. Stereo Point Tracking System
In terms of structural displacement measurements, an Imetrum® 3D Precision Displace-
ment Tracker was used to track out-of-plane displacements. The system consists of two
5-megapixel cameras in a stereo configuration, recording at a rate of 117 Hz. These two
cameras are mounted to a 3D measurement head ICA-3D-0500-03, which is a pre-calibrated
frame where both cameras are installed at a fixed angle and distance from each other. Since
the cameras’ focus cannot be altered from their default configuration and the 3D frame fixes
the position and angles between the cameras, no further calibration is required. For the
selected 3D measurement head, a measurement area of 600 mm x 600 mm, with a 14 µm
accuracy can be achieved [122]. A series of 5 mm diameter bullseye stickers were used as
target points. Figure 6.3 shows a schematic of the videogauge setup.
Additionally, current was measured at each one of the four actuators to then calculate torque
input on the FishBAC structure. These current measurements were performed by using
four (one per actuator) LEM® 6 A CASR 6-NP Hall Effect current sensors. These sensors
are the same as those used in Chapter 4.5.3. Finally, voltage and current measurements



















Figure 6.3: Schematic of the wind tunnel test setup, including wind tunnel wing model, force
balances and PIV and VG equipment.
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6.2.2 Wind Tunnel Wing Model
A two-dimensional wind tunnel wing model of a NACA 23012 aerofoil was designed and manufac-
tured for this test. The wing spans the 1-metre height of the test section (Figure 6.2) and has a
chord length of 270 mm. As described in more detail in Chapter 5, the wing has two main parts:
a front rigid section that starts at the leading edge and ends at 75% of the chord, and a trailing
edge section. The front rigid section is composed of 3D printed plastic leading edge and centre
sections that are bolted to an aluminium (6082T alloy) box spar located at the quarter chord.
Three interchangeable, cartridge-like, trailing edge sections were created to allow testing of the
baseline NACA 23012, a 25% trailing edge flap version, and the 25% trailing edge composite
FishBAC (see Chapter 5). The bottom of the wing spar is clamped to the bottom force balance
and rotates with the turntable. Since the top force balance does not rotate, the top of the spar
connects to the upper force balance via a spherical bearing to allow for angle of attack rotation
and minimises the bending moments reacted into the upper balance. Details of the construction
of the three configurations are as follows:
1. Rigid NACA 23012 aerofoil
A 3D printed rigid NACA 23012 trailing edge section was tested to obtain a baseline data set,
used to acquire lift and drag properties of this aerofoil section when no changes of camber
occur. Results from the baseline aerofoil were used to validate the tunnel instrumentation,
before being used as a reference against which the hinged flap and FishBAC were later
compared.
2. Trailing Edge Flap
A 3D printed hinged flap of the same chord dimension of the FishBAC was tested to directly
compare the two approaches. The flap is mounted to a steel shaft and actuated by two KST
X10 High Voltage servos that are connected to the flap by a system of two external control
horns and linkage bars. Each control horn converts torque and rotation of the servo motor
into force and translation of the flap linkage, which is then converted again into torque and
rotation on the flap. The hinged flap is a ‘plain flap’, with no aerodynamic overhang (which
is sometimes used to reduce hinge moments at the expense of added drag) and with the
minimal realisable gap between the flap and the rigid wing section, on the order of 2 mm.
The flap has an unloaded deflection range of ±30◦.
3. Camber Morphing: FishBAC
A composite-spine FishBAC device was designed and manufactured for this wind tunnel
test. Details on the design, manufacture and structural characterisation of this composite
morphing trailing edge device were presented in Chapter 5.
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6.2.3 Numerical Comparison: XFOIL
To help ensure the wind tunnel measurements were reliable, results for the baseline NACA
23012 wing were compared against values from the literature and against two-dimensional
numerical predictions of the aerodynamic performance from XFOIL—a widely used panel method
software [134]. XFOIL is based on the principle of potential flow theory, where the flow field
around an aerofoil is constructed by superimposing the freestream flow, a vortex sheet and source
sheet around the aerofoil surface. The aerofoil surface is discretised into a series of N flat panels,
each one with unknown and uniform vortex and source strengths γN and σN , respectively. These
unknown vortex and source strengths can then be found by setting up a system of equations
using potential flow theory, and by applying the Kutta Condition as a boundary condition. This
condition states that the vortex strength at a sharp trailing edge must be zero, such that
γ(TE)= 0. (6.1)
XFOIL corrects for viscosity by implementing a viscous boundary layer solver that models skin
friction drag and flow separation based on the wall transpiration concept [134, 135].
As a freely available code, XFOIL has been widely used for two-dimensional aerofoil analysis
under low freestream speeds and Reynolds number condition [134]. In terms of inputs, XFOIL
requires the non-dimensional aerofoil coordinates, the angle of attack, Mach number and Reynolds
number to be provided. Reynolds and Mach number were set to match the test conditions. Also,
to roughly match the turbulence intensity of the Swansea University Wind Tunnel, a value of
Ncrit (turbulence level factor) equal to 5 was used for all XFOIL estimates.
6.3 Test Cases
All experiments presented in this chapter were performed at a freestream velocity of 30 m/s and
a temperature of 20 ◦C, which corresponds to a Reynolds number of Re ≈ 543,000. The angle
of attack was varied from α=−5◦ to α=+14◦, in increments of α= 1◦. Force balance data was
recorded for 30 s for each test condition at a sampling rate of 300 Hz, and then time-averaged
to give quasi-steady results. The same data recording process was used for wake survey, which
was synchronised with balance data, using a sampling time of 20 s at a rate of 10 Hz. Two types
of wake rake measurements were performed: (i) actuation and angle of attack sweeps with the
wake rake at a fixed spanwise location, and (ii) spanwise wake rake location sweeps at a fixed
angle of attack and actuation input. These two types of measurements allow drag to be quantified




Table 6.1: Wind tunnel test configurations and test cases
Configuration Actuation Input Angle PIV Videogauge
Baseline N/A No No
Flap δ= [−20◦,+30◦], ∆δ=+10◦ Yes No
FishBAC δ= [+0◦,+40◦], ∆δ=+10◦ Yes Yes
6.4 Data Processing
The following section outlines the data analysis process, including equations used to process
balance and wake rake data, the wind tunnel corrections for three-dimensional effects and
post-processing parameters of both the PIV and stereo VG point tracking systems.
6.4.1 Force Balance Data
Aerodynamic forces and moments were measured by the two force balances, and these two
measurements are then combined to calculate the total forces and moments. Each balance
measures in its own respective coordinate frame. Since the bottom balance rotates with the
turntable while the top balance is fixed, the forces measured by the bottom balance need to be
converted to the global coordinate frame. Hence, the total lift and drag forces are calculated by
L = Fy1 cos(αu)−Fx1 cos(αu)−Fy2 and D = Fx1 cos(αu)+Fy1 cos(αu)+Fx2 , (6.2)
where Fx1 and Fy1 correspond to the bottom balance and Fx2 and Fy2 correspond to the top
balance. Furthermore, zero wind speed tare measurements were recorded before and after each
angle of attack sweep. These were later subtracted from the force balance data set to account
for any offsets or time drift in the measured values. Once the total lift and drag forces were
calculated, the non-dimensional lift and drag coefficients were estimated by normalising the total








Since accurate two-dimensional drag measurements from balance setups such as the one
used can be difficult, due in part to the large differences between lift and drag forces, the range of
the load cells used, and the presence of end gaps and wall effects, wake survey measurements
were used to give more accurate two-dimensional measurements of drag. These drag estimates
are based on wake momentum deficit [136].
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6.4.2 Wake Rake Data
Drag can be measured by comparing the momentum of the air in the freestream against that
measured in the flow behind the model. This method assumes that the wind tunnel walls are
parallel and with negligible shear stresses. This theory is based on the assumption that, as the
flow passes over a wind tunnel model, it suffers a loss of momentum that is equal to the profile
drag of the body [136], such that
D = ṁ∆V =
Ï
(ρV ) (VB −V0)da , (6.4)
where V0 is the freestream velocity, VB is the final flow speed in the wake and da is the differential
area perpendicular to the aerofoil at the wake. If normalised by the dynamic pressure, the profile












Combined with Bernoulli’s equation, Equation 6.5 can be derived in terms of total and static
pressures, as expressed by
Cd0 = 2
∫ (√ Hp − p
Hp0 − p0
















Fwdd y , (6.6)
where Hp, p and q are the total, static and dynamic pressures at the wake, respectively, and Hp0 ,
po and q0 are the same pressure quantities in the freestream. Fwd is defined as the function
wake drag in this chapter. Figure 6.4 shows a schematic of the wake deficit of a wing inside a
wind tunnel. Note that drag calculations using wake pressure measurements are only strictly





Figure 6.4: Wind tunnel model’s downstream wake
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6.4.3 Wind Tunnel Corrections
To correct for three-dimensional effects, wind tunnel corrections are applied to account for solid
and wake blockage and streamline curvature. The correction factors implemented in this study
are the standard ones given by Barlow et al. [136]. Solid blockage occurs due to the reduction
of the area through which the airflow caused by the presence of the wind tunnel model and
the constraint of the tunnel walls. Thus, the area reduction results in a flow velocity increase
around the model. This correction factor is a constant value that does not change throughout the





where Vmodel corresponds to 70% of the wing tunnel model volume, K1 is approximately equal
to 0.52 for wind tunnel models that span the tunnel’s height and C is equal to the test section’s
cross-sectional area [136]. The second correction factor is for wake blockage, which occurs due to
the airflow being restricted by the presence of the wake behind the model. This correction factor
varies during the experiment as it depends on the size of the wake, which correlates to the drag





where h corresponds to the wind tunnel height and c correspond to the wing’s chord length.
Moreover, the existence of restrictions on streamline curvature near the wind tunnel walls is
corrected using a geometric non-dimensional factor that relates the size of the wind tunnel wing








These three correction factors are then used to correct the lift and drag coefficients, as well as
the angle of attack and Reynolds number. These corrected expressions are defined as:
Cl = Clu [1−σ−2(εsb +εwb)] (6.10a)
Cd = Cdu (1−3εsb −2εwb) (6.10b)
α=αu + 57.32π (Clu +4Cmu ) (6.10c)
Re = Reu[1+ (εsb +εwb)] . (6.10d)
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6.4.4 Particle Image Velocimetry
Two-dimensional PIV measurements were performed to measure the flow velocity in a portion
of the near field wake of both FishBAC and hinged flap configurations. A 200 mm×200 mm
calibration plate was used to define the measuring area, which was placed at a spanwise location
of 0.467b. This location is well outside the wind tunnel wall-effect regions, hence, the wake
measurements closely represent two-dimensional flow. All PIV measurements were performed at
a fixed angle of attack equal to α= 5◦ to ensure attached flow. To compare the impact of camber
deflection on wake size and velocity for both the morphing and hinged flap devices, a total of four
FishBAC and flap deflections were sampled.
For each configuration, a total of 1000 images were taken at a frequency of 10 Hz, with a
differential time of dt =13.5 µs between the two laser pulses. To filter noise, a minimum image
intensity was calculated for each data set, and then subtracted from all images in that set.
Post-processing of images was performed using LaVision® DaVis 10 software. A seeding particle
size of 1 µm was used throughout the experiment. An interrogation area of 48 pixels was chosen
(equivalent to 3.6 mm in both directions), as suggested by DaVis 10 for a flow velocity of 30 m/s.
Under this configuration, each pixel has dimensions of 92.6 µm × 78.1 µm—i.e. each seeding
particle is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than each pixel. Finally, the time-
average of each velocity field data set was calculated, resulting in a single time-average image
per configuration.
6.4.5 Videogauge Point Tracking System
To study the FishBAC’s deformation under aerodynamic loads, displacements were measured
at a number of points along the FishBAC’s chord and span. As mentioned in Section 6.2.1.2,
5 mm bullseye stickers were used as tracking points. These tracking points were placed every
50 mm along the spanwise free edge, as well as every 10 mm along the chord at the following
locations: three-quarter-span and at the centre of the tendon. The three-dimensional position
and displacements of each point were directly obtained from the point tracking software, and
time averages are calculated at each point. The presence of outliers was determined based on
shape continuity, and were later removed from each data set.
Furthermore, to later validate FSI models (which is not part of this dissertation), it is
necessary to correlate the measured displacements to the actuation input. One way of doing
this is to use the actuator rotation angle as the input measurement; however, this quantity does
not provide any physical information regarding torque input nor is a good measure of actuation
energy requirement. Therefore, as described in Chapter 4.5.3, it is more appropriate to estimate
the torque input of each actuator and one way of obtaining these torque values is to measure
the current draw of each actuator. These current values can then be used to estimate torque
by assuming a linear relationship between torque and current as described in Equation 4.14.
A detailed explanation on how this current-torque relationship is implemented is described in
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Chapter 4.5.3, whereas torque constant estimates—for a constant voltage of 6 V, held throughout
the wind tunnel test—were obtained from the torque-power study presented in Figure 5.14 on
Chapter 5.7.2.
6.5 Results
The following section introduces the wind tunnel test results. These include a comparison between
the aerodynamic behaviour of FishBAC versus hinged flap using both balance data and pressure-
based wake survey measurements. Additionally, PIV and stereo VG results are also introduced in
this section.
6.5.1 Aerodynamic Forces
This subsection directly compares the 3D printed NACA 23012 rigid aerofoil configuration with
previous experimental data from the literature and 2D XFOIL predictions. Figure 6.5 shows
both experimental and predicted lift and drag curves. The experimental data were obtained from
Ashenden et al. (1996) [137] and Pouryoussefi et al. (2016) [138], which both tested at similar
Reynolds numbers—Re = 550000 and Re = 600000, respectively. However, unlike in the wind
tunnel test presented in this chapter, these two experiments used pressure taps on the wing
surface to measure both lift and drag.
Figure 6.5 shows that the lift curve measured in this work is similar to Pouryoussefi et al.’s
results [138], whereas Ashenden et al. [137] has similar behaviour to XFOIL. This reduction
in measured lift performance could be due to the different measuring techniques: Ashenden et
al. measured local section lift coefficient using pressure taps, whereas the results presented in
this chapter correspond to the average total lift as measured by the force balances. Furthermore,
Leishman (1990) [139] and Jacobs and Sherman (1939) [140] showed NACA 23012 experimental
maximum lift coefficients for similar Reynolds numbers. Both results show a maximum lift
coefficient of CLmax ≈ 1.25, which is closer to the CLmax ≈ 1.14 obtained in this experiment and
suggests that XFOIL may over-predict maximum lift coefficient. Lastly, it is important to point
out that results suggest the existence of an angle of attack misalignment on this wind tunnel test
setup, as the lift coefficient at α= 0◦ is close to zero, which does not correspond to a cambered
aerofoil (Figure 6.5). This misalignment was likely introduced during the wing mounting process,
where the wing model was mechanically clamped to the bottom force balance using brackets and
bolts. Any slight misalignment of the mounting brackets, when tightening the bolts, could result
in a small wing angle rotation. Thus, the force balance wind axis (x−axis) would no longer be
aligned with the wing chord.
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Figure 6.5: NACA 23012 rigid configuration experimental lift and drag curves vs 2D panel method
results (XFOIL) and experimental data from the literature.
When analysing the drag coefficient results in Figure 6.5, it is observed that the obtained
experimental results (wake rake) are similar to those obtained by Ashenden et al. [137]. Unlike
lift coefficient, drag coefficient was calculated using local section wake rake data instead of
average forces (force balance). This is a likely explanation of the better agreement between the
currently measured drag results with Ashenden et al.’s results than that seen with the lift results.
In summary, the NACA 23012 baseline results agree reasonably well with previous experimen-
tal and XFOIL measurements. However, it is observed that the obtained results have lower lift
coefficients than some previous tests in the literature and than XFOIL estimates. One potential
reason for this is the ‘modularity’ of the wind tunnel wing model, which presents gaps that are
covered with aluminium tape as explained in Chapter 5. Surface quality is very important at
low Reynolds number and the presence of chordwise steps (such as the edge of the tape) can
reduce performance. Also, it is worth noting that the primary aim of this study is to compare the
FishBAC to the hinged flap, and so the relative (as opposed to absolute) aerodynamic performance
is of key importance, and any issues caused by the construction of the model are present in both
configurations.
6.5.1.1 FishBAC vs. Flap
A comparison between measured lift and drag coefficients for the FishBAC and hinged flap are
shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7, respectively. It is observed in these figures that deflecting both
the FishBAC and flap has a similar impact on the lift curves. As expected, increasing camber
moves the lift curve up and to the left, increasing lift at a given angle of attack and maximum lift
coefficient, but also lowering the angle at which stall occurs.
In terms of lift control authority, the FishBAC and flap show an overall ∆CL ≈ 0.55 and
∆CL ≈ 0.57, respectively—considering trailing edge down deflections only. Furthermore, the
amount of extra lift ∆CL that it is generated for each deflection increment diminishes. This was
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also observed in previous FishBAC studies and this diminishing return in increasing lift was
attributed to pressure losses due to flow separation as camber deflections increase [113].
While the FishBAC and hinged flap both have a very large lift control authority, comparison of
the associated drag coefficients in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 shows that the flap configuration incurs a
much higher drag penalty. This drag increase ranges from 74% to 80% for the δ=+10 and δ=+30
configurations, respectively (Figure 6.7). To directly compare aerodynamic efficiency, lift-to-drag
ratios as a function of both angle of attack and lift coefficient are presented in Figures 6.8 and 6.9
for the FishBAC and flap, respectively. It is observed that, for a given deflection, the FishBAC
presents a higher efficiency that ranges between 22% and 83% increase, depending on the input
angle.


































Figure 6.6: FishBAC lift and drag coefficients as a function of actuation input angle.


























Figure 6.7: Flap lift and drag coefficients as a function of actuation input angle.
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Figure 6.8: FishBAC aerodynamic efficiency as a function of both angle of attack and lift coeffi-
cient.
































Figure 6.9: Flap aerodynamic efficiency as a function of both angle of attack and lift coefficient.
To further visualise these efficiency improvements and to compare the performance of the
three tested configurations, an ‘efficiency envelope’ that displays each configuration’s best obtain-
able lift-to-drag ratio, as a function of achieved lift coefficient, is introduced. By doing so, the two
parameters that can vary lift coefficient—angle of attack and actuation input—are condensed
in a single curve that describes the best attainable performance for each configuration (Fig-
ure 6.10) [141]. These efficiency envelopes show that the FishBAC achieves significantly higher
lift-to-drag ratios than the flap configuration over the full range of angles of attack tested. This
improved efficiency increase ranges from 160% to 27%, for low (0◦ <α< 5◦) and high (α> 10◦)
angles of attack, respectively. When shown in terms of lift coefficient, the control of which is the
explicit purpose of camber change, it can be seen that the FishBAC performs better over the
full range of achieved lift coefficients. The FishBAC is also significantly better at moderate to
high lift coefficients (i.e. CL > 1), achieving an efficiency above 50% for CL = 1−1.3—a range of
lift coefficients particularly relevant to the use of camber change for vehicle control inputs (e.g.
aileron lift coefficients during roll). For lower lift coefficients, the FishBAC has lift-to-drag ratios
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that are at least 16% higher than the flap’s (Figure 6.11), with an average improvement of 40%
for typical operating lift coefficients (i.e. 0.5> CL > 1.0).
In summary, the FishBAC is more aerodynamically efficient than the hinged flap at all angles
of attack and lift coefficients; however, the benefit of camber morphing is particularly remarkable
at higher lift coefficients. The minimum efficiency improvement is of 16%, whereas improvements
above 250% are observed at higher lift coefficients. It is important to note that the FishBAC’s
drag measurements were performed at a ‘high drag’ region—near the actuation tendon, where
the largest camber deflections and tunnel wall-model interaction occur–whereas the flap’s drag
measurements were performed at midspan, far away from the external control horns required
to drive the flap and any wall effects. Lastly, it is important to note that differences between
undeflected FishBAC and flap and rigid wing results exist. In the FishBAC’s case, the δ = 0◦
shows a higher lift than baseline NACA 23012. This higher lift is most likely due to the FishBAC
having a small downward deflection, induced by either a small positive actuation input or an
uneven skin tension between the top and bottom surfaces. Moreover, in the flap’s case, the
increased lift is potentially due to a small positive deflection angle due to an input offset. This
offset is likely due to a mismatch between the actuation angle input and the flap angle. This is
consistent with the higher drag results for the undeflected configuration (Figure 6.6).



















































Figure 6.10: Efficiency envelope, where the best lift-to-drag ratios that both FishBAC and flap
can achieved, are displayed.
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Figure 6.11: Percentage improvements in FishBAC aerodynamic efficiency when compared to the
flap.
6.5.2 Spanwise Wake Rake Drag Measurements
Wake rake survey measurements were performed at different spanwise locations to further
investigate how drag varies along the span. For these measurements, both angle of attack and
actuation input angle remained constant. Figure 6.12 presents wake rake drag measurements
for the FishBAC, at a fixed angle of attack (α = 5◦) and actuation input (δ = +40◦). Results
show a drag coefficient variation of 22% between the lowest and highest values—at midspan
and at quarter-span, respectively. Also, the wake distribution data shows that the wake shifts
up and down in the thicknesswise direction as the rake traverses along the span, having a
maximum location difference of 40 mm. This variation is likely due to variation in camber along
the span due to elastic washout. Additionally, the peak values are fairly uniform, with a maximum
variation of 6% between the lowest and highest value. These observed differences in wake drag
functions explain the variation in drag coefficients. In summary, these spanwise differences in
drag coefficient and wake drag function are potentially due to camber variations along the span
and also due to imperfections or variations in the model geometry.
Similarly, Figure 6.13 shows wake rake drag measurements for the hinged flap at several
spanwise locations. Once again, the angle of attack was fixed at α = 5◦, while the actuation
deflection input was fixed at δ=+20◦, to give lift performance as close as possible to the δ=+40◦
FishBAC case shown above. Recall that the FishBAC angles are actuator inputs, not deflections
achieved. Also, to highlight the drag increase due to the presence of external actuator control
horns on the flap, extra measurements were performed around this location (Figure 6.13). Results
show a higher variation in drag coefficient of 55% between the lowest (at midspan) and highest
(at quarter-span) values—even when excluding drag coefficient measurements at the control
horn. A 466% increase in drag coefficient is observed at the control horn. This increase shows
that the control horn significantly disrupts the flow and, therefore, highlights that the decision to
show midspan flap drag measurements in Section 6.5.1.1 gives a "best case" result for the flap.
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Lastly, it is observed that, near the control horn, there are two separate but overlapping wake
regions, perhaps due to the control horn shedding a separate wake.
Figure 6.12: FishBAC’s wake drag function distribution (left) and variation in drag coefficient
(right), at several spanwise locations. Results correspond to an angle of attack of α = 5◦ and
actuator deflection input of δ=+40◦.
Figure 6.13: Flap’s Wake drag function distribution (left) and variation in drag coefficient (right),
at several spanwise locations. Results correspond to an angle of attack of α= 5◦ and actuator
deflection input of δ=+20◦.
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6.5.3 Particle Image Velocimetry
Particle Image Velocimetry wake measurements were performed to visualise the differences
in the wakes behind the FishBAC and the flap. These results are useful to further establish
the reasons for the significant improvement in performance seen with the FishBAC. These
measurements were performed at four different actuation input angles: δ=−10◦,0◦,+10◦,+20◦.
Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show images of both FishBAC and hinged flap wakes, respectively.
The wake thickness was calculated by measuring the distance, across the wake, at a location
of 0.1c aft of the trailing edge. The wake limits were assumed to be the points just before the
flow speed becomes equal to the freestream. Wake thickness results are summarised in Table 6.2.
Results show that the wake thickness of the FishBAC does not significantly grow with increasing
deflection (over the range of δ shown here), achieving a stable value of approximately 16 mm (i.e.
6% of chord length). These results are consistent with the marginal drag increases with increasing
deflection that are observed in Figure 6.6. Unlike the FishBAC, the wake thickness of the flap
increases significantly with deflection. For example, it ranges from 28.59 mm to 47.02 mm (i.e.
10.5% and 17.5% of chord length), for inputs of δ= 0◦ and δ=+20◦, respectively. When compared
to the FishBAC, these flap results represent an increase of between two to three times in wake
thickness, which correlates to the significant higher drag shown in Section 6.5.1.1.
Table 6.2: FishBAC’s and flap’s wake thickness for different actuation inputs. Results correspond
to a fixed angle of attack of α= 5◦ and freestream velocity of V = 30 m/s.













Figure 6.14: FishBAC’s wake images obtained using 2D Particle Image Velocimetry. The measur-
ing plane was located at a spanwise location of 0.467b.
Figure 6.15: Flap wake images obtained using 2D Particle Image Velocimetry. The measuring
plane was located at a spanwise location of 0.467b.
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6.5.4 Displacements: Point Tracking System
Following on from the PIV measurements, three-dimensional displacement fields of the morphed
FishBAC under aerodynamic loads were measured using a point tracking stereo videogauge
system. These measurements were performed at two angles of attack—α= 0◦ and α= 5◦—and at
a freestream velocity of V = 30 m/s. Figures 6.16 and 6.17 show the FishBAC displacement with
varying actuation input at α= 0◦ along the chordwise and spanwise directions, respectively. Like-
wise, Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show the displacement at α= 5◦, along the chordwise and spanwise
directions, respectively. Note that, for all these configurations, the chordwise displacements were
measured at the centre tendon and at the three-quarter span, whereas the spanwise displace-
ments were measured at the trailing edge. Table 6.3 shows the actuation torque estimates for
each given flow condition and actuation input, which were calculated using Equation 4.14 (see
Chapter 4.5.3). Finally, to provide insight into the impact of aerodynamic loading on displacement,
measurements were also taken at zero freestream velocity (Figures 6.20 and 6.21). Table 6.4
shows a summary of maximum transverse displacements at three different locations—midspan,
three-quarter-chord and tendon—for each test configuration.
As expected, it is observed in Table 6.4 that aerodynamic loads reduce the FishBAC’s maxi-
mum displacements (at tendon) by between 30% and 40% for the α= 0◦ case, and by between
42% and 60% for the α = 5◦ case. This reduction is consistent with the fact that aerodynamic
pressure resists actuation loads, and increasing angle of attack increases aerodynamic loads.


































































Figure 6.16: FishBAC’s chordwise deflection about the three-quarter-span (left) and tendon (right)
locations. Both freestream velocity and angle of attack were fixed at V = 30 m/s and α= 0◦.
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Figure 6.17: FishBAC’s spanwise deflection along the spanwise free edge. Both freestream velocity
and angle of attack were fixed at V = 30 m/s and α= 0◦.





































































Figure 6.18: FishBAC’s chordwise deflection about the three-quarter-span (left) and tendon (right)
locations. Both freestream velocity and angle of attack were fixed at V = 30 m/s and α= 5◦.


































Figure 6.19: FishBAC’s spanwise deflection along the spanwise free edge. Both freestream velocity
and angle of attack were fixed at V = 30 m/s and α= 5◦.
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Figure 6.20: FishBAC’s chordwise deflection about the three-quarter-span (left) and tendon (right)
locations. Both freestream velocity and angle of attack were fixed at V = 0 m/s and α= 0◦.





































Figure 6.21: FishBAC’s spanwise deflection along the spanwise free edge. Both freestream velocity
and angle of attack were fixed at V = 0 m/s and α= 0◦.
Table 6.3: FishBAC’s actuation torque estimates as a function of actuation input angle, angle of
attack and freestream velocity. Torque estimates [Mx2 , Mx4] refer to to the actuators near the top
and bottom force balances, respectively.
Velocity AOA Torque [Mx2 ,Mx4 ] (Nm)
(m/s) (deg) δ=+40◦ δ=+30◦ δ=+20◦ δ=+10◦ δ= 0◦ δ=−10◦ δ=−20◦ δ=−30◦
30 0 [0.63,0.77] [0.54,0.52] [0.28,0.28] [0.18,0.20] [0.20,0.12] [−0.27,−0.22] [−0.33,−0.38] [−0.65,−0.57]5 [0.66,0.75] [0.53,0.54] [0.30,0.33] [0.17,0.19] [0.20,0.12] [−0.25,−0.23] [−0.33,−0.37] [−0.63,−0.59]
0 0 [0.60,0.66] [0.52,0.39] [0.21,0.23] [0.19,0.15] [0.21,0.11] [−0.24,−0.23] [−0.33,−0.38] [−0.60,−0.57]
Table 6.4: FishBAC’s maximum deflections at three different spanwise locations, and as a function
of angle of attack and freestream velocity.
Velocity AOA Midspan Three-quarter-span Tendon
(m/s) (deg) δ=+40◦ δ=−30◦ δ=+40◦ δ=−30◦ δ=+40◦ δ=−30◦
Displacement 30 0 −5.60 3.47 −10.8 9.45 −13.3 10.7
(mm) 5 N/A 3.58 −6.34 5.71 −10.9 7.12
0 0 −10.8 8.16 −17.7 14.3 −19.1 17.9
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Lastly, to compare the actuation energy requirements of both FishBAC and flap, the total
power draw by the entire actuation mechanism was measured using the Hall Effect current
sensor described in Chapter 4.5.3. Table 6.5 shows the average power draw as a function of
actuation input angle. Results show that, while the power draw for both wings is quite low in
real terms (≈ 20W max), the FishBAC does require significantly more power than the flap (on
average 4x the power draw) to achieve the desired changes in camber. These results are consistent
with the fact that camber morphing devices have both the elastic stiffness and aerodynamic
loads resisting the change in camber, whereas the hinged flap only has the aerodynamic loads
and a small hinge friction resisting the motion. Results shown in Table 6.5 are then plotted
in Figure 6.22, where it is observed that the FishBAC power draw increases nonlinearly with
increasing actuation input. Therefore, besides the observed diminishing returns in increasing
∆CL as camber deflections increase, there are also diminishing returns in terms of actuation
energy requirements. However, it is important to clarify that this composite FishBAC wing
model was not designed to minimise actuation energy requirements. Therefore, additional work
is needed to optimise the FishBAC structure for actuation energy minimisation, so that a fair
comparison between these morphing devices and hinged trailing edge flaps can be established.
Additionally, future work should research into other actuation mechanisms that could potentially
provide a better power-to-weight ratio than servo motors.
Table 6.5: FishBAC and flap total power draw as a function of actuation angle input
Configuration Power (W)
δ=+40◦ δ=+30◦ δ=+20◦ δ=+10◦ δ= 0◦ δ=−10◦ δ=−20◦ δ=−30◦
FishBAC 20.37 13.49 8.67 5.37 4.60 6.95 10.03 17.64
Flap N/A 3.19 2.88 2.15 1.060 1.047 2.72 N/A
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40

















An experimental wind tunnel study was performed to investigate the aerodynamic performance of
the FishBAC camber morphing device and to compare it against traditional trailing edge hinged
flaps. A 1-meter long NACA 23012 wind tunnel wing model was designed and manufactured (see
Chapter 5) to allow testing three different trailing edge configurations—baseline, FishBAC, and
flapped. The wing was designed to span the height of the chosen wind tunnel to create a quasi-two-
dimensional flow condition. Force balance and wake rake survey data were used to quantify the
aerodynamic performance of the different configurations at a range of angles of attack and camber
deflections at a freestream velocity of 30 m/s. Additionally, optical aerodynamic and structural
measurements were performed using PIV and a stereo VG point tracking system, respectively.
These optical measurements provide a more detailed understanding of the aeroelastic behaviour
of the FishBAC. Consideration of the experimental data leads to the following conclusions:
1. Results for the rigid NACA 23012 wing were compared to previous experimental results
presented in the literature, as well as XFOIL numerical simulations. Results show similar
trends (lift curve linear regions) to those in the literature and XFOIL estimates, and the
main differences with previous experimental results are attributed to different measuring
techniques—force balance and wake rake versus aerofoil pressure taps.
2. The FishBAC shows a significantly higher lift-to-drag-ratio than the hinged flap. This
improvement is even more remarkable at moderate to high lift coefficients (i.e. CL > 1),
where the improvement are of at least 50%. For typical operating lift coefficients in the
range 0.5> CL > 1, the improvement is on average 40% (and at least 16%). In general, the
FishBAC presents a significantly higher aerodynamic efficiency than the flap, for all angles
of attack and lift coefficients.
3. Wake rake results show that, for a fixed angle of attack and similar actuation input, the flap
drag coefficient varies significantly along the span, whereas the FishBAC drag coefficient
remains relatively constant.
4. PIV results show that the FishBAC’s wake thickness is nearly constant with increasing
deflection, having a stable value of 6% of chord length. Conversely, the wake thickness of
the flap increases by 64% from its undeflected value, achieving a maximum wake thickness
of 17.4% of chord length. Additionally, when comparing the two configurations, the flap
has a wake that is two to three times the thickness of the FishBAC’s wake. These results
suggest that the flow is highly separated in the flap case, which is consistent with the drag
increments observed in the wake rake survey results.
5. Aerodynamic loading was shown to decrease FishBAC’s maximum deflections by between
42% and 60% at α= 0◦ and α= 5◦, respectively. It is expected that this reduction in deflection
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will increase with increasing angle of attack and freestream velocity, and highlights the
importance of appropriate sizing of the actuation system—by performing FSI analysis—to
the expected load levels.
6. The FishBAC has significantly higher actuation power requirements than the hinged flap,
requiring 300% more power on average. Also, it was observed these power requirements
grow nonlinearly with increasing FishBAC deflection.
The wind tunnel test results presented in this chapter highlight the aerodynamic benefits of the
FishBAC device when compared to a traditional hinged trailing edge flap. It also presents novel
PIV wake measurements of the FishBAC and flap, where the benefits of camber morphing are
visually highlighted. To complement these PIV measurements, displacement measurements were




Fluid-Structure Interaction Analysis for
Composite Camber Morphing Aerostructures
This chapter presents a newly developed three-dimensional Fluid Structure Interaction analysis of
the Fish Bone Active Camber concept which couples three-dimensional viscous-corrected aerody-
namic loads with the multi-component Mindlin-Reissner plate model introduced in Chapter 3.
The methodology is explained, and predictions are validated against existing modelling tools.
Additionally, this chapter presents results on the use of the FishBAC device for drag reduction in
fixed-wing applications.
7.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, camber morphing devices offer a more aerodynamically efficient
control surface alternative to rigid hinged flaps. Also, because camber morphing deflections
present ‘low’ drag penalties as seen in Chapter 6, they may also be used to continuously adapt
wing geometry throughout flight, potentially leading to higher lift-to-drag ratios at all flight
stages. However, these camber deflections lead to significant changes in the aerodynamic forces
acting on the structure, and vice versa. Therefore, the structural and aerodynamic behaviour
of morphing wings is strongly coupled, and accurate prediction of their performance requires
analysis methods that couple the different physics. These modelling routines are known as Fluid-
Structure Interaction analysis, and their implementation is crucial to successfully model and
design compliance-based morphing structures. Failing to perform FSI analysis in morphing wings
is likely to lead to inaccurate prediction of aerodynamic response, and may lead to structural
failure or overdesign, incorrect actuation sizing, and incorrect performance predictions, among
other potential issues.
Specifically for the case of a composite FishBAC device for fixed-wing applications, it is
important to develop an FSI routine that captures the structural behaviour of the composite
plate-based structure, as well as the 3D aerodynamic effects, present due to the finite span of
the wing and due to spanwise variations in camber. Also, the coupled routine must be capable of
capturing local changes in structural and aerodynamic behaviour due to local changes in aerofoil
geometry along the wingspan, as well as accounting for viscous drag.
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Finally, it is important that this routine is computationally efficient and with an appropriate
level of fidelity—not too low as to be unsuitably inaccurate, but not so high as to be prohibitively
complex and computationally expensive—so that it can be used for extensive design studies and
structural optimisation.
The Mindlin-Reissner structural model presented in Chapter 4 represents an appropriate
modelling technique to capture the structural behaviour of a three-dimensional composite Fish-
BAC. However, an aerodynamic solver that captures aerofoil level changes in performance (lift
and drag) due to FishBAC deflections, as well as 3D aerodynamic effects still needs to be imple-
mented. Thus, this chapter focuses on four main aspects: (i) implementing a 3D aerodynamic
solver for a FishBAC finite wing, (ii) coupling the aerodynamic solver to the Mindlin-Reissner
structural model developed in Chapter 4, (iii) initial investigations into the control authority and
drag reduction achievable on a representative fixed-wing geometry via actuation of a 3D FishBAC
device and (iv) a direct comparison between FishBAC and a plain flap of equal percentage chord,
which was analysed using the aerodynamic model presented in this chapter.
7.2 Fluid-Structure Interaction of Morphing Aerostructures:
Background
Fluid-Structure Interaction analysis techniques solve the coupled, multi-physics response of
deformable bodies interacting with fluid flow fields. They are classified as either one-way or two-
way routines; the former one occurs when the structural deformation affects the fluid motion—but
not vice versa—whereas the latter refers to routines where both structural deformations and
fluid motion affect each other [142].
Additionally, FSI routines can be classified into loosely-coupled and strongly-coupled algo-
rithms. On the one hand, the loosely-coupled ones consist of separate structural and aerodynamic
models which are coupled and then iterated until a converged solution is achieved. On the
other hand, strongly-coupled algorithms find the converged solution using a single model that
simultaneously accounts for both the structure and the aerodynamics [142].
Although strongly-coupled algorithms are generally more stable, they may be difficult to
program and implement as both structural and aerodynamics solvers may require significant
modification to combine them into a single system of equations [143]. Conversely, loosely-coupled
algorithms may not be as stable, but their main advantage is that they allow the combination of
previously developed efficient and stable independent structural and aerodynamic solvers.
As explained in Section 7.1, it is of extreme importance to develop two-way FSI routines
for morphing wings, especially compliance-based morphing, as large changes in shape trigger
significant aerodynamic changes, and vice versa.
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There are several examples in the literature of FSI analysis for variable camber applications.
Most of these models are based on loosely-coupled routines that used FEM and CFD solvers for
structural and aerodynamic analysis, respectively. There are also examples in the literature of
successful implementation of lower fidelity techniques to these sorts of problems.
7.2.1 CFD/FEM-based models
Krawczyk et al. (2013) developed a model based on FEM and CFD for camber morphing wind
turbine blades. This FSI routine was then used to obtain aerodynamic forces and moments. How-
ever, no specific metrics to assess computational efficiency and convergence were provided [144].
Similarly, Macphee and Beyene (2016) also developed a loosely-coupled model for morphing
wind turbine blades, which is based on OpenFoam’s CFD solver with a FEM-based finite strain
analysis as a structural solver. One of the main findings in this study is the potential use of
camber morphing as passive pitch control mechanisms. Once again, no specific morphing concept
is used in the analysis, and no measure of computational efficiency is performed [145].
Some authors have developed two-dimensional FSI models for specific camber morphing
concepts. For example, Oehler et al. (2012) [146] performed an ABAQUS-based CFD and FEM
analysis for SMA-based morphing devices. Similarly, Heo et al. (2013) [147] followed a similar
approach—using ANSYS instead—for a compliance-based camber morphing cellular structures.
Moreover, Barlas and Akay (2018) [148] also developed a 2D FEM and CFD-based algorithm
using ANSYS solvers for optimisation of a morphing flap.
There have also been developments in the FSI modelling of three-dimensional wings. For ex-
ample, De Gaspari et al. (2014) [83] identified the need to study camber morphing at the 3D wing
level, and therefore developed a model based on 3D CFD and 3D FEM. Miller et al. (2015) [149]
also developed a FEM/CFD routine for variable camber wings, which also implemented a 3D
interpolation algorithm to handle the dissimilar meshes used for structural versus aerodynamic
analysis. After experimental validation, it was determined that the FSI model tends to under-
predict lift coefficients and trailing edge displacements, and they suggest that a mesh refinement
in both FEM and CFD models may improve results. Finally, Fasel et al. (2019) [150] also imple-
ments a 3D CFD and 3D FEM FSI routine for aeroservoelasticity studies of a morphing aeroplane
for energy harvesting.
In summary, all these FSI models focused on using CFD and FEM as structural and aerody-
namic solvers, respectively. Even though this is a workable approach that is capable of finding
converged solutions, their computational expense is significant, and geometry definition and
meshing remain significant challenges in the context of design space exploration. While CFD and
FEM can provide very meaningful levels of insight into the detailed aeromechanics of morphing,
these two modelling techniques are not an ideal starting point if wide-ranging explorations into
the design space of 3D morphing wings are desired.
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This is particularly relevant given the sensitivity of meshing (for both FEM and CFD) to geometry
changes, which is at odds with the need for fast and robust generation of a large number of
significantly different geometries while exploring a design space. Therefore, a natural solution
is to start with a lower fidelity analysis to reduce computational expense, and to do so within
a parametric design framework that allows very quick changes in geometry and operating
conditions.
7.2.2 Lower Fidelity Models
There are two relevant examples of lower fidelity FSI models for camber morphing devices.
First, Daynes and Weaver (2012) [129] developed an FSI model for a composite bistable camber
morphing trailing edge device. Even though the authors did use FEM as structural solver, XFOIL
was used to obtain the aerodynamic loads. Results showed that XFOIL provides sufficient aerody-
namic information for validation of 2D wind tunnel test data, and a much lower computational
expense than CFD.
Woods et al. (2014) [27] went one step further in reducing computational expense by also
using XFOIL as the aerodynamic solver, but by replacing FEM by an analytical Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory structural model. This FSI routine was developed for the FishBAC device specifically,
and represents a fast and inexpensive routine for two-dimensional aerofoil analysis, design and
optimisation of this morphing concept. For example, due to its efficiency, this FSI model was used
for a multi-objective optimisation study of the FishBAC [89]. However, this model cannot be used
for three-dimensional wing analysis as it is a two-dimensional model with no ability to capture
the structural or aerodynamic impact of variations along the span.
From this brief review of relevant literature, it can be seen that a fully three-dimensional,
computationally efficient FSI routine is needed to analyse, design and optimise composite Fish-
BAC camber morphing wings. This new model will allow for a more thorough exploration into
the aerodynamic performance of camber morphing wings than what has been achieved to date,
and can be used to identify regions of the design space where higher fidelity analysis and wind
tunnel testing should be targeted.
7.3 3D FSI for Composite FishBAC Wings
A 3D FSI analysis for modelling the aeroelastic behaviour of a composite FishBAC wing is
proposed in this section. From the aerodynamics point-of-view, this model must be able to account
for local changes in 2D aerofoil shapes due to varying camber, as well as for 3D aerodynamic
effects. It should include profile drag, skin friction drag, and induced drag, and should be able
to properly capture the impact on lift of 2D camber changes and of 3D finite wing lift effects—
including wing tip vorticity/downwash and spanwise variations of camber.
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From the structural point-of-view, it needs to capture the stiffness discontinuities of the FishBAC,
the use of different types of material—including composite laminates—and the chordwise taper
due to the aerofoil geometry. Since a stable and efficient structural solver has already been
developed (Chapter 4), a loosely-coupled approach will be implemented. The following section
describes the implemented modelling techniques that addresses all these requirements.
7.3.1 Aerodynamic Model
One feasible option to fully capture the 3D aerodynamics of a finite wing is to use 3D panel
methods, which discretise the outer surface of the wing into a series of chordwise and spanwise
panels, hence capturing local changes in aerofoil shape and thickness effects [151]. Although
panel methods are significantly more efficient than CFD, it is difficult to incorporate viscosity
effects into them, and viscous effects are an important contributor to the overall drag. Another
option is to use inviscid, vorticity-based numerical methods that are derived from thin aerofoil
assumptions, such as Vortex Lattice Method (VLM) [152] and its precursor, Weissinger Lifting-
Line Theory [153]. These two techniques implement finite vortex filaments to calculate lift and
induced drag. Although these methods are very computationally efficient, they still neglect
viscosity and do not model aerofoil thickness. Hence, LLT and VLM are unable to predict viscous
effects (including stall) or obtain accurate pressure distributions due to local changes in aerofoil
geometry.
An alternative approach to LLT, that allows for the inclusion of viscosity and thickness effects,
is to couple the 3D lift distribution from LLT to 2D aerofoil data that can be obtained from
either experiments [154, 155] or a 2D aerofoil analysis tool [156], followed by iterating the 2D
and 3D solutions until certain convergence criterion is met. Anderson et al. (1980) successfully
implemented this technique for modelling the stall behaviour of a finite wing with a drooped
leading edge [155]. Their model coupled Prandlt’s LLT with 2D aerofoil experimental data. They
concluded that their coupled model had a maximum percentage difference of 20%, when compared
to experimental data. However, the authors noted that it is important to be aware that LLT can
be inaccurate at high angles of attack due to the flow becoming highly three-dimensional. An
appropriate three-dimensional solver should be used for such cases.
Sugar-Gabor et al. implemented both LLT [157] and VLM [156] routines using XFOIL as a
two-dimensional flow solver. Their LLT was validated against CFD for Mach numbers between
M = 0.05 and M = 0.2 and angles of attack between α = −2 and α = +8◦ . They observed good
agreement between CFD and LLT lift and pitch moment coefficients; however, drag coefficients
start to diverge at angles of attack greater than α = 4◦. They also suggested in their VLM
study that drag accuracy could be improved by introducing experimental results to the VLM
+ XFOIL algorithm [156]. Additionally, they used their model to study the aerodynamics of a
morphing wing, and were successfully able to quantify the aerodynamic performance gains of
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their morphing concept. Therefore, due to similarities in application, an LLT-based model coupled
with XFOIL will be used as an aerodynamic solver.
In summary, an LLT model with viscous corrections is a suitable approach for modelling the
FishBAC’s 3D aerodynamics at an appropriate level of fidelity for use in design space exploration
and initial optimisation work. However, it is important to treat results at high angles of attack
with care, as these may be inaccurate due to LLT’s limitations on modelling fully 3D flows.
7.3.1.1 3D Aerodynamics: Downwash & Induced Drag
Due to pressure differences between top and bottom wing surfaces, the flow at the wing tips
of finite wings tends to curl around the tips, generating a spanwise flow component that does
not exist in 2D aerofoil sections. These wingtip vortices induce a downward velocity component
on the wing which, combined with the freestream flow, produce a local relative velocity vector
known as downwash. Hence, the geometric angle of attack is no longer the angle of attack that
the wing perceives due to the existence of this new relative velocity vector (Figure 7.1). Note that,
by definition, the angle of attack is the angle between the aerofoil’s chord line and the freestream
flow. Therefore, a new ‘effective’ angle of attack is defined as the angle between the local chord
line and the local relative velocity vector, defined as
αeff =α−αi , (7.1)
where α is the geometric angle of attack and αi corresponds to the induced angle of attack—











𝛼 − Geometric angle of attack
𝛼i − Induced angle of attack
𝛼eff − Effective angle of attack
𝛼eff = 𝛼 − 𝛼i
Figure 7.1: Effective angle of attack caused by downwash. Reproduced from Anderson (2010) [90].
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7.3.1.2 Weissinger’s Lifting-Line Method
The Weissingner’s Lifting-Line Method is a numerical modelling tool used to calculate the local
downwash and effective angle of attack of a finite wing. It is considered to be a nonlinear extension
of Prandlt’s Lifting-Line Theory as it combines LLT with nonlinear aerofoil section data. Thus,
unlike Prandlt’s LLT, the Weissingner’s nonlinear LLT can be used to predict aerodynamic
nonlinearities at stall. LLT assumes that a finite wing can be replaced by a spanwise vortex
filament (bound vortex) of variable strength along the span and a series of trailing vortices
(Figure 7.2). Once the bound vortex strength distribution Γ(y) is calculated, the local lift per unit
span can be calculated using Kutta-Joukowski theorem, such that
L′ = ρ∞V∞Γ(y) . (7.2)
The main effect of the trailing vortices is to induce downwash velocities, which are then used to
calculate the effective angles of attack [155]. Each set of one finite bound vortex—located at each
panel’s quarter-chord—and two trailing vortices is known as a horseshoe vortex element (Fig-
ure 7.3).
To implement Weissingner’s Lifting-Line Method, the wing is partitioned into a number of
spanwise elements, with each one containing a horseshoe vortex. In terms of chordwise elements,
LLT uses only one element along the chord. This is the main difference between Weissingner’s
Lifting-Line Method and Vortex Lattice Method, where horseshoe vortices are also used, but
with multiple chordwise elements. In both techniques, the bound vortices are placed at the
quarter-chord (in the chordwise direction) on each panel, and a control point is set at the element
three-quarter-chord position. Each horseshoe vortex induces a velocity at each control point,




| r |3 . (7.3)
Figure 7.2: Vortex strength distribution of a finite wing
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Figure 7.3: Horseshoe vortex diagram. Reproduced from Chadwick (2005) [158] and Şugar-
Gabor et al. (2013) [157] with authors’ permission.
For each horseshoe element, the induced velocity at a given point is given by the sum of the
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where r0, r1 and r2 define the geometric position of each horseshoe vortex with respect to each
control point. Figure 7.3 shows a horseshoe element with its respective control point and the
position vectors r0, r1 and r2.
Once all the induced velocities have been calculated using Equation 7.4, a system of linear
equations can be set to solve for the horseshoe vortex strengths. These vortex strengths are
assumed to be uniform across the horseshoe element. One boundary condition needs to be
satisfied: the zero normal flow at each control point, defined as
∆(Φ+Φ∞) ·n = 0, (7.5)
where Φ∞ refers to the potential of the freestream flow, Φ represents the potential from the
induced velocities by the horseshoe elements, and n is the normal vector to each control point
at the three-quarter-chord of each element. This normal vector can be expressed in terms of the
local twist angle (θ), wing dihedral (φ) and the local camber line slope (dz/dx), such that
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This zero normal flow at control points is applied by setting the sum of the freestream velocity
and the induced velocities equal to zero, along the normal direction
[(VAB +VA∞+VB∞)+V∞] ·n = 0. (7.7)
Equation 7.4 can be substituted into Equation 7.7 to obtain a system of 1× N equations—N
corresponds to the number of spanwise horseshoe elements—of the form
[ fmn] [Γn]= [−V∞ ·n] , (7.8)
where fmn are known as the influence coefficients [156, 159]. The calculated vortex strengths
can then be used to calculate the lift-per-unit span at each horseshoe element by using Kutta-
Joukowski theorem. However, these still need to be corrected for viscosity, which will be introduced
in the following section. Finally, the effective angle of attack can be calculated at each spanwise






, where Veff =V∞+VA∞+VB∞ . (7.9)
This effective angle of attack is calculated at the local wing plane [160] and, therefore, the
freestream vector and the chordwise and normal-to-chord unit vectors are defined as
V∞ =V∞ (cosα ı̂+sinα k̂), n̂ = k̂ and ĉ = ı̂ . (7.10)
7.3.1.3 2D Aerofoil Aerodynamic Solver
XFOIL is used to obtain local aerofoil section data—i.e. local 2D aerodynamic coefficients and
pressure distributions. As mentioned in Chapter 6.2.3, XFOIL requires the non-dimensional
aerofoil coordinates, the angle of attack, Mach number and Reynolds number as inputs. To
obtain the aerofoil coordinates, the wing is divided into two sections: the main rigid section
(i.e. 0< x/c < 0.744)—maintained rigid throughout the analysis—and the morphing portion (i.e.
0.744< x/c < 1).
The main rigid section’s aerofoil profile is obtained from the NACA 5-digit equations [161],
using the NACA 23012 input parameters. As the FishBAC’s structural solver models the spine’s
displacement, the aerofoil geometry needs to be constructed from the spine’s transverse displace-
ment field. To achieve this, a sixth-order polynomial fit is performed to capture the local spine
deformation at a given spanwise location. A high-order polynomial fit ensures that complex spine
deflections can be captured [113]. The aerofoil shape is rebuilt on top of the current deflected
spine shape by applying the aerofoil’s thickness distribution at each point along the length of the
spine normal to the local tangent of the spine.
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This process is identical to the NACA method of defining aerofoils, and also reflects the role
of the stringers in maintaining the thickness distribution with camber change. This aerofoil
reconstruction process is performed at the centre of each spanwise LLT horseshoe element (see
Section 7.3.1.2).
7.3.1.4 Nonlinear Lifting-Line Solution
The use of nonlinear section lift data to enhance Lifting-Line Theory was first introduced by
Sivells and Neely (1947) [154], describing this method as an alternative to estimate maximum
lift coefficients of high aspect ratio and unswept wings. Anderson et al. (1980) [155] later applied
this technique to model drooped leading-edge wings. They described the procedure as follows:
first, LLT is used to calculate the effective angle of attack at each panel (i.e. using Equation
7.9), and with that initial effective angle of attack distribution, local lift coefficients can be
interpolated from 2D aerofoil data, be it experimental data, or in this work XFOIL results. With
those interpolated lift coefficients, the lift per unit-span can be calculated at each horseshoe




ρ∞V 2∞cn(y)cl , (7.11)
where cn corresponds to the local aerofoil chord length and cl is the 2D lift coefficient. If the lift
equation and Kutta-Joukowski theorem are combined, a local circulation from the 2D aerofoil
data can be calculated as shown by the following expressions
L′ = 1
2




The second step is to calculate the lift per unit-span at each horseshoe element from LLT.
Using the bound vortex strength distribution previously obtained (Equation 7.8), the lift per
unit-span at each horseshoe element can be calculated using Kutta-Joukowski theorem. These
two different estimates of the vortex strength distribution (one obtained from XFOIL and one
from LLT) are used to generate the next iteration’s vortex strengths, such that
Γn+1 =Γold +DF(Γnew −Γold) . (7.13)
With this new vortex strength distribution, a new effective angle of attack distribution can be
calculated, followed by another set of interpolations from 2D aerofoil data. The process is repeated
until a specified convergence criterion is met (Figure 7.4). In this application, the convergence
criterion is a 0.5% difference between iterations. The use of a fixed relaxation factor (DF) is
introduced to assist convergence.
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7.3.1.5 Relaxation Factors
Relaxation factors are used in numerical methods to stabilise solutions that are obtained via
iterative methods, hence, assisting convergence. They act by slowing down the ‘rate of advance’
between two iterations. In other words, they reduce the step size between two expected solutions,
reducing the likelihood of undesired fluctuations that may lead to divergence. Consequently, it
can be said that relaxation factors add ‘damping’ to the numerical solution [113, 162, 163]. There
are two main types of relaxation parameters: fixed and variable. Fixed relaxation factors remain
constant throughout the iterative process, whereas variable ones are changed to speed up the
analysis as convergence is approached.
As mentioned in the previous subsection (Section 7.3.1.4), the use of a fixed relaxation factor
DF is used to assist convergence between the 2D and 3D aerodynamic solutions. Previous studies
have determined a value of DF = 0.05 is sufficient to assist convergence [153, 155], however,
these studies noted that this relaxation factor is highly dependant on the specific geometry and
operating condition. Due to large changes in camber in this application, it was observed that
additional damping was needed to assist convergence. Therefore, a value of DF = 0.001 is used in
this FSI model. Lastly, once a converged vortex strength distribution is obtained, a converged set
of pressure distributions is interpolated from the 2D aerofoil data. This pressure distribution is
then applied to the structural model, which will be presented in the following section.
7.3.1.6 Aerodynamic Coefficients
Once a converged set of vortex strength distributions is obtained, the total lift coefficient and









Γ(y)sin(αi)d y . (7.14)









Finally, the total drag coefficient is defined as the sum of profile and induced drag coefficients,
defined as
CD = CD0 +CD i . (7.16)
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Figure 7.4: Aerodynamic model convergence diagram
7.3.2 Structural Model
The structural model used in this FSI routine is the discontinuous composite plate model based
on Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory that was presented in Chapter 4. This structural model is
suitable for FSI analysis as the aerodynamic pressure distribution—obtained using the nonlinear
LLT solver—and the actuation loads can be directly applied to the structure, and the FishBAC
spine displacement is directly obtained as an output. Also, this structural model represents a fast,
parametrically driven, robust approach to modelling the behaviour of the FishBAC morphing
device that requires only 1% of the DOFs required for a converged FEM model. Consequently,
this structural model is a more computationally efficient alternative to FEM and hence a more
suitable approach for design and optimisation FSI studies. A detailed derivation of this structural
model formulation, shape functions, material properties, structural configuration and dimensions,
actuation loads and solution method are presented in Chapter 4. Additionally, Chapter 3.6
describes how the aerodynamic pressure loads obtained in Section 7.3.1 are applied to the
FishBAC structure.
7.3.3 FSI Analysis Numerical Implementation
The 3D composite FishBAC FSI routine ‘loosely’ couples the structural and aerodynamic solvers.
In this case, the aerodynamic solver runs ahead of the structural solver; hence, the aerodynamic
solution in the first iteration corresponds to a rigid NACA 23012 wing with no deformations.
These initial aerodynamic results are used as input by the structural solver along with the
actuation input settings, leading to an initial FishBAC displacement field that is then used to
generate a deformed set of aerofoil geometries in the second iteration.
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7.3.3.1 Coupling Algorithm
Once the aerofoil geometries have been generated, the aerodynamic solver obtains converged
pressure distributions and aerodynamic coefficients along each spanwise LLT control point. To
ensure matching coordinates between the structural and the aerodynamic models, the structural
model’s spanwise partitions are assigned so that each partition boundaries are aligned with the
local horseshoe element. The pressure distribution at each control point is then applied to the
structural model along with the external actuation moment inputs. The analysis is then iterated
in this fashion with the updated deformations informing the aerodynamic analysis and vice versa.
The structural model outputs a converged FishBAC displacement field, followed by a convergence
check on the total lift coefficient. The FSI routine is said to be converged when the change in lift





where k refers to the FSI iteration counter. Additionally, once the convergence criterion in lift
coefficient (Equation 7.17) is met, a final ‘check’ on the 3D drag coefficient is performed. This
drag coefficient check consists of calculating the average difference in CD between the final two
FSI iterations and comparing them with respect to each other. Since the final value CD depends
on interpolations from 2D aerofoil XFOIL results, this convergence check ensures that there are
no ‘jumps’ in drag coefficient—that may be introduced by XFOIL failing to converge for certain
angles of attack—between the final two iterations. Once these two criteria are met, the FSI is






















Figure 7.5: Schematic of the loosely-coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) routine.
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Similarly, as in Section 7.3.1.5, relaxation can be applied to assist convergence. In FSI
algorithms, relaxation factors are normally applied between the structural and aerodynamic
interfaces. For this 3D FishBAC FSI analysis, fixed relaxation parameters are applied to both
structural and aerodynamic solutions. For the structural solution, relaxation is applied to the
spine displacement field, as described by
wrnew(x, y)=
wnew(x, y)λw +wold(x, y)
λw +1
, (7.18)
where λw refers to the relaxation factor on the spine displacement. Also, relaxation is applied to
the net aerodynamic pressure obtained from the aerodynamic solver, such that
qri (x, y)=
qi(x, y)λp + qi-1(x, y)
λp +1
, (7.19)
where λp is the relaxation factor for pressure distribution. Increasing the value of the relaxation
parameters λw and λp would lead to a slow but stable solution, whereas a value of zero corre-
sponds to no relaxation. Although widely used in numerical methods, it is important to note that
the selection of these relaxation values is highly empirical, and hence, they must be ‘tuned’ for
each application [164]. For this FSI model, a value of λw and λp between 0.1 and 0.5 was found
to be sufficient for convergence.
7.3.3.2 Model Implementation
The FSI analysis is implemented in MATLAB using an open-source wrapper that executes
XFOIL [165]. The remaining structural and aerodynamic calculations are all written directly in
MATLAB. For the study undertaken in this chapter, a generic UAV scale fixed-wing geometry
was used, with the objective of studying the response of this simple wing to changes in active
camber morphing. The wing model has a chord of 270 mm and a span of 2000 mm, resulting in
an aspect ratio of AR = 7.4. A NACA 23012 aerofoil was selected as the baseline profile, and the
morphing FishBAC portion of that aerofoil starts at x/c = 0.744. The remaining non-morphing
section of the wing is assumed to be rigid; hence, it does not deform during the FSI analysis.
Lastly, a taper ratio of 1 (untapered) and a dihedral angle φ= 0 were used for this analysis.
Regarding the structural model, three different material properties are used to model the
morphing section: 8552/IM7 carbon fibre-reinforced prepreg (spine), 3D printed ABS plastic
(stringers and trailing edge) and silicone rubber sheet (skin). These materials properties were
obtained by performing a series of material characterisation experiments, which are thoroughly
discussed in Chapter 5. Additionally, a comprehensive convergence study of the discontinuous
plate-based Mindlin-Reissner model was performed and introduced in Chapter 4. In that study, it
was determined that using a total of five Chebyshev Polynomial terms in both chordwise and
spanwise shape functions is sufficient for convergence. Also, it was estimated that a stiffness
of k = 1 ·107N/m on all artificial penalty springs guarantees a converged solution. More spe-
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cific details on how the structural model is implemented—including internal dimensions and
assumptions—can be found in Chapters 3 and 4.
Finally, four aerodynamic input parameters are needed to execute the FSI model: freestream
velocity, air density, angle of attack and Reynolds number. In this study, the freestream velocity
was set to V = 30 m/s, which corresponds to a Mach number of M = 0.089 at standard sea level
(SLS) conditions, and is again representative of a generic UAV. Additionally, the air density at
SLS conditions is equal to ρ∞ =1.225 kg/m3, resulting in a Reynolds number of Re ≈ 543,000. An
angle of attack sweep from α=−4◦ to α=+14◦, in increments of +2◦, was performed for each test
case. A total of 107 actuation input combinations were run in this analysis, including uniform
actuation inputs at both actuators, single actuation (i.e. only one actuator being used) and
different permutations of differential torque input (i.e. both actuators active, but with different
torque values).
7.4 Model Validation
The aerodynamic model was validated against a related nonlinear LLT model developed by
Tornero (2017) [166] as well as the XFLR5 open-source code. XFLR5 is a 3D wing analysis software
capable of analysing the aerodynamics of finite wings using either Lifting-Line Theory, Vortex
Lattice Method or 3D Panel Method. Additionally, it corrects for viscous effects by interpolating
XFOIL results at local aerofoil sections. For the LLT case, the viscous analysis is fully coupled,
and it iterates both 2D viscous and 3D solutions until convergence is met. For the VLM and 3D
panel case, a viscous correction is implemented to the final drag value. Therefore, the viscous
LLT option is used for validation as it more fully includes viscous effects, as long as the code is
used within LLT’s limitations [167].
It is important to note that XFLR5’s drag calculations differ from traditional LLT ones as
it calculates it using far-field methods, i.e. at the Trefftz Plane. Far-field methods are based
on conservation of momentum downstream of the body, whereas LLT calculates drag in the
near-field, i.e. at the wing’s surface [167]. Even though drag calculations at the near-field tend to
be higher than at the far-field, near-field estimates tend to be very robust as they only depend on
the local flow properties at the wing surface. In contrast, Trefftz-plane drag calculations tend
to be more accurate, but may lead to incorrect results if calculations are performed inside the
wake [168]. In summary, XFLR5 drag estimates are expected to be lower than those obtained by
the implemented aerodynamic model, which calculates drag in the near-field.
Additionally, to ensure consistent and accurate results, a convergence study on the required
number of spanwise horseshoe elements was performed. To evaluate this, the angle of attack was
set to α= 5◦ (to ensure fully attached flow), and an actuation input of Mx =−2 Nm was applied
at each actuation point. Under these conditions, a maximum FishBAC deflection of x/c ≈ 9% is
achieved. Lastly, the spanwise panel number was varied from 20 to 120, in increments of 10.
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The model is said to be converged when the change in 3D lift coefficient with increasing number
of spanwise elements is less than 0.1%. Based on this convergence study, a total of 60 spanwise
elements are used.
Lastly, to validate the FSI coupling algorithm, a 2D comparison was performed against Woods
and Friswell’s XFOIL/Euler-Bernoulli FSI model [27]. To establish this comparison, the composite
spine stiffness was ‘homogenised’ to obtain an equivalent Young’s modulus that can be input
to the beam model (see Equation 5.1 in Chapter 5.3.1). Furthermore, to simulate a 2D flow
condition, downwash was suppressed on the 3D FSI model, and the span was set to 25 mm, which
corresponds to the width of one of the actuation tendons.
7.5 Comparison: FishBAC vs. Flap
As mentioned in Section 7.1, to directly compare the FishBAC to a traditional control surface, a
plain flap of equal percentage chord was evaluated using the built-in flap functionality of XFOIL
and the same 3D aerodynamic nonlinear LLT solver developed in this chapter. These flapped
aerofoils are likely to have unrealistically low drag values due to the lack of a gap between
the flap the rest of the wing and the lack of control horns, but it does provide a useful initial
comparison. Flap deflections of between δ = −30◦ and δ = +20◦, in increments of +10◦, were
evaluated at the same operating condition as the rigid and FishBAC wings.
7.6 Results
This section presents the FSI model results. The section is divided into two main subsections:
model validation and camber morphing wing performance studies.
7.6.1 Model Validation
The validation of the FSI routine involves three different aspects: aerodynamic model, structural
model and FSI routine validations. Since the structural model was validated in a previous chapter
(see Chapters 4.6.2 and 4.6.1), this section mainly focuses on the aerodynamic model and FSI
routine validations.
7.6.1.1 Aerodynamic Model
To validate the nonlinear LLT model, a rigid NACA 23012 wing was analysed using a nonlinear
LLT routine developed by Tornero (2017) [166], as well as XLFR5’s nonlinear LLT solver [167].
Percentage differences in lift and drag coefficients between the FSI’s LLT model and Tornero’s
and XFLR5 models were calculated (Figure 7.6). Results show good agreement between Tornero’s
model and the FSI’s aerodynamic model, with an average percentage difference of 0.658% and
1.001% in lift and drag, respectively.
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Figure 7.6: Aerodynamic model validation: lift and drag coefficient comparison
Moreover, the percentage difference with respect to XFLR5’s LLT’s model becomes 8.42% and
8.62% in lift and drag, respectively. It is important to note that, when looking at single values
of drag coefficients, there is a direct correlation between the increasing angle of attack and
increasing percentage difference, with the LLT’s FSI model presenting higher drag values. This
discrepancy is potentially due to XFLR5’s drag calculations being performed at the Trefftz plane,
whereas both Tornero’s (2017) and the FishBAC FSI’s nonlinear LLT model calculate drag at the
near-plane. As described by XFLR5’s user guide, drag calculations at the near-field tend to be
higher, especially at high angles of attack [167].
In summary, the FSI nonlinear LLT model accurately predicts lift coefficient when compared
to two other LLT-based solvers. However, discrepancies in drag exist, especially at high angles of
attack. These discrepancies are likely due to slight differences in modelling techniques between
traditional nonlinear LLT and XFLR5’s nonlinear LLT. Therefore, it is important to treat drag
estimates at high angles of attack with care, especially when it is well known that LLT may
become inaccurate in modelling separated flows.
7.6.1.2 FSI Validation
The FSI algorithm validation was performed in two steps: (i) a 2D comparison to Woods and
Friswell’s 2D FSI [27] and (ii) a 3D aerodynamic comparison of the converged deformed shapes
using XFLR5’s.
1. 2D Validation
The 3D FishBAC FSI was directly compared to a previously developed 2D FishBAC FSI [27].
Figure 7.7 shows a comparison of lift and drag coefficients obtained by using each modelling
technique. The lift and drag coefficient results show a good agreement between 2D FSI (beam
model + XFOIL) and 3D FSI (plate model + LLT) routines.
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Percentage differences in lift coefficients of less than 3% are observed for all five actuation cases.
Additionally, the deformed shapes were also compared. Figure 7.8 shows the converged spine
deflections as a function of torque input. An average discrepancy of less than 5% is observed
between the two modelling techniques. In summary, the two models agree with each other, which
confirms that the coupling routine of the 3D composite FishBAC FSI works accordingly.
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Figure 7.7: 2D FSI validation—lift and drag coefficients as a function of angle of attack.
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The final step of the validation process is to compare the aerodynamic behaviour of several
FSI converged, deformed shapes. To perform this comparison, three different load cases were
considered at several angles of attack: (i) M =−1Nm uniform actuation input at both actuators,
inducing a large downward FishBAC deflection (ii) M =+0.25Nm uniform actuator input, result-
ing on a small upward FishBAC deflection and (iii) a single actuation input of M =−0.75Nm at
the outboard actuator only, inducing significant spanwise variations in transverse displacements.
These deformed aerofoil shapes were extracted from the FSI solver and then input into
XFLR5 and were analysed using the nonlinear viscous LLT analysis. Five different angles of
attack were considered: two negative (α=−4◦,−2◦), zero (α= 0◦), low positive (α=+5◦) and a
high positive angle of attack (α=+12◦). Figure 7.9 shows the uniform negative actuation case as
an example. Percentage differences in lift and drag coefficients were calculated and results are
summarised in Table 7.1.
It is observed in Table 7.1 that an average percentage difference in lift and drag coefficients
of 7.82% and 8.81%, respectively, exist. It is also observed that these values are highly dependent
on the load case and angle of attack. For example, the lift coefficient percentage difference ranges
between 2.90% to 13.27%, whereas the drag coefficient varies between 1.01% and 14.55%. These
discrepancies could be due to either slight differences in calculating aerodynamic forces—as
explained in the previous subsection—or due to discrepancies in the 2D aerofoil data used
for viscous corrections. As previously mentioned, the 2D aerofoil data is obtained by running
XFOIL using the local aerofoil geometry at each horseshoe element, for a wide range of angles of
attack. XFOIL sporadically fails to converge at certain aerofoil geometries and angles of attack,
and therefore, the effective angle of attack interpolations may be affected due to the lack of
certain data points. One important observation from these results is that the highest percentage
difference in drag values occur at the highest camber deflection—when both actuation inputs were
Mx = −1 Nm. Consequently, it was decided to reduce the maximum torque input per actuator to
Mx = −0.75 Nm. In summary, for the majority of cases, the FSI aerodynamic results agree with
XFLR5’s estimates with a percentage difference of less than 9%. However, these differences may
increase up to 13% for certain cases, especially when larger camber deflections occur. In general,
overall spanwise trends are well captured by the FSI’s LLT and, therefore, this FSI analysis is
suitable for design space explorations.
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Figure 7.9: Aerodynamic Comparison between FSI converged aerodynamics and XFLR5’s LLT,
for an actuation input of [Mx1 , Mx2]= [−1,−1] Nm.
Table 7.1: FSI validation test cases in terms of percentage difference in lift and drag coefficients
(NC = not converged).





















This subsection introduces how the three main aerodynamic coefficients—CL, CD and Cm— vary
with increasing FishBAC deflection. The first case to be considered is symmetric load input,
where both actuators in each half-wing apply the same amount of torque.
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7.6.2.1 Case 1: Symmetric Actuation
Figure 7.10 shows the lift, drag and moment coefficients as a function of angle of attack and
symmetric actuation inputs. Results show that the FishBAC presents a lift control authority
of ∆CL ≈ 0.5 when only downward FishBAC deflections are considered. As expected, increasing
deflection also increases drag, resulting in a change of drag coefficient that ranges from ∆CD ≈
0.02 to ∆CD ≈ 0.08, for angles of attack between α = 0◦ and α = +14◦. Furthermore, a change
in pitching moment coefficient between ∆Cm ≈ 0.1 and ∆Cm ≈ 0.14 is achieved when downward
FishBAC deflections are considered. Although these results highlight the FishBAC’s control
authority, they do not provide sufficient information to assess aerodynamic efficiency. Therefore,
lift-to-drag ratios as a function of angle of attack and lift coefficient are presented in Figure 7.11.
It is observed in Figure 7.11 that a higher aerodynamic efficiency than the rigid NACA 23012
aerofoils can be achieved at low angles of attack and low lift coefficients. However, these efficiency
gains decrease as the lift coefficient increases. Since the majority of the drag at high lift coefficients
comes from the induced drag due to lift, having higher camber deflections at the wing root and
gradually reducing them towards the wingtip may be beneficial for reducing induced drag.
Therefore, if the actuation inputs are applied such that the wingtips are ‘offloaded’, higher
aerodynamic efficiencies may be achieved. To assess the potential of these asymmetric deflections,
a load case where only one actuator applies torque is considered in Section 7.6.2.2.
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Figure 7.10: Lift, drag and moment coefficient as a function of angle of attack and FishBAC
deflection. Actuation inputs are symmetric.
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Figure 7.11: Aerodynamic efficiency as a function of angle of attack and lift coefficient. Actuation
inputs are symmetric.
7.6.2.2 Case 2: Single Actuation Input
One way to estimate whether higher aerodynamic efficiency can be achieved by asymmetric
actuation is to compare how aerodynamic coefficients vary if only one actuator is used in each
half-wing. To determine the effect of using the inboard versus the outboard actuators, torque
magnitude is kept constant and the actuation location is changed from inboard to outboard
actuators. Figure 7.12 shows the lift, drag and moment coefficients for two pairs of actuation
inputs: −0.75 Nm and −0.625 Nm at both inboard and outboard actuators, respectively. Results
show that there is no significant change in lift coefficient with varying actuation location, however,
a drag coefficient reduction between 2% and 5% is observed when the inboard actuator is used.
In general, using the inboard actuator yields lower drag coefficients for all angles of attack.
When compared in terms of aerodynamic efficiency as a function of both angle of attack and lift
coefficient (Figure 7.13), it is observed that an increase in efficiency between 10% and 50% is
achieved at low lift coefficients (i.e. CL < 0.5), whereas an increase between 3.5% and 6.75% is
observed for higher lift coefficients. These results are consistent with the fact that generating less
lift near the wingtips would lead to a reduction in downwash at the wingtips—where it normally
has its highest value in finite wings. Therefore, offloading the tips leads to lower induced drag
and, thus, higher efficiency. However, using one actuator only comes at the expense of achieving
lower lift coefficients due to lower camber deflections. Therefore, an alternative to obtain higher
lift and lower drag coefficients, respectively, is to apply different non-zero actuation inputs at
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Figure 7.13: Aerodynamic efficiency as a function of angle of attack and lift coefficient when only
one actuator is used
7.6.2.3 Case 3: Asymmetric Actuation Inputs
The third actuation case to be considered is when asymmetric actuation inputs are used—i.e.
when the torque inputs at each inboard and outboard actuators are not equal. To fully explore
the ‘control space’, a total of 117 configurations were studied, with torque values ranging from
−0.75 Nm to 0.25 Nm and for angles of attack between α = −4◦ and α = +14◦, in increments
of α = 2◦. One way of analysing the resulting aerodynamic properties is to estimate the lift
(Figure 7.14) and drag (Figure 7.15) coefficients, respectively, as a function of torque inputs and
angle of attack. Each of the coloured surfaces in Figure 7.14 represents the FishBAC’s lift control
authority at a given angle of attack when all combinations of positive and negative actuation
inputs are considered. An average lift control authority of ∆CL = 0.58 is achieved across all angles
of attack, having a maximum value of ∆CL = 0.63 at α= 6◦ and a minimum value at ∆CL = 0.50
at α= 14◦. Also, an average change in drag coefficient of ∆CD = 0.066 is observed in Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.14: Lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack and actuation torque inputs.
Figure 7.15: Drag coefficient as a function of angle of attack and actuation torque inputs.
These results show that a wide range of lift coefficients can be achieved without varying angle of
attack. Also, results suggest that the additional drag due to these camber deflections is at least
one order of magnitude lower than the increase in lift.
When observed in terms of lift-to-drag ratio (Figure 7.16), it is seen that CL/CD can widely
vary with torque input. Hence, it may be difficult to estimate for a given desired lift coefficient
what combination of actuation input and angle of attack yields the best aerodynamic efficiency.
Since angle of attack and torque inputs can be controlled and set to a desired value—within
torque available limits—one approach is to calculate the maximum achievable lift-to-drag ratio
given freely varying angle of attack and camber morphing across the range of achievable lift
coefficients. By doing so, the aerodynamic performance can be analysed in terms of a condensed


































Figure 7.16: Lift-to-drag ratio as a function of angle of attack and actuation torque inputs
This condensed metric is particularly useful when comparing the aerodynamic performance of
different trailing edge devices (e.g. FishBAC vs flap), as it can establish a direct comparison
between different configurations that is independent of variables that may be different depending
on the device—e.g. actuation inputs, camber deflections, angles of attack and flap angles.
Consequently, the aerodynamic efficiency (lift-to-drag ratio) of the FishBAC wing is now
analysed as a function of achievable lift coefficients. Figure 7.17 shows all the lift-to-drag ratios
corresponding to the different angles of attack and actuation combinations that were considered.
In this figure, the left-hand side plot (Figure 7.17a) represents all the achieved lift-to-drag ratios
for each angle of attack, whereas the right-hand side plot (Figure 7.17b) represents the best
aerodynamic efficiency that can be achieved at each angle of attack, as a function of lift coefficient.
Moreover, angle of attack can be removed from this comparison by selecting the best aerody-
namic efficiency that can be achieved at a given lift coefficient. By doing so, a direct comparison
between FishBAC’s and other configurations’ best performances can be established.
As mentioned in Section 7.5, a rigid plain flap of equal chordwise dimension was analysed
using the 3D aerodynamic model, and the resulting aerodynamic coefficients were used to
directly compare the FishBAC with a plain flapped wing. Results show that the FishBAC has
an aerodynamic efficiency improvement over the flap of at least 16% for lift coefficients between
CL = 0.2 and CL = 0.42 (Figure 7.18). However, these efficiency improvements reduce to 5% for
lift coefficients greater than CL = 0.42. Although the FishBAC is more efficient than the flap at
all lift coefficients, there is a clear reduction in efficiency gains as lift coefficient increases. These
results suggest that this is potentially due to a rapid increase in induced drag as lift increases.
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Figure 7.17: Achievable lift-to-drag ratios as a function of lift coefficient: (a) achieved lift-to-drag
ratios for each angle of attack (b) best aerodynamic efficiency that can be achieved at each angle
of attack.


















Figure 7.18: FishBAC and flap 3D aerodynamic efficiency comparison
To further investigate the increase in induced drag with increasing lift, the corresponding
total, induced and profile drag coefficients for the best performing examples (as a function of
lift coefficient) of each configuration are compared. Figure 7.19 shows these results, plotted on
a double y-scale with the induced drag contribution to the total drag coefficient shown as a
percentage. These results consistently show that profile drag dominates for lift coefficients lower
than CL ≈ 0.38. At lift coefficients above CL ≈ 0.4, induced drag rapidly grows, and it represents
approximately 85% of the total drag for lift coefficients above CL > 1.3 in both FishBAC and
flap configurations. These results explain why the aerodynamic efficiency improvements of the
FishBAC diminish at higher lift coefficients. Therefore, it can be concluded that for the wing
design investigated here, the benefit of using the FishBAC is more significant when profile drag
is higher than induced drag.
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Figure 7.19: Comparison between total, induced and profile drag coefficients.
It is worth noting that the chosen rectangular planform, untwisted wing geometry of modest
aspect ratio does not have particularly good performance with respect to induced drag. Therefore,
it will be interesting in future work to consider a wider range of wing geometries, which will build
off on and reinforce this initial investigation into the aerodynamics of camber morphing wings.
7.6.2.4 Case Study: Constant Lift Coefficient
Aeroplanes spend the majority of a flight at cruise condition. These cruise operations normally
occur in a wings-level equilibrium flight condition—i.e. when lift equals weight and no vertical
acceleration occurs. However, as the weight of the aircraft decreases due to fuel burn, the required
lift to maintain equilibrium also decreases. One way of reducing the lift force to compensate for
this weight reduction is to change the angle of attack. However, aerofoils typically have their
maximum lift to drag ratio over a fairly narrow band of angles of attack, implying a drag penalty
for changing AOA. Also, there may also be a drag penalty due to an increase in fuselage drag
if angle of attack is changed. An alternative is to ‘trim’ the aircraft by actively using control
surfaces, also resulting in a drag penalty (trim drag) that is usually lower than the increase in
drag due to change in angle of attack [169]. A third option is to decrease lift by increasing altitude,
which reduces the aerodynamic forces due to a reduction in air density. Although effective, these
changes in altitude are limited by flight control operations and the need to gain permission for
flight level changes, hence the stepped cruise profile common for commercial air traffic. The
adaptability of a morphing wing could allow for efficient variations in lift without varying angle
of attack and/or altitude, and without the associated drag penalty of hinged control surfaces.
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To further study this hypothesis, the best achievable drag coefficients at constant lift co-
efficients and angles of attack have been interpolated from the FishBAC data set using a
triangulation linear interpolation function. Figure 7.20 shows the resulting minimum achievable
drag coefficients as a function of angle attack for lines of constant lift coefficient (achievable
through morphing). There are two main points that can be inferred from these results: (i) a
change in lift coefficient of at least ∆CL = 0.4 (and often up to ∆CL = 0.8) can be achieved at
each angle of attack and (ii) the minimum achievable drag associated with each lift coefficient
is relatively constant and independent of angle of attack. In other words, a significant change
in lift coefficient can be achieved without changing angle of attack. This ability to change lift
coefficient at a constant angle of attack may be desirable in certain manoeuvres, as lower fuselage
and empennage drag could be achieved by aligning the fuselage with the incoming flow. Also,
Figure 7.20 shows that certain lift coefficients can be achieved at a wide range of angles of attack
without significant drag increases. These results highlight how adaptive a FishBAC morphing
wing is and how this can be exploited for improving aerodynamic efficiency at a broad range of
angles of attacks and lift coefficients.
Finally, these resulting constant lift coefficients can be observed as a function of their cor-
responding drag coefficients as seen in Figure 7.21. Given this range of obtainable results, the
non-dominated points across the entire data set can be determined to create the Pareto frontier
of each set [170]. This Pareto frontier represents the lift coefficients that can be achieved at
the lowest drag penalty, thus maximising lift-to-drag ratio for a desired CL. Also, Figure 7.21
shows the converged flap results and its corresponding Pareto frontier. As observed, the FishBAC
presents lower drag coefficients for all lift coefficients and the area between the two Pareto
frontiers represents the aerodynamic efficiency gains.
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Figure 7.20: Drag coefficients as a function of fixed lift coefficients and angle of attack.
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Figure 7.21: Pareto frontier of achievable lift coefficients as a function of drag coefficients.
7.7 Conclusions
This chapter introduced a 3D FSI analysis of a composite FishBAC camber morphing wing. The
loosely-coupled routine is based on a discontinuous Mindlin-Reissner plate model (introduced in
Chapter 4) and a viscous corrected nonlinear Lifting-Line Model for the structural and aerody-
namic solvers, respectively. This model is capable of obtaining converged three-dimensional lift,
drag and moment coefficients and aerodynamic pressure distributions for different combinations
of Mach number, angle of attack, actuation torque inputs and Reynolds number. After performing
an analysis at a Mach number of M = 0.089 and a Reynolds number of Re ≈ 543,000 on a simple
rectangular planform wing test case, the following conclusions were drawn:
1. The 3D composite FishBAC device has a lift control authority of between ∆CL = 0.5 and
∆CL = 0.63, for the actuation inputs considered.
2. Actuation inputs that induce lower camber deflections in the outboard section of the wing lead
to a higher overall aerodynamic efficiency. Offloading the tip has a direct impact in reducing
induced drag. An increase in lift-to-drag ratio between 5% and 7% can be achieved by this
induced drag reduction.
3. The FishBAC wing is capable of achieving a wide range of constant lift coefficients across a
wide range of angles of attack by varying actuation input. At these constant lift coefficient
cases, the drag coefficient remains relatively stable when varying angle of attack. This feature
highlights how adaptive the FishBAC morphing wing can be for a wide range of angles of
attack and lift coefficients.
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4. The FishBAC presents a 16% higher aerodynamic efficiency than a plain flap wing, for low lift
coefficients between CL = 0.2 and CL = 0.42. However, this percentage improvement decreases
to 5% when lift coefficients above CL = 0.42 are considered. This decrease in benefit is due to
induced drag becoming significantly larger than profile drag at higher lift coefficients—an
effect exacerbated by the rectangular, untwisted planform considered here as an initial test
case. Lastly, it is important to remind that the flapped configuration is a "best case" scenario,
with neither structural gap nor control horns.
5. In terms of components of total drag, profile drag dominates for lift coefficients below CL = 0.38.
For lift coefficients above this value, induced drag rapidly grows, and becomes > 85% of the
total drag for lift coefficients greater than CL > 1.3. Therefore, introducing design features
to reduce induced drag (e.g. twist, taper, and higher aspect ratio) could potentially lead to
further enhanced FishBAC behaviour for more sophisticated wing designs operating at higher
lift coefficients.
This chapter introduced a Fluid-Structure Interaction routine that models the coupled structural
and aerodynamic behaviour of a 3D composite FishBAC in a fixed-wing configuration. Additionally,
this model was used to explore the potential aerodynamic benefits of the FishBAC in 3D finite
wings. Results in this chapter suggest that the FishBAC can bring significant benefits to 3D
wings, including induced drag minimisation and large lift control authority. Future work should
include wing planform features for induced drag reductions (e.g. taper, twist, sweep and higher
aspect-ratio), and should also consider higher Mach and Reynolds numbers.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
Traditional fixed-wing aircraft vary their wing geometries during flight by deflecting a series
of hinged flaps that are attached to the trailing edge of their wings. Although effective in producing
changes in aerodynamic loads that allow for aircraft control and trim, the use of hinged flaps
comes with a cost: a drag penalty caused by the sharp and discontinuous change in shape and
the structural gap that must exist on the wing surface to allow flap rotation about its hinge.
A potential solution to avoid the drag penalties associated with hinged flaps is the use
of camber morphing trailing edge devices, which are aerostructures that have been carefully
engineered to vary aerofoil geometry without surface discontinuities or gaps. These devices can
achieve similar lift control authority as flaps, but with a much lower drag penalty. In addition to
the benefits in all flight conditions created by the lower drag penalty, morphing also opens up the
option of continuously varying wing camber to optimise aerodynamic performance throughout the
course of a mission. By doing so, higher aerodynamic efficiencies may be achieved at all stages
of flight, leading directly to reductions in fuel consumption. A particularly promising camber
morphing concepts is the FishBAC, which was initially designed using 1-dimensional modelling
tools and manufactured using 3D printed plastic. Preliminary wind tunnel tests of this initial
FishBAC prototype showed favourable aerodynamic efficiency gains, motivating further study.
The research undertaken to support this thesis was driven both by the promising initial
performance gains that the FishBAC has shown and by the desire to develop more sophisticated
analysis methods and design solutions. The goal of these two is to provide a more thorough under-
standing of the FishBAC’s behaviour and to push the concept towards real-world implementation.
To scale up this technology, it is first necessary to develop modelling tools that can capture the
structural, aerodynamic and aeroelastic behaviour of 3D FishBAC wings. Additionally, the use of
high-performance aerospace grade materials is a crucial step towards implementing this concept
in real aerostructures.
Based on the results presented in this thesis, from a general point-of-view, it can be concluded
that using a composite FishBAC device in a 3D wing can lead to a reduction in drag between 5%
and 20%, and with a lift control authority similar to that of hinged flaps (i.e. ∆CL = 0.5−0.7).
Results also show that the FishBAC has significantly higher actuation energy requirements than
hinged flaps and, therefore, actuation energy must be coupled with structural and aerodynamic
loads in future FSI analysis and design iterations. If actuation energy is included in these future
design iterations, it will ensure that (i) the FishBAC structure is designed to minimise actuation
energy requirements and (ii) the power-to-weight ratio of the actuation mechanism is taken into
account, which is especially important if different types of actuators are to be considered. In
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summary, the FishBAC is still showing promising results in terms of improving aerodynamic
efficiency, however, more work is needed at the systems level to ensure that the aerodynamic
efficiency gains are not offset by actuation and structural weight penalties.
8.1 Review of Aims and Objectives
As presented in Chapter 1, the aims of this thesis are: (i) to develop modelling tools that can
capture both chordwise and spanwise structural behaviour of composite FishBAC devices, as
well as the 3D aerodynamics of FishBAC morphing wings; and (ii) to design and manufacture
a carbon-fibre FishBAC device that can be used to experimentally validate both structural and
aerodynamic simulations, and to obtain additional wind tunnel data to further understand
the potential benefits of using the FishBAC instead of hinged flaps. Based on these aims, the
objectives of this thesis were defined as:
1. To develop a two-dimensional parametrically driven structural model capable of capturing
both chordwise and spanwise behaviour of a composite FishBAC under both structural
and aerodynamic loads. This structural model must be more computationally efficient than
modelling the FishBAC using FEM.
2. To develop a 3D FSI analysis to consider both the structural and aerodynamic response of
the FishBAC in a coupled routine. This structural model must be more computationally
efficient than FEM/CFD-based FSI solvers so that it can be used for design space exploration
and optimisation.
3. To design, manufacture and test a composite FishBAC wind tunnel wing model. The
following tests are to be performed:
a) Static structural test for structural model validation.
b) Wind tunnel test for both understanding the aerodynamic benefits of the FishBAC
and for future validation of FSI analysis.
8.2 Major Contributions & Main Findings
The major research contributions introduced by this thesis are presented in this section. These
major contributions are classified based on the two aims.
8.2.1 Methods for Modelling Three-Dimensional Composite FishBACs
To successfully model three-dimensional composite FishBAC wings, three different aspects must
be modelled: the structures, the aerodynamics and the interaction between the two. Consequently,
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structural and aerodynamic models have been developed and then coupled in an FSI routine.
This subsection summarises the major findings from developing these new modelling techniques.
8.2.1.1 Structural Modelling of Discontinuous Composite Morphing Structures
Two parametrically-driven structural plate-based models were developed in this thesis: the first
one is based on Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory, whereas the second one is based on Mindlin-Reissner
Plate Theory. The two discontinuous plate-based models can capture the static behaviour of fully
anisotropic FishBAC devices (i.e. chordwise and spanwise displacements and rotations) using a
single system of linear equations. The Kirchhoff-Love and Mindlin-Reissner formulations use
84% and 99% fewer degrees of freedom, respectively, than converged FEM models.
The novelty of these models lies in their ability to capture the complex structural nature of
the FishBAC by discretising its geometry into a series of individual composite plates, each one
with an equivalent stiffness at the mid-plane, that are joined together using a series of artificial
penalty springs. This modelling approach allows for rapid modification of the structural and
material parameters (e.g. spine stacking sequence, dimensions, stringer spacing) and, due to its
mesh-independence and semi-analytical nature, it can compute converged displacement fields
by solving a fixed number of linear equations. These two-dimensional composite models are a
significant extension on a previously developed 1D isotropic beam model of the FishBAC, which
is unable to model spanwise displacements nor composite laminates.
Additionally, one of the major findings in developing these models was the existence of
transverse shear stresses under certain load cases (i.e. asymmetric load inputs that induce twist
on the FishBAC).
Transverse Shear Effects on Discontinuous Plate Structures
Although the FishBAC’s spine meets the thin plate criterion (i.e. t/c < 1/30), the presence of several
spanwise stringers—where local t/c > 1/5 are achieved—results in significant transverse shear
stresses for actuation inputs that induce structural twist about the yz-plane. These load cases
cannot be modelled using Kirchhoff-Love Plate Theory as this formulation neglects transverse
shear effects. This limitation was addressed by developing the Mindlin-Reissner model, which
accounts for transverse shear effects by implementing the First-Order Shear Deformation Theory.
The Mindlin-Reissner model was validated against both FEM and experimental results, showing
its ability to predict the static behaviour of composite FishBAC devices under all actuation load
cases. In summary, this model fulfils the above-stated objective of developing a structural model
that can capture the chordwise and spanwise displacements of a composite FishBAC subjected to
both actuation and aerodynamic loads. Due to its computational efficiency, the model is suitable
for FSI analysis and for design and optimisation studies.
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8.2.1.2 Fluid-Structure Interaction of Three-Dimensional Composite FishBACs
A Fluid-Structure Interaction routine has been developed by combining the Mindlin-Reissner
plate model with an XFOIL augmented nonlinear Lifting-Line aerodynamic model. This FSI
routine is capable of analysing the aerodynamic behaviour of 3D FishBAC wings for a wide range
of incompressible freestream velocities, Reynolds numbers, angles of attack and actuation inputs.
This aerodynamic model can capture aerodynamic pressure changes due to localised changes in
aerofoil shape, three-dimensional aerodynamic effects (i.e. downwash), as well as viscous drag.
This new 3D FSI for FishBAC wings is a more capable analysis than the 2D FSI reported in the
literature, which is unable to model 3D wings. To make use of this new capability to analyse the
coupled aeroelastic behaviour of 3D FishBAC wings, the 3D FSI routine introduced in this thesis
was used for preliminary design space explorations of FishBAC wings for aeroplanes.
These preliminary design explorations were based on aerodynamic performance estimations
of a composite 3D FishBAC wing at different actuation input combinations and angles of attack.
Results show that the FishBAC has a lift control authority between ∆CL = 0.5 and ∆CL = 0.63,
for a wide range of angles of attack. Additionally, these lift coefficient gains come with low drag
penalties, which makes the FishBAC suitable for continuously optimising wing geometry during
flight.
The 3D FishBAC wing was directly compared to a plain flapped wing analysed using the same
aerodynamic modelling tool and input conditions. The FishBAC shows an increase in aerodynamic
efficiency of 16% for lift coefficients between 0.2 > CL > 0.43. For higher lift coefficients, this
efficiency increase reduces to 5%, which is caused by a rapid increase in induced drag. These
results were then used to further investigate the potential benefits that the FishBAC may bring
to a 3D wing, for example, in reducing induced drag by controlling spanwise changes in camber.
Induced Drag Reduction and Aerodynamic Efficiency
The FishBAC can be used to reduce induced drag by decreasing the amount of camber in the
outboard sections of the wings. This can be achieved by applying higher torque inputs in the
actuators located near the wing root and lower torque inputs in the actuators located near the
wingtips. This actuation combination offloads the wingtips, and leads to aerodynamic efficiency
gains between 3% and 5%. A rigid hinged flap configuration is unable to achieve these gradual
changes in camber along the wing span and, therefore, cannot achieve these reductions in
induced drag. However, one main observation from these 3D wing results is that the FishBAC’s
aerodynamic efficiency gains diminish with increasing lift coefficient; thus, the efficiency gains at
high lift coefficients are significantly lower than the ones observed at the 2D level (Chapter 6).
It was concluded that this efficiency reduction is due to induced drag becoming the highest
drag contribution at lift coefficients greater than CL > 0.4. Additionally, it was estimated that
induced drag can contribute up to 85% of the total drag for lift coefficients greater than CL > 1.3.
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Therefore, a planform design that reduces induced drag may improve the aerodynamic benefits of
camber morphing across a broader range of lift coefficients.
8.2.2 Design, Manufacture & Wind Tunnel Test of Composite FishBAC
A first of its kind composite spine FishBAC wind tunnel wing model was designed and manufac-
tured using a combination of materials and manufacturing techniques. This process demonstrated
the possibility of producing a composite spine FishBAC. Additionally, the resulting wing model
underwent a series of structural and aerodynamic wind tunnel experiments to investigate the
static structural and aerodynamic behaviour of this composite FishBAC wing model. The struc-
tural results were used to experimentally validate the Mindlin-Reissner plate model, whereas
the wind tunnel results were used to further investigate the aerodynamic benefits of camber
morphing.
8.2.2.1 Static 2D Wind Tunnel Test
The most extensive wind tunnel test campaign on the FishBAC concept to date is presented in this
thesis, as well as the most complete and detailed comparison between flaps and camber morphing
present in the literature. Force balance and wake rake survey data were used to quantify the
aerodynamic performance of both FishBAC and flap configurations, at a wide range of angles
of attack and camber deformations and at freestream velocity of 30 m/s. Additionally, optical
aerodynamic and structural measurements were performed using PIV and a stereo VG point
tracking system, respectively. These optical measurements provide a more detailed understanding
of the aeroelastic behaviour of the FishBAC.
Aerodynamic Efficiency
Results show that the FishBAC has significantly higher aerodynamic efficiency than the hinged
plain flap. These efficiency gains are remarkable at moderate to high lift coefficients (i.e. CL > 1),
where the improvement is at least 50%. For typical operating lift coefficients (i.e. 0.5> CL > 1),
these efficiency gains are of 40% on average (and at least 16%). In general, the FishBAC presents
a higher aerodynamic efficiency than the flap, across all tested angles of attack and achievable lift
coefficients, which is an exceptional performance when compared against other camber morphing
aerodynamic studies presented in the literature.
Optical Measurements
PIV and VG tests were performed to visually measure wake velocities and structural displace-
ments, respectively. These PIV and VG are the first optical displacement and aerodynamic
measurements, respectively, that are performed on the FishBAC device. PIV results show that
the FishBAC’s wake remains stable and thin over a wide range of camber deflections. Conversely,
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the flap’s wake thickness increases by around 60% (compared to its undeflected value) with
increasing flap deflections. These results show the extent to which flap deflections induce flow
separation, and how much better the FishBAC is—results which are corroborated by the wake
survey.
Lastly, Videogauge displacement measurements on the FishBAC showed that aerodynamic
loads significantly reduce the maximum camber deflections that the FishBAC can achieve.
Specifically, they showed that even at low angles of attack, this deflection reduction could be as
large as 60%. These results highlight the importance of designing and sizing the FishBAC and
its actuation mechanism using a fully coupled FSI analysis, as the aerodynamic stiffness is as
relevant as the structural stiffness in compliance-based morphing structures.
8.3 Future Work
Based on the work presented in this thesis, this section suggests potential routes for future work.
These routes can be divided into computational and experimental work.
8.3.1 Computational
1. Dynamic analysis of the FishBAC: the Mindlin-Reissner structural model can be ex-
panded to perform dynamic analysis of the FishBAC. Using the same Rayleigh-Ritz formula-
tion, the dynamics of the FishBAC can be incorporated in terms of kinetic energy. A dynamic
analysis would allow for the investigation of the natural frequency and mode shapes of the
system, its damping properties and its overall dynamic stability. Also, the aerodynamic
model could potentially be modified to perform time-dependent analysis, where dynamic
perturbations, such as gust, could be introduced. If successfully implemented, a dynamic
FSI analysis could study the use of the FishBAC as a load alleviation device.
2. Higher-fidelity aerodynamic model for FSI: the nonlinear Lifting-Line theory that
was introduced in this thesis is capable of capturing the aerodynamics of 3D camber
morphing wings. However, it is well known that the use of Lifting-Line Theory should
be limited to the analysis of unswept wings under fully attached flow regimes and at
incompressible Mach numbers. These conditions are highly relevant for a wide range of
applications, but improved methods would allow for consideration of performance at higher
Mach numbers and more severe angles of attack.
3. Structural Optimisation of FishBAC device: the developed FSI model can be used for
optimising the FishBAC structure. Parameters such as stringer thickness and spacing and
the stacking sequence of the composite spine can be optimised to achieve selected design




4. Investigate FishBAC’s aerodynamic control properties: another study that can be
performed using the FSI routine is to investigate the FishBAC’s ability to work as a control
surface by quantifying stability derivatives (e.g. roll and pitch rates).
8.3.2 Experimental
5. Design, manufacture and test of composite FishBAC 3D wing: a 3D cantilever wind
tunnel test should be performed to experimentally investigate aerodynamic behaviour
of a 3D FishBAC wing. This requires the design, manufacture and test of another wind
tunnel wing model with a higher aspect ratio. Additionally, this test can also be used to
experimentally measure stability derivatives.
6. Fatigue: the fatigue properties of the FishBAC are yet to be investigated. This is another
important task that must be performed for technology maturity purposes. If the FishBAC is
used as a control surface, for aerodynamic optimisation and for load alleviation, the struc-
ture and actuation mechanism would perform many deflection cycles per flight. Therefore,
the structural life cycle and material degradation due to cyclic use must be investigated.
7. Manufacture of fully composite FishBAC devices: future FishBAC structures can
incorporate a higher number of composite parts. For example, the stringers and the trailing
edge strip—currently 3D printed—should be made using fibre-reinforced polymers. How-
ever, due to the slenderness of the stringers, this may be a difficult task to perform by
hand layup. Therefore, an alternative would be to automate the manufacturing process,
for example, by introducing Automated Tape Laying (ATL) or Automatic Fibre Placement
(AFP).
8. Wing skin materials: the elastomeric skin materials used in this work are not certified
for commercial flight operations, and would need to undergo a very rigorous testing process
to be certified. Other elastomeric materials are available which have been certified for
various aerospace applications (e.g. elastomeric leading edge erosion coatings) but they are
not as highly strained as the skins used in this thesis. Therefore, further work is needed
on either identifying alternative materials or developing and certifying novel elastomeric
matrix composites for morphing applications.
9. Actuator selection: one important characteristic of the FishBAC is that it is actuation
agnostic. Therefore, the actuation mechanism is not restricted to being servo-based. Other
types of lightweight and fatigue-resistant actuators, such as Pneumatic Artificial Muscles
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